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MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
Murray State University 
June 23, 1994 
The Board of Regents of Murray State University met June 23, 1994, 
in speci~l session in the Board Room, Wells Hall, on the campus of 
Murray .State University. The meeting was called to order at 11:00 a.m. 
Chairman James 0. Butts gave the invocation. 
Upon call of the roll, the following members answered present: 
Mr. James 0. Butts, Mr. Sid Easley, Mrs. Beverly Ford, Mr. Philip 
Lanier, Mr. Wells T. Lovett, Mr. Robert Matthews, Mrs. Virginia 
Strohecker, and Mr. Brian Van Horn. Absent: Mrs. Arlivia Gamble and 
Dr. Frank Julian. 
Present for the meeting were Acting President James Booth; 
Mrs. Sandra Rogers, Secretary of the Board; Mr. Tom Denton, Treasurer; 
faculty; staff; and members of the news media. 
Amendment to the Board of Regents Bylaws 
Mr. Butts reminded the Board that the subject of the rev1s1on to 
the Bylaws was mentioned at the last meeting to create the Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Committee as a full standing committee of 
the Board of Regents. The committee shall work with the President and 
the Equal Opportunity Officers, and any other relevant university 
position, on matters pertaining to minority affairs, gender equity, 
discrimination and affirmative action. The committee will report and 
make recommendations to the full Board. 
Mrs. Ford moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the Acting President of the University, approve an amendment to the 
Bylaws to add a standing committee to be styled Equal Opportunity/ 
Affirmative Action Committee. Mrs. Strohecker seconded and the motion 
carried. 
Resolutions of Appreciation. adopted 
Chairman Butts commended those who served on the Presidential 
Search Committee and presented a resolution of appreciation for 
adoption. Members of the Committee included Sid Easley as Chair, 
Beverly Ford, Frank Julian, Wells T. Lovett, and Brian Van Horn. He 
pointed out that the resolution is appropriate for the time and 
effort spent by the Committee. 
Mr. Matthews moved, seconded by Mrs. Strohecker, that the 
following resolution of appreciation be adopted. Mrs. Strohecker 
seconded and the motion carried. 
Resolution of Appreciation 
To Presidential Screening Committee 
Sid Easley, Chair 
Beverly Ford 
Frank Julian 
Wells T. Lovett 
Brian Van Horn 
WHEREAS, a five-member Presidential Screening Committee was 
appointed by the Board of Regents of Murray State University to develop 
an applicant pool of national scope and to screen all candidates; and 
WHEREAS, the committee met numerous times from January through 
April of 1994 and pursued its charge with diligence and dedication, 
receiving and reviewing more than 100 applications and nominations from 
all over the country; and 
2 
WHEREAS, members of the committee demonstrated an unselfish 
willingness to expend both time and energy in soliciting and considering 
a pool of applicants impressive in both quality and quantity; and 
WHEREAS, the search and screening efforts of the committee were 
conducted with the utmost fairness and integrity and ensure that the 
Board has every opportunity to select a president who can provide Murray 
State with outstanding leadership; 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED that the Board of Regents I 
expresses its heartfelt appreciation to the Presidential Screening 
Committee for its noteworthy service and contribution to the future 
welfare of Murray State University; and 
BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that copies of this resolution be presented 
by the Board to each of the members on behalf of the University 
community and citizens of the Commonwealth. 
**** 
Tenure Recommendation 
Mrs. Ford moved that the Board of Regents, upon the recommendation 
of the Acting President of the University, award tenure to the 
Dr. Robert Martin, Professor in the Department of Biological 
Sciences, effective with the 1994-95 contract. 
Mr. Lanier seconded and the roll was called with the following 
voting: Mr. Easley, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lovett, 
yes; Mr. Matthews, yes; Mrs. Strohecker, yes; Mr. Van Horn, yes; and 
Mr. Butts, yes. Motion carried. 
Finance/Audit Committee - Mr. Easley. 
Mr. Tom Denton and Mr. Gerald Hunter reviewed the Executive Summary ~-
and attachments distributed to each member. The documents are included 










Highlights of the budget proposal included: 
Faculty and Staff will receive a two percent salary increase. 
The total budget consists of $70,928,276, an increase of $996,639 
over 1993-94. 
The budget contains $60,056,514 in education and general funds and 
$10,871,762 for auxiliaries, such as residence halls and food 
services. 
State appropriations increase by $712,000, or two percent. 
Faculty and staff pay hikes represent the highest expenditure 
priority in the budget, with 71 percent of the Educational and 
General Budget allocated to salaries benefits. 
The two percent salary increase requires an expenditure of $511,302 
from the education and general fund and $37,186 from auxiliaries, 
plus an increase in fringe benefits. 
In addition to the two percent salary increase for all employees, 
the budget includes $54,000 in salary increases for faculty 
promotions and $22,148 in salary increases for staff 
reclassifications. 
The university's contribution to the employee health insurance 
program increases by $248,932 or 6.5 percent. 
The university continues to pay the entire health insurance premium 










Total fringe benefits, including health insurance, amount to 
$10,329,596, an increase of 5.1 percent over the 1993-94 budget. 
Wages and benefits total $42,642,935, an increase of 3.3 percent 
over FY 1993-94. 
The budget for instruction, such as faculty salaries and academic 
departmental operating budgets, increases $902,800, a 3.6 percent 
increase, while the total budget increased 1.4 percent. 
Fixed costs, such as utilities and maintenance contracts, increase 
$173,000 in the proposed budget. 
Mr. Easley pointed out that the budget contained a total salary 
increase of $54,000 for Academic Promotions. In addition to that, there 
was a total of $22,148 for Job Audits and Certification. The total for 
promotions and reclassifications is $76,148. 
Executive Session 
Mr. Easley moved that the Board convene into Executive Session to 
discuss particular personnel matters. Mrs. Ford seconded and the motion 
carried. 
The Executive Session began at 11:40 a.m. and ended at 12:31 p.m. 
Public Session 
Mr. Matthews moved that the Board adjourn from Executive Session at 
12:31 p.m. and the motion carried. 
Chairman Butts declared the Board in Public Session and the 
following action was a result of discussions in Executive Session. 
Approval of the 1994-95 Budget 
Mr. Easley moved the approval of the 1994-95 budget as presented by 
the budget director and those responsible therefore and expressed 
appreciation for the timely manner in which the budget was prepared. 
Mr. Matthews seconded and the roll was called with the following 
voting: Mr. Easley, yes; Mrs. Ford, yes; Mr. Lanier, yes; Mr. Lovett, 
yes; Mr. Matthews, yes; Mrs. Strohecker, yes; Mr. Van Horn, yes; and 
Mr. Butts, yes. Motion carried. 
(See Attachment #1) 
Presidential Evaluation Committee. appointed 
Chairman Butts appointed an ad hoc committee to study the process 
of the evaluation of the President. Those members appointed were: 
Dr. Kern Alexander, President of the Faculty Senate, Wells Lovett, 
Philip Lanier, Dean Cartwright, President of the Staff Congress, and 
Brian Van Horn, with Regent Lanier serving as chair. 
The Committee will report to the Board on the Presidential 
Evaluation recommendation. 
Presentation of Plaque to Chairman Butts 
On behalf of the full Board, Regent Sid Easley presented a plaque 
to Chairman James 0. Butts which read "To James 0. Butts, chairman 
1992-94, in appreciation for dedicated service, Murray State University 
Board of Regents." Special appreciation was expressed to Mr. Butts for 




There being no further business to come before the Board, the 
meeting adjourned at 12:37 p.m. 
Secretary 
This page left blank due to the Attachments to the Minutes of the 




FY 94-95 REGENTS BUDGET II REVENUE SUMMARY 
FY93-94 FY94-95 
Budget Adjustment Budget 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 37,894,500 712,000 38,606,500 
.. TUm ON 15,729,952 771,802 16,501;754 
·I~~~Fee 1,642,003 0 1,642,003 
Course fees 98,520 14,600 113,120 
Miscellaneous Fees 169,916 24,960 194,876 
TOTAL- TUmON & FEES 17,640,391 811,362 18,451,753 
lNDlRECf COSTS 140,000 0 140,000 
SALES & SERVICES 914,132 138,016 1,052,148 
OTHER SOURCES 1,893,628 (87,515) 1,806,113 
·~ TOTAL- EDUCATION AND GENERAL 58,482,651 1,573,863 60,056,514 
AUXILIARIES 
Food Services 4,099,185 (421,968) 3,677;2.17 
Curris Center 222,000 0 222,000 
I Residence Halls 4,458,814 (151,446) 4,307,368 Bookstore 2;2.80,000 (1,599) 2;2.78,401 
H & D Interest 75,000 (3,000) 72,000 
Racer Card Administration 53,865 0 53,865 
Parking 170,122 789 170,911 
Vending 90,000 0 90,000 
TOTAL- AUXILIARIES 11,448,986 (577,224) 10,871,762 
GRANDTOTAL-REVENUEBUDGET $69,931,637 $996,639 $70,928,276 
'-
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FY 94-95 REGENTS BUDGET II REVENUE SCHEDULE 
l. Income Expenditure FY93-94 FY94-95 
Account Account Budget Adjustment Budget 
STA 1E APPROPRIATIONS 
General Fund 1-11250-0220 $32,204,012 645,488 $32,849,500 
Accountability 68,800 0 68,800 
Breathitt Vet Center 1,975,288 39,512 2,014,800 
Debt Service 
TOTAL- STA 1E APPROPRIATIONS 
TUffiON&FEES 
TUffiON 
Fall Tuition 1-11000-0110 7,569,605 371,408 7,941,013 
Spring Tuition 1-11001-0110 6,898,516 338,481 7;1:36,997 
Summer I Tuition 1-11002-0110 837,977 41,116 879,093 
Summer II Tuition 1-11004-0110 423,854 20,797 444,651 
TOTAL-TUffiON 15,729,952 771,802 16,501,754 
FEES 
Activity Fee 
Full-Time 1-11200-0464 1,526,003 0 1,526,003 
' Part-Time 81,700 0 81,700 '-
Summer 34300 0 34,300 




FY94-9S REGENTS BUDGET II REVENUE SCHEDULE 
Income Expenditure FY93-94 FY94-95 
Account Account Budget Adjustment Budget 
COURSE FEES 
Business & Public Affairs 
Office Systems & Business Education 1-11351.0051 2-11114 1;ooo 0 12,000 
Subtotal - Business & Public Affairs 12,000 0 12,000 
I Education 
Elementary/Secondary Educ. 1-11356-0732 2-11403 6,000 0 6,000 
Education Leadership & Counseling . 1-11356-0735 2-11405 500 0 500 
HPER (Towel Fee) . 1-11356-0731 2-11408 5,000 0 5,000 
HPER (Outdoor Fee) 1-11356-0733 2-11408 820 0 820 
SCUBA 2-11408 ~000 0 8,000 
Subtotal - Education 20,320 0 20,320 
Fine Arts & Communication 
Music 1-11354-0002 2-11203 27,000 0 27,000 
Arts 1-113~1 2-11201 10,000 0 10,000 
'IV Studios 1-113~ 2-11205 4250 0 4,550 
Subtotal - Fmc Arts & Communication 41,550 0 41,550 
Humanistic Studies 
Foreign Languages Lab 1-11353-0801 2-11518 2,500 0 2,500 
Subtotal - Humanistic Studies 2,500 0 2,500 
Industry & Technology 
Home Economics 1-11352-ffi62 2-11402 1,090 0 1,090 
Graphic Arts 1-11352-ffi63 2-11602 820 0 820 
Military Science 1-11352-ffi64 2-11605 300 0 300 
Agriculture 1-11352-ffi65 2-11301 4,735 0 4,735 
Industry & Engr Tech 1-11352-ffi68 2-11603 5,580 0 5,580 
Occupational Safety & Health 1-11352-ffi67 2-11604 3,525 0 3,525 
Subtotal - Industry & Technology 16,050 0 16,050 
Science 
Science 1-11304 0 14,000 14,000 
Subtotal - Science 0 14,000 14,000 
Continuing Education 
BJS Degree 1-11020-0464 2-11830 4,500 0 4,500 
Subtotal - Continuing Education 4,500 0 4,500 
Student Affairs 
Learning Center Course Fees 1-11805 2-11805 1,600 600 2,200 
Subtotal -Student Affairs 1,600 600 2,200 
TOTAL- COURSE FEES 98,520 14,600 113,120 
-R2-
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FY 94-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
Miscellaneous Fees 
Application Fee 
Department Challenge Exam 
~~cntPaymentPrognun 
Int'l Student AppL Fees 
lnt'l Student Workshop 
Mise Registration Fees 
Subtotal - Miscellaneous Fees 
TOTAL-FEES 










Expendirure FY 93-94 
Aocount Budget Adjustment 
FY94-95 
Budget 
2-15910 41,306 24,960 66,266 
General Fund 8,000 0 8,000 
2-16030 36,000 0 36,000 
General Fund 5,000 0 5,000 
2-11800 2,200 0 2,200 
General Fund_---:,.;17,,~41~0:-----:""'"''"""0 __ ""77~,4110 
169,916 24,960 194,87 
1,910,439 39,560 1,949,999 
17,640,391 811,362 18,451,753 
I 
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FY 94-95 REGENTS BUDGET II REVENUE SCHEDULE 
lnoome Expenditure FY93-94 FY94-95 
Account Account Budget Adjustment Budget 
INDIREcr cosrs 
Grants Indirect Cost Reoov 1-12500-0490 45,000 0 45,000 
Financial Aid Admin Reoov 1-16800-0490 95,000 0 95,000 
TOTAL -INDIRECf COSTS 140,000 0 140,000 
SALES & SERVICES I Fme Arts & Communications 
MSUNcws 1-13507-0458 2-15009 51,609 0 51,609 
1VStudio 1-11~ 2-11205 300 0 300 
University Theatre 1-14024-0459 2-14024 7,000 0 1!XX) 
Shield 1-13511-0461 2-15007 42,500 (4,570} 37,930 
Subtotal - Fme Arts & Communications 101,409 (4,570) 96,839 
Farm Operations 
Farm - Operations 1-14700-0500 2-14700 6,000 (3,000) 3,000 
Farm-Swine 1-14740-0500 2-14740 9,440 0 9,440 
Farm-Beef 1-14760-0500 2-14760 11,400 3,770 15,170 
Farm-Dairy 1-14730-0500 2-14730 167,500 0 167,500 
Farm - Horses 1-14720-0500 2-14720 15,296 0 15,296 
Farm- Sheep 1-14780-0500 2-14820 0 900 900 
Subtotal - Farm Operations 209,636 1,670 211,306 
Miscellaneous 
Boar Test Station 1-13620-0500 2-13620 16,120 0 16,120 
Oinical Svcs (Spec Ed) 1-13509-0500 2-13700 45,556 0 45,556 
Environmental Ed Cost 1-11401-0500 2-11401 3,942 0 3,942 
KIIS 1-11520-0464 2-11520 522,869 985 523,854 
Miscellaneous 1-13500-0500 General Fund 0 0 0 I """"'"""'""" .... TmgCtt 1-13621-0767 2-13621 0 139,931 139,931 Child Development Center 1-11616 2-11616 9,600 0 9,600 
Waterfield Bus & Gov't Ctr 1-13514-0500 2-13702 5,000 0 5,000 
Subtotal- Miscellaneous 603,087 140,916 744,003 
TOTAL- SALES & SERVICES 914,132 138,016 1,052,148 
-R4-
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FY 94-95 REGENTS BUDGET II REVENUE SCHEDULE 
Income Expenditure FY93-94 FY94-95 
Account Account Budget Adjustment Budget 
OTIIER SOURCES 
Athletics 
Alhl- AD Revenue 1-15849-0500 2-15849 8,250 250 8,500 
Alhl - Ads Football 1-1~58 2-15804 0 0 0 
Alhl - Ads Mens Basketball 1-1~58 2-15805 0 0 0 
Alhl - Concessions 1-158524161 2-15852 50,000 8,000 
58,~· Alhl - Guar Womens Basketball 1-15811~10 2-15811 0 0 
Alhl - Merchandise Sales 1-15849-0500 2-15849 0 0 
Alhl - NCAA Tournament 1-15~90 2-15828 125,000 0 125,000 
Alhl - Programs 1-15853-0458 2-15853 10,000 0 10,000 
Alhl - Programs-Tuable Sales 1-158534161 2-15853 6,000 (1,000) 5,000 
Alhl - Radio Contracts 1-158494161 2-15849 0 0 0 
Alhl - Service Charge 1-15824-0490 2-15824 2,000 0 2,000 
Alhl - 1V Contracts 1-15849-0490 2-15849 0 0 0 
Alhl - Ticket Sales 1-15824-0458 2-15824 0 0 0 
Alhl - Tickets Football 1-1~59 2-15804 47,000 15,000 62,000 
Alhl - Tickets Mens Basketball 1-15805-0459 2-15805 . 170,000 5,000 175,000 
Alhl -Tickets Womens Basketball 1-15811-0459 2-15811 ~000 0 2,000 
Subtotal - Athletics 420,250 27,250 447,500 
Camps 
Camps -Art Workshops 1-11208-0464 2-11208 15,000 0 15,000 
Camps - Chess 1-11930-0464 2-11930 0 0 0 
Camps -Golf 1-119254164 2-11925 14,000 0 14,000 
Camps -Lady Racer BB 1-119234164 2-11923 20,000 0 20,000 
Camps- Racer BB 1-119224164 2-11922 57,000 0 57,000 
Camps - Racer Fball 1-119214164 2-11921 15,000 0 15,000 
Camps - Soccer 1-119264164 2-11926 0 0 0 
Camps -Tennis 1-119204164 2-11920 60,000 0 60,000 
Subtotal - Camps 181,000 0 '") Continuing Education Community Education 1-119284164 2-11928 145,420 4,436 149, 
Conferences & Workshops 1-13004-0500 2-13004 41,149 0 41,14 
Fort Campbell 1-16700-0310 2-11700 0 0 0 
Subtotal -Continuing Education 186,569 4,436 191,005 
-R5-
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FY94-95 REGENTS BUDGET II REVENUE SCHEDULE 
Income Expenditure FY93-94 FY94-95 
Account Account Budget Adjustment Budget 
Library 
Library Census Microfilm Program 1-14821).{)490 2-14820 1,900 0 1,900 
Library Copy Services 1-1~1 2-14823 25,500 0 25,500 
Library Fmes 1-141 ()()..()450 2-14800 8,000 0 8,000 
Library Other 1-141()()..()490 2-14800 500 0 500 
Subtotal • Library 35,900 0 35,900 
I Alumni Affairs 1-1~90 2-16023 0 0 0 Archeology Service Center 1-13707.{)490 2-13707 43,902 (2,600) 41,302 Bad Debt Expense Recovery 1-16049.{)452 2-16049 4,500 0 4,500 
Breathitt Vet Center 1-13510-US00 2-13800 230,000 0 230,000 
Chemistty Breakage 1-11304.{)464 .2-11304 1,200 0 1,200 
Con Ed Interest 1-11092.{)420 2-19902 310,000 (60,000) 250,000 
OH>p Ed Placement l-1SIJ30.6464 2-15950 3,000 0 3,000 
Counseling and Testing 1-15011).{)464 2-15000 9,070 0 9,070 
Faculty Resource Center 1-13520.{)460 2-14915 4,400 600 5,000 
Festival of Champions 1-11215.{)459 2-11215 11,500 0 11,500 
Grants Equip Revolving 1-16019.{)490 2-16019 0 0 0 
Health Services 1-15035.{)490 2-15002 500 0 500 
Interlibrary Loan 1-14822.{)490 2-14822 1,200 0 1,200 
Intramural Sports 1-15028-0490 2-16962 6,470 0 6,470 
Mise 1-13500.{)490 General Fund 0 0 0 
Other Sources 1-13500.{)490 General Fund 10,000 0 10,000 
POBox Rent 1-16040.{)456 2-16011 3,000 0 3,000 
PO Contract 1-16011-0310 2-16011 8,000 0 8,000 
Personnel Amex 1-16051.{)490 2-16051 500 0 500 
Printing 1-16024.{)461 2-16010 0 0 0 
Private Fund Raising 1-16005-0340 General Fund 0 0 0 
Quad State 1-11216.{)490 2-11216 16,000 0 16,000 
Rodeo 1-13508.{)456 2-11312 1,400 0 1,400 
I 
SGA 1-13525.{)459 2-15030 3,000 0 3,000 
Sponsored Programs 1-11840 2-11907 12,777 0 12,777 
Sumunerellallenge 1-11931.{)490 2-11931 12,900 0 12,900 
Summer Orientation 1-13506.{)490 2-15019 72,000 0 72,000 
T & A Interest 1-16010.{)420 General Fund 160,000 (60,000) 100,000 
Telecommunication Commissions 1-16048.{)490 2-16048 9,000 0 9,000 
Transcripts 1-15040.{)463 General Fund 37,000 0 37,000 
Veterans' Affair.; 1-15003 2-16961 1,200 0 1,200 
WestKyExpo 1-131 ()()..()456 2-13100 66,000 5,934 71,934 
Wickliffe Mounds 1-14040.{)460 2-14040 26,690 (3,135) 23,555 
Wickliffe Mounds Gift Shop 1-14041.{)461 2-14041 4,700 0 4,700 
SUBTOTAL- MISC OTIIER SOURCES 1,069,909 (119,201) 950,708 
TOTAL- OTHER SOURCES 1,893,628 (87,515) 1,806,113 
TOTAL- EDUCATION AND GENERAL 58,482,651 1,573,863 60,056,514 
-R6-
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FY 94-95 REGENTS BUDGET II REVENUE SCHEDUlE 
Income Expenditure FY93-94 FY94-95 
Account Account Budget Adjustment Budget 
AUXILIARIES 
Food .Services 
Fast Track 3-19114-0460 3-19114 32,000 742 32,742 
Hart Hall Deli 3-19115-0160 3-19115 25,000 580 25,580 
Sugar Cube 3-19116-0461 3-19116 40,000 928 
3,04~-Meal Ticket Sales 3-19100-0460 3-19100 3,479,185 (436,350) 
T-Room 3-19111-0460 3-19111 125,000 2,900 127, 
Stables 3-19113-0160 3-19113 40,000 928 40,928 
UCCatering 3-19112-0460 3-19112 200,000 4,639 204,639 
Summer Conferences 3-19100-0460 3-19100 145,000 3,363 148,363 
Mise 3-19100-0460 3-19100 13,000 302 13,302 
TOTAL- Food Services 4,099,185 (421,968) 3,6n,217 
Curris Center 
Curris Center Fee 3-15010 122,000 0 122,000 
Room Rentals 3-15010-0456 3-15010 12,000 0 12,000 
Crafts 3-15012-0160 3-15012 1,500 0 1,500 
Bowling Cowse Fees 3-15022-0701 3-15022 5,000 0 5,000 
Video Games 3-15021-0490 3-15021 37,000 0 37,000 
Curris Center Recreation 3-15011-0160 3-15011 44,500 0 44,500 
TOTAL- Curris Center 222,000 0 222,000 
Residence Halls 
College Courts Rent 3-18020-0456 3-18020 394,950 (375) 394,575 
College Courts Washer/Dryer 3-18020-0469 3-18020 5,000 0 5,000 
Residence Halls Rent 3-18010-0456 3-18010 3,857,129 (149,621) '·'"I Guest Rooms 3-1801().0490 3-18010 100,000 0 100, Damages 3-1801().0465 3-18010 10,000 0 10, Washer/Dryer 3-18010-0469 3-18010 43,000 0 43, 
Forfeits 3-18010-0467 3-18010 25,000 0 25, 
Bike Locker Rental 1-15051-0456 3-15051 3,100 0 3,100 
Clark Hall 1-1506().0490 3-15060 1,275 0 1,275 
Elizabeth Hall 1-15061-0490 3-15061 1,495 0 1,495 
Franklin Hall 1-15062-0490 3-15062 1,375 0 1,375 
Hart Hall 1-15063-0490 3-15063 2,500 0 2,500 
Hester Hall 1-15064-0490 3-15064 1,610 0 1,610 
Regents Hall 1-15065-0490 3-15065 1,750 0 1,750 
RHA 1-15052-0490 3-15052 5,800 (200) 5,600 
Richmond Hall 1-15066-0490 3-15066 1,075 0 1,075 
Springer Hall 1-15067-0490 3-15067 1,505 0 1,505 
White Hall 1-15068-0490 3-15068 1,000 0 1,000 
Woods Hall 1-15069-0490 3-15069 1,250 (1,250) 0 
TOTAL - Residence Halls 4,458,814 (151,446) 4,307,368 
-R7-
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FY 94-95 REGENTS BUDGET II REVENUE SCHEDULE 
Income Expenditure FY93-94 FY94-95 
Account Account Budget Adjustment Budget 
Bookstore 3-17100-0461 3-17100 . 2,280,000 (1,599) 2,278,401 
H & D Interest 3-19301-0420 3-19301 75,000 (3,000) 72,000 
I Racer Card Administration 3-14010-0420 3-14010 53,865 0 53,865. 
· Parking 3-12020-0451 3-120W 170,122 789 170,911 
Vending 
Vending President 3-16100-0466 3-16100 4,700 0 4,700 
VendingVPAA 3-16110-0466 3-16110 40,000 0 40,000 
Vending VPSD 3-16130-0466 3-16130 9,500 0 9,500 
Vending VPURD 3-16140-0466 3-16140 8,000 0 8,000 
Vending VPFAS 3-16150-0466 3-16150 4,800 0 4,800 
VendingH&D 3-16130-0466 3-16131 23,000 0 23,000 
Subtotal - Vending 90,000 0 90,000 
TOTAL- AUXILIARIES 11,448,986 (577,224) 10,871,762 




FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II BXPENDITURB SUMMARY 
FTE 
FY 94 PERMANENT FY 95 2\" SALARY PROMOTIONS PRIORITIES & FY 95 
AREA FY 94 CHANGE FY 95 BUDGET CHANGES BASE INCREASES • & RECLASS ADJUSTMENTS BUDGET 
EDUCATION & GENERAL 
President 45.19 - 0. 10 45.09 3,344,872 3,344,872 22,723 2,399 llO, 991 3,480,985 
Academic Affairs 539.22 5.75 544.97 30,365,180 146,593 30,511,773 332,571 58,931 381, 950 31,285,225 
Student Affairs 72.10 0.75 72.85 3,902,773 3,902,773 29,934 3,975 95.727 4,032,409 
Univ Rels/Admn Svcs 327.82 4.20 332.02 20,869,826 355 20,870,181 126,074 10,843 250,797 21,257,895 
SUBTOTAL - EDUCATION & GENERAL 984.33 10.60 994.93 58,482,651 146.948 58,629,599 511,302 76.148 839,465 60,056. 514 
AUXILIARIES 
Student Affairs 149.75 1. 00 150.75 11,198,364 -115,474 11,082,890 36,397 -498,936 10,620. 351 
Other Auxiliaries 3.00 3. 00 250,622 250,622 789 0 251,411 
SUBTOTAL - AUXILIARIES 152.75 1. 00 153.75 11,448,986 -115,474 ll,333,512 37,186 0 -498,936 10,871,762 
GRAND TOTAL 1,137.08 11.60 1,148.68 69,931,637 31,474 69,963,111 548,488 76,148 340,529 70,928,276 
GEH - C:\BUD\95\895WX3 {VIEW: 995WS3] 06/23/94 
- .. 
P'Y 1994 -9S REGENTS BUDGET II PRESIDENT Board of Regents 
ACCOUNT FY 9S FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
216000 Board of Regents 
2000 Services 200 
)600 Travel 7,500 
)700 Miscellaneous 336 



























8 Administrative Assistant 
8 Administrative Aaaistant 
• Exec Seer to the President 
8 Internal Auditor 
• Special Event.a Coordinator 
1) Student Wages 
Salaries ~ wagea 










































FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
216925 Inst Planning ' Research 
vacant 
2 Huscio Fugen 
• vacant 









216925 - Inst Planning ' Research 
NFS TITLE 
3 Asat to President/Professor 
8 Coord of Inst Research 
• Research Clerk 
• executive Secretary 
13 Student Wages 
14 Graduate Aaaiatanta 








PRESIDENT · Inst Planning • Research 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 
12 
G 8 6.63 1958 
























FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
216005 Legal Services 
1 OVerby James 
l Seavers Mary 








216005 - Legal Services 
NFS TITLE 
2 General Counsel/Professor 
9 Legal Secretary 
9 Executive Secretary 
ll Student Wages 
Salaries ' Wages 
Employee Bene tit• 






GRADE RATE TERJIII 
12 
G 11 11.46 use 





























FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
214014 Office of Equal Opportunity 
1 Fields Annazette 







214014 - Office of Equal Opportunity 
NFS TITLE 
2 Dir-Equal Oppor/ADA Compl 
• Administrative Secretary II 
Salaries 1r Wages 








PRESIDENT - Office of Equal Opportunity 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 







FY 9 5 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 















216928 - Accountability TOTAL 













FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II ATHLETICS - Athletic Director 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
215800 Athletic Director 
1 Strickland Michael 2 Athletic Director ~ Asst Prof 12 1.00 61,200 2.00\ 
3 Blalock Richard 8 Physici~n 1,500 
• Houston H.E. 8 Physician Team 1,500 
I 5 Huesung IC.ar.l 5 Faculty Representative 5,270 1.99t 
6 Rich Steven 8 Aaet Athl Dir tor Mktg • Prmtn 12 1. 00 27,503 2. oat 
7 EdwardJI Saundra 9 secretary/Concessions Coord G 10 9.99 1958 1. 00 19,560 
1 Futrell Janet 9 Bookkeeper/Secretary G 7 7.20 1958 l. 00 l4' 105 2.00t 
sao Undesignated ll Student Wages 2,769 
.1000 Salaries ' Wages 4.00 133,407 
1200 Employee Benefits 39,995 
2000 Service. 1,000 
lOCO Commodities 1.000 
36.00 Travel 1.000 
3700 Miscellaneous 
I 215800.- Athletic Director TOTAL 4.00 176,402 
1 • 
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 







215849 - Athletic Cir Reserve 
NFS TITLE 
Miscellaneous 
Scholarships • Financial Aid 
SUBTOTAL 
Revenue (Acct l-15828-0490) 
Revenue (Acct 1-15849-0461) 
Revenue {Acct l-15849-0490) 
STATE f1JNDING 
8 -
ATHLETICS - A~hle~ic Dir Reserve 




FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
34,568 









FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215801 Marketing and Information 








215801 - Marketing and Information 
NFS TITLE 
2 Publication Specialist 
• Clerk Typiat I 
1 S Temp Non· Exempt 







ATHLETICS · Marketing and Information 
GRADE' RATE TERM 
12 
















FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II' 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 







215015 · Rifle Team 
Elvia 
NFS TITLE 
' Riflery Coach 
• (Inventory/Prop Coord] 
• [Totalj 





GRADE RATE TERM 
12 








F'Y 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
7,140 2.00\ 
16,269) { 2. 00\) 











FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215872 Scholarships - Rifle Team 
4000 
215872 - Scholarships - Rifle Team 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
11 -
ATHLETics·- Scholarships- Rifle Team 



















.215801 - Cheerleaders 
Michael 
NFS TITL£ 
8 Cheerleader Sponsor 
2 {Assistant to Assoc VP) 
2 [Total) 






GRAD£ RAT£ T£RH 
ATHLETICS - Cheerleaders 
f'Y 95 
FT£ 
. 00) [ 
1. OOJ ( 
0.00 
FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
5.100 2.00t 
31,)281 ( 2.00t) 










FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215871 Scholarships - Cheerleaders 
4000 
215871 - Scholarships - Cheerleaders 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
ll-
ATHLETICS - Scholarships - Cheerleaders 








FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ATHLETICS · Football 
ACCOUNI' FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME N'FS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE. BUDGET INCR 
215804 Football 
1 Nutt Houston 8 Head Football Coach 12 1.00 60,000 7.14\: 
2 Markuson Michael • Assistant Football Coach 12 1.00 31,620 2.00\ 
3 Dameron Robert • Assistant FoOtball Coach 12 1.00 32,640 ..,1 • Wiles Charlie • Assistant Football Coach 12 1.00 28,560 2.00 
5 Hutson Mark • Assistant Football Coach 12 l. 00 24.480 2.00t 
• McClain Larry • Allshtant Football Coach 12 1.00 30,600 2.00\ 
7 Nutt Canny • Aasistant Football Coach 12 1.00 30,600 
• Yeater Sterling • Equipment Manager/Fac Coord 12 l. 00 U,lSl :Z.OO\ 
• Haley Shelia 9 Administrative Secretary I G 7 6.90 l-958 1.00 13,510 6.50\ 
750 Undesignated. 15 '-eatricted. Earnings Coaches 8,000 
1000 Salaries " Wages 9.00 272,361 
1200 Employee Benefits 98.871 
2000 Services 1:2,000 
3000 Cocamod.itiea 10,000 
3600 Travel 25,000 
I 3700 Miacella..neou. 10,000 
9000 SUBTOTAL 9.00 428,232 
9001 Revenue (Acct 1-15804-04591 ·62,000 






FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215860 Scholarships - Football 
4000 
215860 - Scholarships - Football 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
15 • 
ATHLETICS · Scholarships - Football 








FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
A.CCOUN'I' 
LINE NAME 
215805 Men's Basketball 
1 Edgar Scott 
2 Roth Kenneth 
J Johnson Mikita 










215805 · Men's Basketball 
NFS TITLE 
a Head Basketball Coach 
a As at Men's Basketball Coach 
a Asst. Men's Basketball Coach 
• Administrative Secretary I 
lJ Student Wages 
15 Restricted Earnings Coaches 
Salaries ' Wages 





Revenue (Acct. 1·15805·0459) 
STATE f"UNDING 
16-



































FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215861 Scholarships - Basketball 
4000 
215861 - Scholarships - Basketball 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ~ Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
17· 
ATHLETICS - Scholarships . Basketball 























8 Head Baseball Coach 
8 Assistant Baseball Coach 
















~THLETICS · Baseball 














FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215862 Scholarships - Baseball 
4.000 
215862 - Scholarships - Baseball 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships • Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
19 -
ATHLETICS · Scholarships . Baseball 








FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215807 Men's/Women•s Track 
1 Pate Wayne 







215807 · Men'a/Women•s Track 
NFS TI~LE 
8 Head Coach 
15 Assiseant Coach 







ATHLETICS · Men'S/Women•s Track 
























FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
·LINE NAME 
215863 Scholarships - Track 
4000 
215863 - Scholarship• - Track 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
21 • 
ATHLETICS - Scholarships - Track 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOt.m'T 
LINE NAME 











8 Tennis Coach 
8 Assistant Tennis Coach 







GRADE RATE TERM 
10 
10 


















FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215864 Scholarships · Tennis 
4000 
215864 - Scholarships - Tennis 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ~ Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
2] -
ATHLETICS - Scholarships . T@nnis 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 





l15809 - Men's Golf 
Raymond 
NFS TITLE 
8 Men's Golf Coach 
Salarie• t. Wage• 
Employee Benefit• 
Travel 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 
24-
















FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215865 Scholarships - Men's Golf 
4000 
215865 - Scholarships - Men's Golf 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
25 -
ATHLETICS - Scholarships - Hen•a Golf 





















• Asat Athl Cirector/Acad ' Comp 
• Administrative Secretary I 




GRADE RATE TERM 
12 
G 7 8.08 1958 


















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINt NAME 
215811 Women's Basketball 









215811 -Women's Basketball 
NFS TITLE 
8 Women's Basketball Coach 
8 Asst Women's Basketball coach 






Revenue (Acct 1-15811-0459) 
STATE FUNDING 
27 • 
ATHLETICS - Women's Baaketball 






















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215866 Schols-Women's Basketball 
4000 
215866 - Schols-Women•s Baske~ball 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships • Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
28 . 
ATHLETICS - Schols-Women•s Basketball 














FY 1994~95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 










215812 - Women's Tennis 
NFS TITLE 
a Head Coach/Aaa~ Acad Coord 
{NCAA Academic Grant) 
(Total) 















Women• a Tennis 
FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
20,910 2.00t 
9,690) ( 2.00t) 







FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215869 Schols - women's Tennis 
4000 
215869 - Schols - Women's Tennis 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ~ Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
30 . 
ATHLETICS - Schole 
























215814 • Volleyball 
Brenda 
NFS TITLE 
• Head Volleyball Coach 
Salaries ' Wages 






GRADE RATE TERM 
12 















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME" 
215867 Scholarships - Volleyball 
4000 
215867 - Scholarships - Volleyball 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ~ Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
32 • 
ATHLETICS - Scholarships - Volleyball 














FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 








215813 - Women's Golf 
Velvet 
NFS TITLE 
• Head coach 
• (Admin Aaat] 
• (Totdl 
Salaries ' Wages 














0 .SO] ( 
l. 001 { 
0.50 
0.50 
FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
12,240 2.00\ 
12. 240] ( 2.00\) 







FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215891 Scholarships - Womens' Golf 
4000 
215891 - Scholarships - Womena• Golf 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
,.. 
ATHLETrcs - Scholarships - Womena• Golf 













FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE ~E 
215923 Athletic trainer 
1 Lollar Charles 
2 Vacant 






215821 - Athletic Trainer 
NFS TITLE 
• Head Athletic Trainer 
• Assistant Trainer 
6 Assistant Athletic Trainer 



















F'Y 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
29,560 2.00t 






FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOtnrl' 
LINE NAME 
215870 Scho1a - Trainers • Managers 
4000 
215870 - Schole - Trainers ' Managers 
KFS TITLE 
Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
36 -
ATHLETICS - Schols - Trainers ' Managers 












FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGE'T' II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 










215824 - Athl Ticket Office 
NFS TITLE 
' Ticket Manager 
ll Student Wage• 
16 Game Workera 





Revenue (Acct 1-15824-0490} 
STATE FUNOING 
J 7 -
ATHLETICS - Athl Ticket Office 




















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 










215852 - Athletic Concessions 
NFS TITLE 
• Concessions Manager 
16 Game Workers 
Salaries " Wages 





Revenue (Acct 1-15852-0461) 
STATE FWDING 
)8 • 
ATHLETICS - Athletic Concessions 





FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
3,000 










FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 




























FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215831 Pell Refund 
4000 
215831 - Pell Refund 
NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM 
Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
40 -














tY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 











211920 - Terinis Camp 
NFS TITLE 
16 Temp Nonex/Extra Hlp 
Salaries ' Wages 







Revenue (Acct. 1-11920-XXXX) · 
STAT! FUNDING 
" . 
GRADE RATE TERM 

















FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LIRE NAME 











211921 · Football Camp 
NFS TITLE 
16 Temp Nonex/!xtra Hlp 










GRADE RATE TERM 
































215826 • Basketball Camp 
NFS TITLE 
16 Temp Nonex/Extra Hlp 




























F'Y 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 











211923 - Lady Racer DB camp 
NFS TITLE 
16 Temp Nonex/Extra Hlp 










ATHLETICS · Lady Racer 88 Camp 




















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGEi II 
ACCOUN'I' 
LI~ NAME 











211925 - Golf Camp 
NFS TITLE 
16 Temp Nonex/Extra Hlp 








Revenue (Acct 1-11925-XXXX) 
STATB FmmlNG 
... 
GRADE RATE TERM 
















" 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I PROVOST/ACAO AFFRS - Provost/VP Acad A.ftrs 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
"LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
216002 Provost/VP Acad Affrs 
1 Vacant 1 Provost/Vice President/Profess 12 l. 00 87,500 
2 Payne William J Aast To Provost/Coed Gr St/ 12 1.00 61,200 2.00t 
2 5 Aasoc Professor 
.I 2 Teaches Aqr coUrse each .. m 4 Rose Barbara • Administrative Assistant " 1.00 26,041 
5 Hargrove Mary • Executive Secretary G 10 7.97 1958 1.00 15.598 2.00\ 
' _Sperath Linda • Administrative Secretary III G • . 1 .17 1958 1.00 14.040 2.00t 
7 vacant • Administrative Secretary III G 7 1958 
<01 Ondedgnated 15 Regents' Teaching .\warda 6,000 
500 Ondeaignated 13 Student Wages 14.000 
1000 Salaries 1o Wagea 5.00 224. 379 
1200 Employee Benefita 56,747 
2000 Services 15,000 
3000 Cocamodi t:iu 6,500 
3600 Travel 4,500 
I 3700 Miacellaneou 5,077 
216002 - Provost/VP Acad Atfrs TOTAL 5.00 312.203 
" -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUOOET I I PROVOST/ACAD AFFRS - Faculty Resource ctr 
ACCOUNT FY .. FY .. PERCEfn' 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
214915 Faculty Resource Ctr 
2 Rice Howard • Photographer/Graphic Artist 12 0.50 11,220 2.00\ 
) Clement Patricia • Media Coordinator ll 1.00 24,239 2. oat 
I • 
Posey Marian 2 Director 12 1.00 )),660 2.00t 
5 Vacant • Instructional Consultant 10 
6 Ross by • Administrative secretary I G 7 6.24 1958 1. 00 12.223 2.00\ 
7 Wagner Linda • Media R.esou·rce Assistant G 6 7.50 1568 1.00 11.758 2.00\ 
500 Undesignated 1) Student Wages 5, 840 
600 Undeaignated 14 Graduate Aaaiatant 5,000 
1000 Salaries " Wages 4.50 
103.940 


















FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
211800 Ctr for Int'l Progs 
1 Jackson Ruth 
2 Rogers Elva 










211800 - Ctr for Int'l Progs 
NFS TITLE 
' International Student Adv 
9 Administrative Secretary II 
2 Interim Director 
ll Student Wages 
Salaries ' wages 






Revenue (lnt'l Student Wkehpl 
STATE Ftl!IDING 
... 
PROVOST/ACAD AFFRS - Ctr tor Int'l Proga 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 

































FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET ·II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
218000 Foreign Student Sch 
4000 
218000 - Foreign Student Sch 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarehipe ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
.. -
PROVOST/ACAD AFFRS - Foreign Student Sch 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
218017 British Studies 
4000 
218017 - British Studies 
NFS TITLE 


















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 









211811 - Honors_ Proe)ram 
NFS TITLE 
• Administrative Secretary II 
Salaries " Wages 








GRADE RATE TERM 







FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDCE'I' INCR 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
211907 Sponsored Programs 
1 Beane Allan 









211907 - Sponsored Programs 
NFS TITLE 
2 Director ' Profeteor 
• Executive Secretary 







Revenue (Acct 1-11840-XXXX) 
STATE f11NDING 
52 • 
PROVOST/ACAD AFFRS - Sponsored Programa 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 


























FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 








214002 - Faculty Senate 
NFS TITLE 
' Administrative Secretary II 








GRADE RATE TERM 







FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 







FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 




211803 - Adjunc~ Salaries 
NFS TITLE 
17 Adjunct Salaries 





















FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 




211804 - J Stuart Fellowship 
NFS TITLE 
14 Graduate Asaistanca 




PROVOST/ACAD AFFRS - J Stuart Fellowship 









FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 




211806 - Minority " Spec Grad Assts 
NFS TITLE 
14 Graduate Assi•tants 




PROVOST/ACAD AFFRS · Minority ~ Spec Grad Aa•t• 














FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOtm'I' 
LINE NAME 




211807 - Grad Aastshps-General 
NFS TITL£ 
14 Graduate Assistants 




PROVOST/ACAO AFFRS - Grad Asstshps-General 




FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET !NCR 
0 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUN'I' 
LINE NAME 








211810 ~ Unallotted Academic 
NFS TITLE 
13 Student Wages 








PROVOST/ACAD AFFRS - Unallotted Academic 

















FY 1994-95 REGEm'S BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 





211821 - Inatructional Supt 
NFS TITLE 
15 Other Instruction 






PROVOST/ACAD APFRS - Instructional Supt 











FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 





211822 - Comm Acrose the Curri~ 
NFS TITLE 
lS Other Instruction 





PROVOST/ACAD AFFRS - Comm Acrose the Currie 














FY 1994·95 REGEln'S BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 






211825 • Hazardoua waste 
NFS TITLE 
13 Student Wages 
15 Other Instruction 

















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
211826 Acad Accountability ~ Assess 
NFS TITLE 
1400 Other Peraonnel 
3000 Commodities 
3700 Miscellaneous 
2118~6 - AcaQ Accountabi1ty Assess TOTAL 
62 -
PROVOST/ACAD AFFRS - Acad Accountability ' Assess 











FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
~INE NAME 
211827 Academic Assessment 
NFS TITLE 
3000 Commodities 
211827 - Academic Assessment TOTAL 
63 -
PROVOST/ACAD AFFRS - Academic Aasessmene 




FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET !NCR. 
0 
FY 1994.-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 








211912 - Summer Lvs ' Salaries 
NFS TITLE 
15 Temp Ex/Tch Support 
15 Temp Ex/Spec Progrm. 
15 Summer Leaves 
15 Summer Salarie• 





PROVOST/ACAD AFFRS - Summer Lvs ' Salaries 
















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
212700 Inst Spon Rea (CISR) 
)700 





PROVOST/ACAD APFRS - Inat Spon Rea (CISR) 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 






214004 - Pac Recruit ~ Travel TOTAL 
66 -
PROVOST/ACAD APPRS - Fae Recruit ' Travel 












FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUN'l' 
. ~NE NAME NFS TITLE 
214007 Curriculum Devel 
3700 Miacellaneoua 
- Curriculum Oevel TOTAL 
I 
67 -
PROVOST/ACAD AFFRS. CUrric:ulWII Devel 




FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR. 
0 
n: 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I PROVOST I ACAD AFFRS Accreditation• 
ACCOUNT F"t • 5 F"t 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NPS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
214010 Accreditations 
2000 Services 2,000 
3000 commodities 2,000 
3600 Travel 3,000 
I 3700 Miscellaneous 3,000 




YY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
214013 Special Programs 





214013 • Special Programs 
NFS TITLE 
15 




















FY l994- 95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
214920 Academic Council 
700 Undesignated 
1000 
214920 - Academic Council 
NFS TITLE 
16 Temp Help/Nonexempt/Overtime 
















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215010 Catalogs ' Bulletins 
3000 





PROVOST/ACAD AFFRS - Cataloga ' Bulletins 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II PROVOST/ACAD AFFRS - Commencement Expense 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
215011 Commencement Expense 
2000 Services 
100 
)000 Commodities 4,787 
215011 - Commencement Expense TOTAL 0.00 4.887 I 
73 -
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I BUS " PUB AFFRS - Dean-Bus " Pub Aftrs 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
214100 0@an-Bus 4 Pub Affrs 
1 vacant. 3 0@an/Prof@&Sor 12 1.00 ll, 148 
2 Harrison Dannie 3 Asst. Dean/MBA Dir/Prof@saor 12 0.75 51,499 8.3U 
I 
2 5 {Profeaaor-Economics) 0. 251 [ 16,167] { 2 .00\') 
2 5 [Tot. all 1.001 I 67. 666] [ 6. 73'1 
• Vaughn Edna 9 Adminiat.rat.ive Secret.ary III G 9 11.42 1958 1.00 22,362 2.00\' 
5 Duncan Pamela 9 Admini8t.rat.ive Secretary II G 8 9.59 1958 1.00 18. 768 2.00' 
• Milkman Velvet. • Administrative Aut 12 0.50 12,240 2 .00' 
• • [Golf Coach) 12 0. SO] [ 12,240] ( 2.00'1 
• 8 [Tot.all 12 1. oo I ( 24,480) [ 2.00'1 
500 Unduignat_ed ll Student Wage8 10,417 
1000 Salaries " wage• 4.25 146.434 
1200 employee Benefits 27,510 
2000 Services 1), 576 
3000 COCIIIDOditiea 12,508 
I 
3600 Travel 10,875 
J700 Miacellaneoua 




F'Y 1994-95 REGEm'S BUDGET I I BUS "- PUB AFFRS - o\ccoum. ing 
ACCOUNT fY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NfS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211101 Accounting 
1 Miller Thomas ' Chair /Professor 12 1. 00 79,102 2.00\ 
1 2 [Exec Dir. MSU Foundation) 6, 732) ( 2.00\) 
1 2 (Total) 1. 00) ( 85,834) [ ,.1 
2 Thompson John 5 Professor 10 1.00 72. 165 
2 5 (Sabbatical Lv 8/1/94-12/31/94 
3 Elliott Stephen 5 Lecturer 10 1.00 25,500 2.00\ 
• Stam.baugh Clyde 5 Professor 10 1.00 72,165 2. oat 
5 Carpenter Floyd 5 Assoc Professor 10 1.00 55,723 2.00\ 
• Tibbs Phil 5 Professor 0.50 22,517 
7 Seay Robert 5 Professor 10 1. 00 63,996 7. 02\ 
• Chamberlain Carnley 5 Asaoc Professor 10 1. 00 60.625 2 .00\: 
' Hall Jane 5 Senior Lecturer 10 1. 00 32.252 2. 00\ 
10 Rudolph Holly 5 Asat Professor 10 1.00 49,817 2 .00\: 
11 Hatcher Melva ' Dept Secretary II G 7 7.80 use 1.00 15,264 2 .00\ 
500 Undesigna.ted 13 Student Wages 5,994 
750 Und~aignated 15 Temp Ex/Rea Stipends 
I 1000 Sahriea " wages 10.50 555,120 
1200 Employee Benefits 151.965 
2000 Services 1,100 
3000 Commodities 1,900 
3600 Travel 1,500 
211101 · Accounting TOTAL 10.50 711.585 
75 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II BUS ' PUB AFFR.S • Computer Science ' Into Sye. 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211102 Computer Science ' Info Sya. 
1 Batts,Jr. Robert • Chair/Usoc Prof 12 1. 00 63,838 2.00\ 
2 Eldredge David 5 Pro!eaaor 10 1. 00 66,849 2.00\ 
I 
) Lyle, III William 5 Aaat Professor 10 1.00 48.463 2.00\ 
• Pilgrim Robert 5 Aut Professor 10 1.00 48,374 2.00\ 
6 Raj Victor 5 Asat. Professor 10 1. 00 52' 331 2.00\ 
8 Breeding Bruce 5 Allot Professor 10 1.00 59,917 2.00\ 
• Sutrick J:e·nneth 5 -'-soc Professor 10 1.00 50,571 2.00\ 
10 Campbell Marlene 5 As soc Professor 10 1. 00 49, 881!1 2.00\ 
11 Alderdice Nancy 5 Lecturer 10 1.00 26,119 2.00\ 
12 Oliver William 5 Mot Profe•sor 10 1.00 45,390 2. oat 
1) Brunn Carol • Dept Secretary II G 7 7.20 1958 1.00 14.099 2. oat 
SOD Undeaignated 1) Student Wagea 7. 804 
750 Undellignated 15 Temp Ex/Rea Stipends 
1000 Salaries ' Wages ll.OO 5JJ,643 
I 
1200 Employee Benefits 160,394 
2000 Service• 2, 350 
3000 Commoditiea 2. 880 
3600 Travel 1,950 
211102 · Computer Science ' Info Sys. TOTAL 11.00 701,217 
76 • 
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II BUS 6. PUB AFFRS - Economics ' Finance 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT .LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUIJGET INCR 
211103 Economics a Finance 
1 Hat.his Gilbert • Chair/Professor 12 1. 00 66,687 2.00t 
2 Hassan Seid 5 Aaat Professor 10 1.00 43,860 2.00t 
J vacant 5 Lecturer 10 1.00 40,514 ,I • Maxvell Charles 5 Professor 10 1. 00 66.582 
• (Leave v/o pay 8/1/94·5/31/95) 
5 Guin Larry 5 Aasoc Professor 10 1.00 56,422 :z.oot 
• Milkman Mart. in 5 AJisoc Professor 10 1. 00 44.268 2.00t 
7 McCoy James 5 Aasoc: Profeaaor 10 1 .00 46,692 :z.oot 
·• Jones Clifton 5 Uaoc Profesaor 10 .00 43,860 2.00t 
9 Bradield David 5 AJisoc Pro feasor 10 1. 00 44.064 :z.oot 
10 Driver Betty 5 Senior Lecturer 10 1. 00 31,680 2.00t 
11 Cheng Louis 5 Alist Professor 10 1.00 56,723 2.00t 
u Elkins Marion • Dept Secretary II G 7 9.06 1958 1.00 17,737 2.00t 
14 Karrhon· Dannie 5 Profesaor 12 0.25 16,167 2.oot 
,. J [Aaat Dean/MBA Director) 0. 75) ( 51, 499] ( 8. lUI 
14 J (Total] 1.00] ( 67,666}( .I 500 Ondesignated 13 Student Wages 6,001 
750 Undesiqnated 15 Temp Ex/Res Stipends 
1000 Salaries '- Wages 12.25 581.257 
1200 Employee Benefits 171,416 
2000 Services 1,200 
3000 Commodities 2.560 
3600 Travel l. 650 






FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 




BUS ' PUB AFFRS - Economics ' Finance 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II BUS & PUB AFFRS - Management " Marketing 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211104 Management & Marketing 
1 Mangold Glynn 5 Associate Professor 10 1.00 57,120 2.00\ 
2 Clement Ronald 5 Professor 10 1.00 64. 88) 2.00\ 
Nitfenegger Phillip 5 Professor 10 1.00 58,418 
:I • Schoenfeldt Roger 5 Professor 10 1. 00 61,940 5 Brockway Gary • Chair/Professor 12 1.00 72,420 
• Vacant 5 ~st. Professor 10 1. 00 42,630 
7 Miller Fred 5 Professor 10 1.00 55,997 2.00\' 
• Barton Rufus 5 ~soc Professor 10 1.00 44,)70 2.00\' 
' McNeely Samuel 5 Lecturer 10 1.00 34, SfiO 2.00\' 
10 Jeanquart -_Barone Sandra 5 Aaat Professor 10 l. 00 44.880 2.00\ 
11 McNeely Bonnie 5 AB8t Professor 10 l. 00 43,361 2.00\" 
12 Lanier Michael 5 Aut Professor 10 1.00 ·U,022 2.00l 
H Undesignated 5 Lecturer 10 o. so 11,227 2.00l 
15 Vacant ' Dept Secretary II G 7 7.06 1958 1.00 13.823 
500 Undesignated lJ Student wagea 6.899 
I 1000 Salaries & Wage• 1).50 660.550 1200 Elaployee BeneUu 170,165 
2000 Services 700 
3000 Commodities 2,670 
3600 Tr~vel 1. 800 
211104 - Management & Marketing TOTAL 13.50 835,885 
79 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II BUS " PUB AFFRS - Bus Admin, Ofc Sya ' Bus Ed 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211105 Bus Admin, Ofc Sys " Bus Ed 
1 Waldman Lila 5 Asst Professor 10 l. 00 33,660 2.00t 
2 Krizan Adolph • Chair/Professor 12 1.00 65,620 2.00t 
I 
l Nichols Patsy 5 Professor 10 1.00 48,006 2.00t 
• Vacant 5 Asst Professor 10 l. 00 )5,705 
5 Richerson Virginia 5 Assoc Professor 10 1.00 42,420 2. 00\ 
• Shelton Rita ' ~pt Secretary II G 7 7.90 1958 1.00 15,467 2.00\: 
7 Hendon Elizabeth 5 senior Lecturer 10 1.00 23, Ul 2.00t 
500 Undesignated ll Student Wages ),901 
1000 Salaries " Wages 7.00 267,977 
1200 Employee Benefits 84, fill 
2000 Services 4. 156 
3000 Commodities l. 210 
)600 Travel 900 
I 
211105.· Bus Admin, Ofc Sys "Bus Ed TOTAL 1.00 358,856 
80 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II BUS ' PUB AFFRS - Pol Sci, CRJ " Lgl St~ 
ACCOUNT ' FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET !NCR 
211106 Pol Sci, CRJ ' t..gl Stds 
l Garfield Gene 5 A.saoc Professor 10 1.00 51,173 2.00\ 
2 Umar Farouk • Chair/Professor 12 1.00 64,164 2.00t 
J Rose Winfield 5 Professor 10 1.00 48.873 
:I 4 Julian Frank 5 .a.. soc Professor 10 1.00 48.812 5 Rose Joseph 5 ..... o.c Prote••or 10 1.00 41,465 
• Chaney Joseph 5 ·senior Lecturer 10 1. 00 33,795. 2.00\ 
7 Wattier Mark 5 A8soc Prote••or 10 1. 00 39,298 2.00\ 
7 {Sabbatical 1/1/95 - 5/Jl/95) 
B CUlliver Concetta 5 Dir CRJ/Aaaoc Prot 10 1.00 43,931 6.86\ 
8 [Sabbatical B/1/94 - 5/Jl/95) 
' <uhn Harold 5 Director MPA/A8at Professor 10 1. 00 32.695 2.00\ 
10 Faughn John 5 Instructor 10 1. 00 37,091 2.00\ 
11 Crum Mary ' Dept Secretary II G 7 7.85 usa· l. 00 15,365 2.00\ 
500 Undeaignated 13 Student wa'gea 6,001 
1000 Salaries " Mages 11.00 462,663 
I 1200 Blllp~oyee BenetiU 141,891 2000 Services BOO 
3000 Commod.itiu 2,225 
3600 Travel 1,850 
3700 Miscellaneous 1' 640 
211106 - Pol Sci, CRJ " Lgl Stds TOTAL 11.00 611,069 
81 -
I 
FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET !! BUS ' PUB AFFRS - MBA Program 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211108 MBA Program 
2000 Services 2,000 
3000 Commodit.iea 2,650 
3600 Travel l, 000 




FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOtnrr 
LINE NAME 







211109 - OVenaboro MBA 
Hickey 
NFS TITLE 
8 Coord Owensboro MBA 
Salaries " Wages 






BUS " PUB AFFRS - OWensboro MBA 

















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II BUS ' PUB AFFRS Waterfield Center 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
213003 Waterfield Center 
2000 Services soo 
3000 Commodities )00 
3600 Travel 950 




FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 









213702 - Waterfield Center 
NFS TITLE 
13 Student Wages 
16 Temp Help/Nonexempt 
15 Temp Help/Exempt 




Revenue (Acct 1-11514-XXXXI 
STATE FUNDING 
85 -
BUS • POB AFFRS - Waterfield Center 















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
213011 Small Business Dev Ctr 
3700 





BUS ' PUB AFFRS - Small Business Dev Ctr 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 












BUS " PUB AFFRS - B " P A - COtD.puter Lab 














FY 199<-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 








211112 • B ~ P A - Other Instr 
NFS TITLE 
1• Graduate Assistants 
15 Temp Ex/Res Stipends 
15 Temp Ex/Degree Compl 
15 Temp Ex/Other Instr 





BUS & PUB AFFRS · B & P A . Other Instr 














FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET I I EDUCATION Dean ~ Education 
ACCOUNT f'Y 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
214400 Dean - Education 
1 Weaver Janice ) Dean/Professor 12 l.OO 77.373 2.00\ 
1 (Teaches one course each) I [ I [ I 
1 Summer for Elem/Sec I I I I .I 2 Price,Jr William ) Asat Dean/Professor 12 l.OO 62,672 
2 (Supervieea 1/4 load of I I [ I [ 
2 Student Teachers eaeh) I [ J[ 
2 semester for Elem/Sec) I I I [ 
) Wdl Russell 5 Oir Of Sch Serv/Rea ' Lecturer 12 l.OO 4.0,698 2.00\ 
• Coleman Celia 9 Admin18trative Secretary III G 9 10.4.2 usa l.OO 20,4.00 2.00\ 
5 Jtnight Jennifer- 9 Administrative Secretary II G • 6.70 1958 l.OO 13,119 
500 Undesignated 13 Student Wages ll,12B 
1000 Salaries " Wages 5.00 225,390 
1200 Employee Bene tits 67,340 
2000 Services 8, 510 
3000 Commoc11tiea 5,4.56 I 3600 Travel 3,635 
3100 Mhcellaneoua 8,392 






FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
211401 Envir Educ Center 








211401 - Envir Educ Center 
NFS TITLE 
5 Director 
5 [Asat Professor Elem/Secl 
5 [Total) 












l. 001 [ 
l. DOl [ 
0.00 
Envir Educ Center 
FY 95 PERC'Eln" 
BUDGET INCR 
1.510 2.00t 
ll.l64) ( :2.00\:l 






FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II EDUCATION - Elem/Sec Education 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM F'TE BUllGET INCR 
211403 Elem/Sec Education 
1 Bossing Lewis • Chair/Professor 12 1.00 55,690 2.00t 
2 Usher Richard 5 Professor 10 1.00 46,658 2.00t 
• Hainsworth Jerome 5 Professor/Coord Student Tchg 10 1. 00 45,576 ·I 5 Vacant 5 Assistant Professor 10 1.00 )),017 
' Whitfield Truman 5 Msa:c Professor 10 1.00 46,)05 :z. oat 
' 5 (Leave w/o Pay I 
7 Johnson Willie 5 Pro~easor 10 1.00 47,830 a.8n 
• Hooks Janice 5 As soc Professor 10 1.00 J9,02J 2.00' 
9 Saust Joseph 5 A880C Professor 10 1.00 )8,827 2.00' 
10 Gifford Marilyn 5 A8st Professor 10 1.00 32,62) 2.00\ 
11 Vacant 5 ABSt Professor 10 1.00 30,500 
12 Guyton John 5 Aasoc Professor 10 1.00 37,201 2.00\ 
13 Hulick, III Charles 5 Aasoc Professor 10 1.00 )7,427 2.00\ 
14 Vacant 5 .... t Professor 10 1.00 33,000 
15 Vacant 5 >..at Professor 10 l.QO 31,231 2.00\ 
17 Jacquot Ruth 5 ABet Professor 10 '1.00 )),)64 :I 17 l [Director,· Env Ed Ctr) I I 1. 530] ( 
17 l [Total) 1. 00] ( ]4,9941( 2.00\l 
18 Watkins Yancey 5 Professor 10 0.50 20,400 2.00\ 
19 Higginson Bonnie 5 All soc Professor 10 1.00 .35, 418 2.00\ 
20 Willis James 5 Aaaoc Professor 10 1.00 45,922 2 .00\ 
21 Thomas Carla 9 Dept Secretary II G 7 7.81 1958 1.00 15,287 2 .00\ 
22 Dandeneau Tarnal a 9 Dept Secretary I G ' 6.76 1958 1.00 13,242 2 .00\ 
23 Karle·Weiss Adria 5 A1iat Professor 10 .00 33.660 2 .00\ 
24 Mu.rphy Janis 5 Asst Professor 10 1.00 34,170 2.00\: 
9l 
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I 
ACCOUNT 
i:.INE NAME NFS TITLE 
25 Vacant s Assistant Professor 
26 Vacant 5 Assistant Professor 





ll Student Wages 
14 Graduate Assistants 
lS Temp Ex/Coop Teachers 
1000 








EDUCATION - Elem/Sec Education 
GRADE RATE TERM 
lO 
lO 






















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II _EDUCATION - !due Ldrahp/Couns 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM f"TE BUOGET INCR 
211405 Educ Ldrahp/Couns 
1 Vacant • Chair/Asaoc Prof 12 1.00 48,563 
2 Malone Bobby 5 Professor 10 1.00 46.606 2 
I 3 Humphreys William 5 Professor 10 1.00 50,547 2 4 HolcOl'llb Thomas 5 Professor 10 1.00 43,077 2 
5 Wagner T"""'Y 5 Asaoc Professor 10 1.00 41.251 2.00\ 
6 vacant 5 Asat Professor 10 
7 Vacant 5 Asat Professor 10 
a Latto Lovell 5 Asaoc Professor 10 1. 00 38,197 2.00\ 
9 Vacant 5 Asaoc Professor 10 1.00 39,350 
10 Oven Brenda 9 Dept Secretary II G 7 8.89 1958 1.00 17.4.15 2. 00\ 
11 Vacant • Dept Secretary I G • 
500 Undeaignated lJ Student Wages 8,758 
750 Undesignated 15 Temp Ex/Super St Tch 1,937 
1000 Salaries ~ Wages 8.00 335,701 
1200 Employee Benefits 93,547 
2000 Services 500 
3000 Commodities 4. 173 
3600 Travel 3,790 
211405 - Educ Ldrahp/Couna TOTAL 8.00 437.711 
93 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II EDUCATION - Health/Phya !d/Rec 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
2114.08 Health/Phys Ed/Rec 
1 VanHove Suzanne 5 Asst Professor 10 1.00 30,600 2.00\ 
I 
2 Huetteman Julie 5 Asst Professor 10 1. 00 )0,804 2.00\ 
l Brookhiser Judy • Chair/Aast Prof 12 1.00 42,840 2.00\ 
4 Purcell len 5 Aasoc Professor 10 1. 00 40,1)5 2.00\ 
5 Rice Pamela 5 Usoc Professor 10 1.00 )5,7)2 2.00\ 
6 O'Brien DiaMe 5 Professor. 10 1.00 40,805 10.09\ 
7 Broughton James 5 Assoc Professor 10 1. 00 )6. 064 7.99\ 
a P'reeman Patti 5 Asst Professor 10 1. 00 29.070 2.00\ 
10 Haverstock Linda 5 Senior Lecturer 10 1.00 27,451 2.00\ 
11 SiiMIOnS Thomas 5 Aast Professor 10 0.40 15.200 2.00\ 
12 Moode Frank 5 Aast Professor 10 1. 00 30.600 2. 00\ 
ll Vacant 5 Instructor 
14. Moede Mary • Dept Secretary II G 7 6.24 1958 1.00 12.223 
15 Oinh Cong 12 Equipment Room Manager G 6 7.75 1912 1.00 14.820 
2. 00\ 
16 Duncan Steven l2 Equipcaent Room Manager G 6 7.75 1912 1.00 14.820 
2.00\ 
11 Goodman John l2 Equipment Room Manager G 6 7.69 1912 1.00 14,704 
2.00\ 
500 Undeaignated 13 Student Wages 
28. )18 
752 Undesiqnated 15 Teap Exempt/Scuba 8,000 
1000 Salaries " Wages 14.40 
452.186 
1200 Employee Benefits 
142,888 
2000 Services 














211408 - Kealth/Phya Ed/Rec 
NFS TITLE 
SUBTOTAL 




EDUCATION - Health/Phys Ed/Rec 











FY 1994-95 REGENI'S BUDGET II EDUCATION - Special Education 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCEN"I' 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BO!lGET INCR 
211409 Special Education 
1 Blodgett Elizabeth • Chair/Aaaoc Professor 12 1.00 47,975 2.00\' 
4 Vacant 5 Asst. Professor 10 1.00 34,944 
I 5 Condon Marilyn 5 Professor 10 1.00 . 40,884 2.00\' 6 Obi Sunday 5 Aa:at Professor 10 1.00 )0,600 2.00\' 
7 Hammons Joann 5 Aasoc: Professor 10 1.00 32,323 2.00\' 
8 Vacant 5 Aasoc Professor 10 1.00 32,000 
• wann Jennifer. 5 Lecturer 10 1.00 30,600 2.00\' 
11 Miller Creighton 5 Aasoc Profe1sor 10 1.00 34,680 2.00\' 
12 JCienzle Patricia • Clinic Audiologht 12 1.00 29,580 2.00\' 
ll Bea.ne Linda • nePt Secretary II 9 7 7.93 1958 1. 00 15,527 
14 Adams Bonnie • Dept Secretary I G 6 7.90 1793 1. 00 14. 165 
15 Fallon Moira 5 Aast Professor 10 1. 00 32,130 2.00\: 
16 Vacant 5 Assistant Professor 10 1.00 l4. 457 
17 Vacant 5 Aasistant Professor 10 1. 00 35,000 
500 Undesignated 13 Student Wages 4,777 
I 750 Undesignated 15 Temp Ex/Tcb Sum Prog 1,076 
1000 Salaries " Wages 14.00 450,718 
1200 Employee Benefite 124,303 
2000 Services 1,680 
3000 Commodities 1,973 
3600 Travel 3,060 
3700 Miscellaneous 2,100 
211409 ·. Special Education TOTAL 14. 00 583,8H 
.. -
I 
FY 1994~95 REGENTS BUDGET I I 
EDUCATION - Teacher Educ service• 
ACCOUNT fY 95 fY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM fTE BODGET INCR 
211410 Teacher Educ Services 
1 Schroeder Gary 2 Director/~et Prof 12 1.00 43,292 2.00\ 
2 Vacant 5 Assoc Prof/Coord Stud Teach 
3 Vacant 5 Aut Prof/Coord Fld Services 10 1. 00 34.699 ·I • Dunn Shirley 9 Dept Secretary II G 7 8.18 1958 1.00 16,024 2 . 
5 Padgett Mamie 9 Dept Secretary G • 6.62 1958 LOO 12,967 2.00\ 
500 Undesiqnated 13 Student Wages 5. 518 
700 Undeaignated 16 Temp Nonex/Bua Crvn l4. 034 
750 Undeaignated 15 Temp Ex/Coop Teachra 
1000 Salaries " Wages 4.00 126.534 
1200 Employee Benefit a 36,855 
1400 Other Per•onnel 7,500 
2000 Services 500 
3000 Comznod.i ties· 2,891 
3600 Travel 8.255 
















213012 - AMES 
~~nny 
NFS TITLE 
5 Clinic Sup~r/Lecturer 
13 Stud~nt Wages 














EDUCATION - AHES 








FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
I:-INE NAME 









213700 - Clinical Servicea 
NFS TITLE 
13 Student Waqea 
Salariea 1. Waqea 





Revenue (Acct 1·13509~XXXX) 
STATE FUNDING 
99· 



















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
214011 American Humanics 
1 Silkman Anne 







214011 - American Humanics 
NFS TITLE 
9 Secret.ary 
2 Direct.or/Senior Lect.urer 







- l 00 -
GRADE RATE TERM 
G 6 5.89 1044 
12 







FY 95 PERCENT 
BOOOET !NCR 
6,l45 :z.ou 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 







211422 • Aaais~ive Technology C~r 
NFS TITLE 
13 Studen~ Wages 






- ~ 0 l -
EDUCATION - Assis~ive Technology C~r 

















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 







211418 - Edue - Other Inatruc:tion 
NFS TITLE 
l7 Adjunc:ta 
1< Graduate Assistants 
lS Temp Ex/Rea Stipends 
lS Temp Ex/Other Inatr 




EDUCATION - Educ - Other Inatruction 












FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
FINE ARTS ' COMM - Art 
ACCOUNT FY OS FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211201 Art 
1 Ooughercy Richard • Chair ' Professor 12 1. 00 56.610 2.00\ 
2 Head Robert 5 Professor 10 1. 00 48,739 2.00\ 
3 Shepard. Fredrick 5 Professor 10 1.00 48,684 I • Boyd J:aren 5 Professor 10 1. 00 46,304 S Johnson Michael 5 Aasoc Professor 10 1.00 34,101 2.00\ 
• Leye Dale 5 Professor 10 1.00 38,882 2.oot 
7 Speight Jerry 5 Professor 10 1. 00 41,001 2.00t 
8 sa .. o Paul 5 Professor 10 1.00 40,791 10.10\: 
• Arc he De Eatrad. Harvey 5 Assistant Profesaor 10 1.00 28,050 2".00\ 
10 Vacant 5 Aaaiatant Profeasor 10 1.00 32,000 
11 Dixon Susan 5 Aaat Professor 10 1.00 28,560 2.00\: 
12 Bishop Steve 5 Aaaoe Professor 10 1. 00 33.717 2.00\: 
, (Sabbatical 8/1/94 • 1>/31/941 
13 Ser-re Camille 5 Assoc Professor 10 1.00 JJ. 886 2.00\ 
14 Schrock Peqgy 5 A .. t ProfessoJ: 10 1.00 29,416 2.00\ 
15 Sperath Albert 8 Dir, Univ Gall/Mat Prof 12 1.00 32.564 
16 Cochran Carla • Bookkeeper/Secretary G 7 8.53 1958 1.00 16i,697 
17 Sasso Sandra • Slide Librarian/Gallery Assist G 7 6.24 1958 1.00 12,223 2.00\ 
18 Fletcher Judith • Dept Secretary II G 7 6.24 1044 0.50 6, 519 2.00\ 
500 Ondeaignated 13 Student wage a ' 14.703 
SOl Undesignated 13 Student Assistants 4,056 
1000 Salaries ' wages 17.50 627,502 
1200 Employee Benefits 188,029 
2000 Services 2,880 














GRADE RATE TERM 
- lOS -









FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II FINE ARTS &. COMM - Journalism/R'IV 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERJol FTE BUOOET INCR 
... :.:.202 Journalism/RTV 
1 McGaughey Robert • Chair/Prof/Co-Adv Shield 12 . 00 60, ~94 2.00\ 
2 White Allen 5 A.ssoc Professor 10 . 00 34.130 8. 35\ 
3 Haney Roger 5 Professor 10 1 . 00 44,517 '"I 4 Lochte Robert 5 Aasoc Professor 10 1.00 39,212 7.48 
5 Welsch F. Gilland 5 Instructor 10 1. 00 25,500 2.00\ 
• Landini Ann 5 As soc Professor/Neva Advisor 10 1.00 35,250 8.14\ 
7 Dillon John 5 As soc Professor 10 1. 00 3). 866 8.40\ 
8 Vacant 5 Operations Mgr-TV/Lecturer 12 1.00 21.000 5.00\ 
• Vacant 5 Asst Professor 10 1. 00 30,500 
10 Albert Larry 8 Engineer - MSU rv 12 1.00 35,581 2.00\ 
11 Haley Janna •• Dept Secretary II G 7 7.09 1958 1.00 13,880 12.06\ 
12 Black Joette 9 Dept Secretary I G 6 5.89 1635 1. 00 9,631 
13 Herndon Orville • Equipment Tech 12 1.00 20,400 2.00\ 
14 Hopson Cynthia 5 Lecturer 10 1.00 25,500 2. 00\ 
15 Johnson Richard 5 Media Technician/Lecturer 12 1.00 33.303 2.00\ 
16 Wall Celia 5 Associate Professor 10 l.QO 33.494 
1000 Salaries '- Wages 16.00 495,958 
1200 Blllployee Benet:iu 138,817 
200C Services 853 
3000 Commod.itiea 2,025 
3600 Travel 1,535 
3700 Miscellaneous 625 














FINE ARTS ' COMH Journalism/RTV 




FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET IN'CR 
639,638 
FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II FINE ARTS " COHH - Huaic 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITt.E GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211203 Music 
1 Vacant • Chair/Protesaor 12 1.00 54,527 
2 Vacant 5 Asst. Professor 10 1.00 30,600 2.00\ 
3 Brown Stephen 5 Prot:esaor 10 1.00 43,753 I • Gottschalk John • Inatrument Technician 12 1.00 18.360 
5 Almquist Bradley 5 .Uat Prof/Dir Choral Act 10 1.00 34' 680 2.00\ 
• Conklin Raymond 5 Prot:eaaor 10 1.00 40,375 2.00\ 
• (Sabbatical Leave) 
• (1/1/95 - 5/31/95) 
1 Ta'ylor Marie 5 Prot:e•aor 1~ 1.00 42,514 2.00\ 
• .Story Donald 5 Associate Pcot:eaaor 10 0.25 10", 200 2.00\ 
9 Bates Karen 5 As soc Prot:eaaor 10 1.00 38.610 2.00\ 
10 Scott Richard 5 .Uaoc Proteaaor 10 1.00 37,144 2.00\ 
11 Johnaon Dennis 5 As soc Prot:/Dir UDiv Banda 10 1.00 38,661 2.00\ 
12 Va.naradel Tommy 5 Asaoc Ptoteaaor 10 1.00 )4. 068 2.00\ 
13 SchlaDach John 5 Asat Prot:esaor 10 1.00 J 0. 6 98 2.00\ 
14 SchumaM Laura 5 Lecturer 10 1.00 25,500 I 15 Stett:a John 5 Aaaoc Prot:eaaor 10 1.00 34,865 
16 Hayea Christopher 5 Lecturer/Dir Racer B&ndll 10 1.00 25,750 ).00\ 
17 Dressler John s Professor 10 1.00 3 9. 5 96 10.36\ 
18 Black lt&nc-4.All s Aaaoc Profeaaor 10 1.00 36,516 2.00t 
18 (Sabbatical 8/1/94 - 12/31/94) 
19 Erickson Scott 5 Asst. Professor 10 1.00 30,600 2.00\: 
21 Vacant 5 I.ec.turer 10 1. o.o 22,500 
22 Bray Patricia 9 Dept secretary II G 1 6.74 1958 1.00 13. 188 2.00\ 


















211203 - Muaic 
Roger 
NFS TITLE 
s Asaoc Professor 
) [Asat Dean, Aaaoc Professor] 
) (Total) 
13 Student Wages 









FINE ARTS '- COtot: - Music 
f'Y 95 FY " PERCENT GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
12 0.25 14.007 :z.oot 
0. 751 ( 42,0221 ( 2.00t) 










FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II FINE ARTS ' COMM · Speech comm ' Theatre 
ACCOIJN'I' FY 95 FY 95 PERCEN'I' 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BODGET INCR 
211204 Speech Comm ' Theatre 
1 Mayes Jerry • Chair/Professor 12 1.00 60,051 7. 3U 
2 Gantt Vernon 5 Professor 10 1.00 48,646 2.00\ 
l Malinauakaa Hark 5 Professor 10 1.00 47.924 I • Schempp James 5 Aasoc Professor 10 l. 00 35,144 s Da Coata Nelson s Viaiting Uat Professor 10 l. 00 29,580 2.00\ 
• Booth James s Professor 10 1.00 68,207 
7 Elvin Jean s ViSiting Guest Artist/Dance 10 1.00 25,755 2.00\ 
• Tillson Lou s Uet Professor 10 l. 00 32,640 2.00\ 
• Bailey·Smith Elizabeth s Lecturer/Dir·Forensics 10 1.00 21,420. 2.00\ 
10 Balthrop David s Asat Prof/Dir of Theatre 10 1. 00 31,620 2.00\ 
11 Hunt Marilyn 5 Asse Professor 10 1.00 32,640 2.00\ 
13 Helton Jamie • Dept Secretary Il G 7 e .ec 1855 0.95 16,401 2.00\ 
15 Courter Joan • Dept Secrecary I G • 6.94 1470 1.00 10,200 2.00\ 
500 Undesignaced. 13 Student Wages ll,40B 
1000 Salaries ' wages 12.95 47],636 
I 1200 Employee Bene tits 150,983 
2000 Services 1,]70 
JOOO Commodities 2, 723 
3600 Travel 8,470 
3700 Miscellaneous 4,695 






FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
A.CCOtnn' 
LINE NAME 











211205 - TV Studios 
NFS TITLE 
13 Student Wages 






Revenue (Acet 1-11354-XXXX) 
Revenue (Course Fees) 
STATE f'TJNDING 
- lll -
GRADE RATE TERM 















py 1994·515 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
















Revenue (Aeet 1-11215-XXXX) 
STATE P'UNDI~ 
• 112 • 
FINE ARTS ' COMM - F@8tival ct Champions 




































. 113 . 
FINE ARTS ~ COMH · Quad State Festivals 














FY 1994~95 REGENTS BUDGET I I 
FINE ARTS ~ COMH - WKHS Radio 
(State) 
ACCOUNT 
FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT LINE NAME! NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
213522 WKH.S Radio (State) 
1 Lochte Kate 2 Director 12 1.00 35,500 lEi. 39t 
2 • (Chief Engineer) l. OOJ [ 18,176] [ 
l IUrkpatrick Grady • Operations ~ Program Director 12 1.00 22,032 
4 Hunt Margaret • Claa•ical Producer 12 1.00 21,800 
5 Bugg Anita • Dir Neva/Public At fairs 12 1.00 20,737 2. OOt 
• Petillo ICirk • (Oper All8t/Jazz Producer) 12 1.00) [ 19, 380} [ 2 .OOt) 
1 • (Promotion/Dev Director) 1. DO) ( 22,012) ( :LOOt] 
8 Martin Deyna 8 Announcer/Producer Neva 12 l. 00 18.360 2.00t 
• Newby Patricia • Book)c.eeper I !/Secretary G • 7.17 usa 1.00 14.040 2.00\ 
SOD Undeaignated ll Student Wages 11,670 
510 Undeaignated ll Fed Work Study Student Wages 
750 Undeaignated ll 
1000 Salaries ' Wages 6.00 144. 139 
1200 Employee Bene Uta -4.232 
I 
1200 Employee Bene Uta 40,780 
3000 Commoditie• 
213522 - WIMS Radio (State) TOTAL 6.00 lSO, 687 





FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
214001 Clara Eagle Art Gallery 
3700 





FINE ARTS ~ COMH - Clara Eagle Art Gallery 




f'Y 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
7,806 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I FINE ARTS ' COHH - University Theatre 
ACCOUNT 
FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE B!JDGET INCR 




22.000 I 9001 _Revenue (Aeet 1-14024-XXXX) -7.000 





















215007 • Shield 
• 
NFS TITLE 
ll Student Wages 
16 Temp Nonex/Extra Hlp 







Revenue (Acct 1-13511-XXXX) 
S'TATE FUNDING 
- 117 • 
GRADE RATE TERM 
















f'Y 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 










215009 - MSO Neva 
NFS TITLE 
13 Student Wages 









GRADE RATE TER!< 




















FY 1994-95 REGEm'S BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
218008 Marching Band Stipends 
4000 
218008 - Marching Band Stipends 
) 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
• 119 -
FINE ARTS ' COMH - Marching Band Stipends 








FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 







211210 · Fine Arcs - OCher Inst 
NFS TITLE 
17 A.djuncu 
14 Graduate Assistants 
15 Temp Ex/Degree Comp1 
17 Other Instruction 




FINE ARTS ~ COMM · Fine Arts - Other Inst 













FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET I I 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
214500 Dean . Humanistic: Stds 




2 Earnest James 
2 
2 
s Tinsley Lisa 
' .Smith Marcia 























Dean ~ Professor 
(Teaches one couree each 
seme•ter for HIS) 
Director, CAA 
[Professor - l!nglhbl 
[Total] 
Administrative Secreti.ry III 
Administrative ,. .. t 
Dept Sec II(Qniv Aaaeaament) 
{Dept Secretary 1 I/~hiloaophy] 
[Total) 
Student Wages 









H'CJMMISTIC STUDIES - Dean Huma.nbtic: St"-
FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
GRADE RATE TERM F'TE BUDCET INCR 
12 1.00 70,380 2.00t 
10 2,448 2.0Qt 
1.00) [ 40, 800) ( 2. DOt) 
1.00) [ 43,241]( 2.00t) 
G 9 7.17 1958 1.00 14,040 2.00t 
12 1.00 22,440 2.00t 
G 7 8.07 979 0.50 7,899 2.00t 
8.07 979 0 .SO) [ 7. 899) ( 2.00t) 









FY 1994 • 95 REGENTS BUDGET II HUMANISTIC •=ras Bnglhh 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERI< ITE BUDGET INCR 
211501 English 
1 Cohen Michael • Interim Chair/Professor 12 1.00 56,729 2.90\ 
2 Wood· sarah 5 Aast Professor 10 1.00 30,455 
:I 3 Herndon Jerry 5 Professor 10 1.00 48. 102 5 Lorrah Jean 5 Professor 10 1.00 45,745 
• cella Charles 5 Professor 10 1.00 48,000 4.79\" 
7 Murphy John 5 Aaat Professor 10 1.00 29,671 2. oat 
8 Forrester JCent 5 Professor 10 1. 00 39,799 2.00\ 
9 Daughaday Charles 5 Professor 10 1.00 41,996 2.00\ 
10 Tucker ltenneth 5 Prpfessor 10 1.00 40,26l 2 .00\: 
11 Earnest James 5. Professor 10 1.00 40,800 2 .oat 
11 2 (Director - CA.\) . I 2, 448] [ 2 .00\:) 
11 2 [Total] 1. oo) I 43, 248) ( 2.00t) 
12 Miller Michael 5 Professor 10 1.00 39. 214 2 .00\: 
13 Steiger Richard 5 Professor 10 1.00 38,505 2 .oat 
,. Frye ltarla 5 Aaat Professor 10 1.00 34,600 
15 Svan Wallace 5 Msoc Professor 10 1.00 37,444 
16 Loberqer Gordon 5 Msoc Professor 10 1.00 37,995 
17 Anderson Tb&yle 5 Professor 10 1. 00 39,780 2.00t 
1B Cornelius Fred 5 Asaoc Professor 10 1.00 37,740 2.00t 
19 Brown, III Ogden 5 A.,.t Professor 10 1.00 30,090 2.00\ 
20 Helton, Jr. Roy 5 Aaat Professor 10 1.00 33,660 2 .oat 
21 Roulston Helen 5 Aast Professor 10 1.00 31,268 2 .oat 
22 White Betty 5 Instructor 10 .00 28,560 2 .oat 
23 Babcock Squire 5 Aast Professor 10 1 . 00 28.560 2 .oat 
,. Lalicker William 5 Assoc Professor 10 1. 00 )4' 680 2.00\ 
122 
I 
FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
HU'MA.N 1ST I C STUDIES Engl. ish 
FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET !NCR 
25 Templeton Barbara 5 
ASSt Professor 10 
l. 00 31,611 2.00\ 
27 Neelon Ann 5 Asst 
Professor 10 l. 00 )0,090 2.00\: 
28 Wilson Sharon • Dept Secretary II G 1 6.62 1958 l.OO 12. 970" 2.00\ 
29 Vacant • Dept secretary I G 6 
30 Horgan Michael 5 
Assistant Professor 10 1.00 29,070 2.00\ 
Ji Lawson Anita 5 Protes•or 
10 1.00 ,p. 792 
]) Undesignated 5 Lecturer 
10 0.50 7,HO 2.00\ 
H Undesignated 5 Lecturer 
10 o.so 7,140 2.00\ 
35 Undesignated 5 
Lecturer 10 
o.so 7,140 2.00\ 
36 Undesignated 5 Lecturer 
10 0.50 7,140 2.00\ 
37 Undesignated 5 Lecturer 
io 0.50 7. 140 2.00\ 
15.461 
sao Undesignated l3 Student Wages 
1000 


















211501 ~ English 
TOTAL 
. 12 3 
I 
py 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I HUMANISTIC STUDIES Foreign Languages 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
L~NE NAME N'FS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUIJGET IN'CR 
211502 Foreign Languages 
1 Grimes Milton • Chair/Professor 12 0.50 27,438 
1 2 Director • ltl IS 0. so 27.438 
:I 1 2 [To tall l. 00) ( 54,876] ( 2 Ferguson John s Prot:eaaor 10 l. 00 48,406 
3 Vacant 5 Aaaiatant Profeaaor 10 1.00 30,000 
• Vacant s Aasistant Professor 10 1.00 30,000 
5 Jt:eeslar Suzanne 5 .... t Prot:eaaor 10 1.00 36.652 2.00\ 
• waag Carl s Asaoc Professor 10 l. 00 33.126 2.00\ 
7 Horgan Janice s As soc Prot:eaaor 10 l. 00 31,796 2:oot 
7 (Sabb Leave 1/1/95-5/31/95) 
a Reaig Claire • llept Secretary II G 7 7.47 1470 1.00 10,983 2.00\ 
• Brown Margaret. 5 .... t Professor . 10 1.00 )0, 07l 2.00\ 
10 loll a wendy s .... t Professor 10 1.00 28,560 2.00\ 
500 Ondeaignated · 13 Student wages 4,976 
1000 Salaries ' Wages 10.00 339, U6 
1200 Employee Benefits 98,290 
2000 Services 450 
3000 Commodities 2,371 
3600 Travel 2.350 
3700 Miscellaneous 350 
211502 · Foreign Languages TOTAL 10.00 44),257 
- ·124 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II HUMANISTIC STUDIES Engliatl 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
25 Templeton Barbna 5 Asst Professor 10 1. 00 ll, 611 2.00\: 
27 Neelon Ann 5 Asat Professor 10 1.00 30,090 2.00\: 
28 Wilson Sharon • Cept Secretary II G 7 6.62 1958 1. 00 12,970 2.00\: 
I 
29 Vacant • Dept Secretary I G • 
30 Morgan Michael 5 Assistant Professor 10 1. 00 29,010 2.00\: 
32 Lawson Anita 5 Professor 10 1. 00 47,792 
ll Undesiqnated 5 Lecturer 10 0.50 7,140 2.00\: 
,. Undesiqnated 5 Lecturer 10 0.50 7,140 2.00\: 
)5 Onduiqnated 5 Lecturer 10 0.50 7,140 2.00\: 
)6 Ondedqnateci 5 . Lecturer 10 0.50 7,140 2;00\: 
)7 Undesiqnated s Lecturer 10 0.50 7.140 2.00\: 
500 Undesiqnated 1) Student Wages 15,461 
1000 S&lariea 1r. Wages 30.50 1,076,349 
1200 Employee Benefits 310,465 
2000 Services 1,000 
I 
3000 Comm.oditiet 8, 185 
3600 Travel 8,100 
3700 Mhcellaneous 2,600 
211501 - English TOTAL 30.50 1,406,699 
. 123 -
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I 
HUMANISTIC STUDIES History 
ACCOUNT 
FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BODGET INCR 
211503 History 
2 Hammack, Jr. James • Chair/Professor 12 1.00 58,242 2.00\ 
l Beasley Troy s Professor 10 1.00 4), 075 
I • Hatton Roy s Professor 10 0.50 22,118 s Fuhi'lllann Joseph s Professor 10 1. 00 40,208 
6 Fohom Burton s Professor 10 1. 00 39,788 2.00\ 
7 Lavson Hughie s Professor 12 0.25 11,094 2.00\ 
7 [21130-1) 2 [Cir:ector SIS) 2 0. 75) ( 33,127)( 2.00\) 
7_ (211UO-l) s (Director - SIS) 2 I I 8,843] [ 2.00\) 
7 s (Total) 1.00) ( Sl.06l) ( 2.00\) 
a Wolf kenneth s Pi-ot:easor 10 1.00 43,860 2.00\; 
' Strieter Terry s Pro feasor 10 l. 00 39.780 2.00\ 
10 Beahan Charlotte s Aasoc Professor 10 1.00 l6. 720 2.00\ 
11 Schell William 5 Aaot Professor 10 l. 00 30,090 2.00\ 
12 Cheeseboro Anthony 5 Aaot Professor 10 1. 00 31,110 2.00\ 
ll Cloys Margaret ' Dept Secretary II G 7 8.)5 1958 1.00 l6. 341 
" Harrell Kenneth 5 Profeaaor 10 0.50 30. 126 
15 Vacant 5 Aaahtant Pro feasor 10 1.00 28,000 
16 Mulligan, JR. William 5 Vidting Aast Prot'eaaor 10 1.00 )0,600 2.00\: 
17 Vacant s Instructor 0.50 l9, 724 
500 Und.esiqnated ll Student Wagee 7,)51 
1000 Salaries ' Wage• 13.75 528,227 
1200 Employee Benefits 147,373 
2000 services 600 
3000 Commodities 2.984 














GRADE RATE TERM 
• 126 -









FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
211504 Phil fr. Relig Stds 
1 Foreman Terry 
3 Robinson Franklin 
4 Nerney Gayne 










211504 - Phil fr. Relig Stda 
NFS TITLE 
• Chair/Aasoc Professor 
5 Professor 
5 Aasoc Professor 
9 Dept See II 
9 [Dept See II (Assessment I J 
9 [Total) 
ll Student Wages 
Salaries fr. Wages 






- 127 . 
KUMANISTIC STUDIES - Phil fr. Relig Stda 





















I 31,817 7,899 
7, 899) ( 2.00tl 










FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II HUMANISTIC STUDIES - Paycholoqy 
ACCOUNT FY 95 ..., 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BODGET INCR 
211407 Psychology 
1 Posey Thomas • Chair/Profeaaor 12 1. 00 60.2111 2.00t 
2 Barrett Terry 5 Profesaor 10 1.00 45,691 2.00\ 
I ) Muehleman Jacob 5 Professor 10 1. 00 40,439 :i.OOt • Waddill Paula 5 .Uahtant Professor 10 1. 00 :u. 000 
5 Sheiman Judy 5 Aaat Professor 10 1.00 31,620 2.00t 
• Royalty Joel 5 Aasoc Prof.essor 10 1. 00 37,738 2.00\ 
7 wann Daniel 5 All8t Profesaor 10 1. 00 30,600 2.00t 
8 VanLeeuwen Marilyn 5 .... t Profe1sor 10 1.00 30,600 2.00\ 
9 Ritter Alyeia 5 A.oot Prote••or 10 1. 00 32, uo 2.00\ 
10 Phillips Verna 9 Dept Secretary II G 7 8.17 1958 1.00 15,999 2.00\ 
11 Norsworthy Martha 9 Dept Secretary I G • 7.27 1793 l. 00 13.027 2.00\ 
12 Duncan Renae 5 Aaat Profeaaor 10 1.00 31,620 2.001 
SOD Undeaiqnated 13 Student Wagee 3,808 
1000 Salarie• ' waqe• 12.00 405,063 
I 1200 Employee sene .Uta 124.180 2000 Service• 900 
3000 COIIIDOditiea l, 789 
3600 Travel 2,940 
3700 Miacellaneoua ],375 
211407 - Psychology TOTAL 12.00 540,247 
- 128 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I HUMANISTIC STUDIES - Sociology ' Anthro 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
l!NE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BODGET I NCR 
211505 Sociology ' Anthro 
i 
1 Elwell Frank • Chair/Professor 12 1.00 49,980 2.00t 
2 Gulotta Ronald 5 Assistant Professor 10 l. 00 30,000 
I 3 Lanning Adam 5 Aaaoc Professor 10 0.50 18,39) 4 Vacant 5 Assoc Professor 10 1.00 29,000 
5 Carstens tcenneth 5 Professor 10 1. 00 41,916 2.00\ 
5 2 [Director -· Arch Svc Ctr) I I 1, 836) [ 2.00\) 
5 2 [Toi:.al) 1.00] ( 43,752)( 2.00\) 
• Bogal-Allbritten Rosemarie 5 Professor 10 1.00 42.840 2.00\ 
• Bogal-Allbritten Rosemarie 5 Director Social Work 10 1, 836 2 .oot 
• 2 (Total) 1. 00] ( 44,676) ( 2.00\) 
7 Vacant 5 Lecturer 10 1.00 30,000 
8 Jones Steven 5 Assoc Professor 10 1.00 34.935 2 .oat 
9 Wesler lit 8 Oir Wicklf Mounda/Aasoc Prof 12 1.00 34. 549 2 .oat 
10 Daughaday Lillian 5 Aast Profeuor 10 1. 00 32, 130 2 .OOl 
11 Fieldtl Sharon 5 Instructor 10 1. 00 25,569 2.00l 
12 tc~ng Eva 9 Dept secretary II G 7 7.86 1958 l', co 15,383 I • 500 Undesignated 13 Student Waqea ),228 
1000 Salaries " wages 11. so 389,759 
1200 Employee Benefits 115.688 
2000 Services 550 
3000 Commodities 2,660 
3600 Travel 3,865 
3700 Miscellaneous 500 





FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
211505 - Sociology ~ Anthro 
NP'S TITLE 
TOTAL 
- lJ 0 -
HUMANISTIC STUDIES 




English Comp Lab 
FY 95 PERCENT 
BO'OCET INCR 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I Hl.IMANISTIC STUDIES English comp L.a.b 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BODGET INCll 
211519 English Comp Lab 
3000 Commodities 20.000 







FY 19 9 4 - 9 5 REGENTS BUDGET I I 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
214040 Wickliffe Mounds 






2l4040 - Wickliffe Mounds 
NFS TITLE 
• Asae Oireceor/Curaeor 




Revenue (Acct 1-14040-XXXX) 
S"rATE f"CNDING 
- lH · 
KUMANISTIC STUDIES 


















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I HUMANISTIC STUDIES - Wick Mds Gift Shop 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BIJDGET INCR 
214041 Wick Mds Gift Shop 
)700 Miscellaneous 4,700 
9000 SUBTOTAL 4,700 I 9001 Revenue IAcct 1-14041-XXXX) -4,700 























15 Temporary Exempt 





Revenue IAcct l-11520-XXXX) 
STATE FUNDING 
- 132 -
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 
















FY U!H-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
213'701 Archaeology svc Ctr. 
1 Vacant 










.213101 - Archaeology Svc Ctr 
NFS TITLE 
• Senior Staff Archeologist 
s Director Arch Serv Center 
5 [Profesaor) 
5 (Total] 
16 Temporary Non-Exempt 




Revenue (Acct 1-1]707-XXXXI 
STATZ ·P'ONDING. 
- 1)) -
HUMANISTIC STUDIES - Archaeology Svc Ctr 






























FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
214042 Wick Welcome Center 




214042 · Wick Welcome Center 
NFS TITLE 
9 Receptionist 





HUMANISTIC STUDIES · Wick Welcome Center 
GRADE RATE TERM 






FY 95 PERCENT 
BlJDGET INCR 





FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
211518 Foreign Language Lab 
NFS TITLE 
3000 Commodities 
211518 - Foreign Language Lab TOTAL 
• l3 7 -
HUMANISTIC STUDIES - Foreign Language Lab 












FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
A.CCOUN'I' 
LINE NAME 










211506 · Hum Stda · Other Instr 
NFS TITLE 
17 A.djuncts 
14 Graduate Assistants 
15 Temp Ex/Research ' Development 
13 Degree Completion 






• 138 . 
HUMANISTIC STUDIES 
GRADE RATE TERM 
















FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET I I INDUSTRY '- TECHNOLOGY - Dean - lnd " Tech 
ACCOUNT 
FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BtlDGE'T INCR 
214600 Dean · Ind " Tech 
1 Au.er Thomas 3 Dean/Professor 12 l.OO 74,136 2.00t 
1 (Teaches one course each 
1 semester for lET ,I 2 Hodge Jesse 10 Equipment Technician 12 l.OO 27.286 
3 Edwards Gela 9 Administrative Secretary III G 9 10.31 1958 l.OO 20,191 2.00t 
• Bennett Debbie • Accounts Control Clerk G • 7.97 1958 l.OO 15.598 2.oot 
5 Vacant 8 Data Base Manager 12 
• Vaughan James 3 Aasiatant Dean 12 0.50 22,814 2.00t 
• 5 [Aaat Professor OSH) 0. 25) [ U,U2)[ 2.0lt) 
• 5 (~at Professor IET) 0. 25) [ 11, 442) ( 2.00\) 
• 5 (Total) 1.00) [ 45, 768) ( 2.00\) 
500 Undesignated 13 Student Wages 10,935 
1000 Salaries " Wages 4.50 171,0)0 
1200 Employee Benefits 46,530 
I 2000 Services 17.895 3000 Coaaoditiea 8,950 
3600 Travel 7,708 
)700 Miscellaneous ),893 
214600 · Dean - Ind " Tech TOTAL 4.50 256,00& 
- lJ 9 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I INDUSTRY 6o TEC'HNOt.OCiY - Agriculture 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211301 Agriculture 
1 Davia James 5 Professor 12 1.00 55,896 2.00\ 
2 Heathcott Eldon • Chair/Profe .. or 12 1.00 59,454 2.00\ 
I 3 Long James 5 Professor 10 1. 00 48,002 2.00\ • Beatty Durvood 5 Profesaor 10 1.00 47,219 2.00t 
5 Mikulcik John 5 Professor 10 1.00 46,424 2.oot 
• Rudolph J&IDes 5 Aasoc Professor 12 1.00 55.460 2.00t 
7 Macha Roger 5 A .. ac Professor 10 1.00 40,119 2.00t 
9 Crbkill Charles 5 Aasoc Professor 10 1.00 39,486 2.oot 
10 Brannon Tony 5 Aasociate Professor 10 1.00 36.275 7. 95t 
11 StramOns Barry e Farm M&nage_r 12 1.00 28,376 2.oot 
12 Terry Brien e Lecturer/Bam Manager 12 1.00 24,510 2.00\ 
1l Alexander Sara 9 Dept Secretary II G 7 6.24 1958 1.00 12.223 2.00\: 
14 Vacant 5 Visiting Instructor 
15 Payne Willi aiD 5 Aasoc Professor 10 
500 Undesignated 13 Student Wages u. 900 
750 Ond.esignated 15 Temp Ex/Super Teach 10,610 
1000 Salaries II Wages 12.00 516,724 
1200 Employee Bene tits 151,474 
2000 Services 2.000 
3000 Commodit.ies 11, 034 




' Financial Aid 
- 14 0 -
I 





211301 - Agriculture 
NFS TITLE 
SUBTOTAL 
Revenue (Acct 1-11352-0765) 
STATE FUNDING 
- 141 . 
INDUSTRY ' TECHNOLOGY Agriculture 















P'Y 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 










213620 - Boar Te•t Station 
NFS TITLE 
13 Student Mages 
14 Graduate Assistants 






Revenue (Acct 1-13620-XXXXI 
STATE FUNDING 
- 144 -
INDUSTRY ' TECHNOLOGY 




Boar Teat Station 











FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I INDUSTRY & TECHNOLOGY - Family ' ConsU.me!r Studies 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BllDGET INCR 
211402 Family ' consumer Studies 
1 Conover Mary 5 Assoc Professor 10 l.OO 38.648 2.00\' 
2 Vacant 5 Asst Profes•or 10 
I Carr Ann 5 Assoc Professor 10 1.00 37,616 • Walters Teryl • Ch4ir/Asst Prot 12 1. 00 42,902 
5 Duford Sally 5 Aasoc Proteesor 10 1.00 37,976 2.00\' 
7 Gardner· Linda 5 Aast Profe.lisor 10 1.00 30,011 2.00\' 
8 Payne Judith 5 Senior Lecturer 10 1.00 )),292 2.00\' 
9 Timmons JCathryn 5 Senior Lecturer 10 1.00 26,883 2.00\ 
10 Stepto Estella 9 Dept Secretary II G 7 8.30 usa 1.00 16.256 2.00\ 
500 Undesignated 13 Student Wages 8,701 
750 Undesignated 15 Temp Ex/Honorarium 377 
751 Undesignated 15 Temp ex/Workshop 1,076 
1000 Salaries • Wages 8.00 273,738 
1200 Employee Bene Uta 70,161 
2000 Services 850 
3000 Commod.i ties 7,645 
3600 Travel 3,630 
3700 Miecellanecus 1,200 
9000 SUBTOTAL 8.00 357,224 
9001 Revenue (Acct 1-11352-0762) -1,090 
211402 - Family & Consumer Studies STATE' FUNDING 8.00 356,1]4 
- us -
I 
FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II INDUSTRY ~ TECHNOLOGY - Child Development Center 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BODGET INCR 
211616 Child Development Center 
3000 Commodities 9,600 
I 9000 SUBTOTAL 9,600 9001 Revenue (Acct 1-11616 -XXX.Xl -9.600 
211616 - Child Development Center STATE FUNDING 0.00 0 
I 
. 14 6 . 
I 
F'Y 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET .II INDUSTRY " TEClnlOLOGY Graphic Arts Tech 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211602 Graphic Arts Tech 
1 Gray Thomas • Chair/Professor 12 1. 00 61,404 2.00\: 
2 Bailey Gene 5 Aaat Pro!eaaor 10 1.00 36,523 2.00\' 
l Horwood Stephen 5 As soc Professor 10 1.00 42,273 :I • Barton Betty • Dept Secretary II G 7 6. 99 1958 1.00 13,687 
500 Undeaiqnated ll Student Wage• 3,808 
1000 Salaries • Wagea 4.00 157,695 
1200 Employee Benefit• 44,646 
2000 Service• 240 
3000 Commoditiu 7,515 
HiOO Travel 2,157 
3'700 Miacellaneoua 200 
9000 SUBTOTAL 4.00 212,453 
9001 Revenue (Acct 1-11352-0763) -820 
211602. - Graphic Arts Tech STATB l'tltiDING 4.00 211.633 I 
- 147 -
I 
FY l994-9S REGENTS BUDGET ll INDUSTRY ~ TECHNOLOGY - Industrial Engnrq/Tech 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 9S PERCEm' 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TER>4 FTE BU!lGET !NCR 
211603 Industrial Engnrg/Tech 
1 McNeary Paul • Chair/Profeesor 12 l. 00 55,428 7.84t 
2 Schanbacher Eugene 5 Professor 10 o.so 23, 5S4 2.00t 
I J ltruger John 5 Professor 10 l. 00 45,694 2.00t • Zirbel Jay 5 Asst. Professor 10 l. 00 34.680 2.00t 
5 Vacant 5 Asaoc Professor 10 1.00 32.000 
6 Siebold Bert 5 Profesaor 10 1.00 38,009 2.00t 
7 Schneiderman Steven 5 Aasoc Professor 10 1. 00 44,314 2.00\ 
8 Claiborne Daniel 5 Aast Professor 10 1.00 )),612 2.00t 
• Weatherly James 5 Aaaoc Professor 10 l. 00 43,212 2.00\ 
10 Reamer Shirley • Dept Secretary U G 7 8.63 1958 1.00 16.894 2.00\ 
ll Greer Marlin 5 Aaaoc Professor 10 l. 00 of,3,1JS 2.00\ 
12 Whitaker William 5 Aaaoc Professor 10 1.00 of,2,963 2.00l 
13 ll:ellie Andrew 5 As soc Professor 10 l. 00 39. 98S 2.00\ 
14 Benson Jamea 5 As soc Professor 10 1.00 43,554 2.00\ 
lS Call William 5 Aasoc Professor 10 1. 00 40,049 7.)6\ 
16 Palmer William 5 Aast Professor 10 1.00 41,311 2.00\ 
11 McLaren John 5 Asst Proteaaor 10 1. 00 )7,033 2.00\ 
18 Philpot Timothy s Assoe Professor 10 1.00 u, 328 7.06\ 
19 Mansfield Brenda • Dept Secretary ll G 7 9.12 1958 l. 00 17,851 2.00\ 
20 Va•.lghan James 5 Aast Professor 12 0.25 ll. 442 2.00\ 
20 J (Assistant Dean] 0. SOJ ( 22.884]( 
2. COl] 
20 5 [Asst Professor - OSH} 0. 251 { ll,H2] ( 
2.00\} 
20 (Total} 1. 001 1 
45, 768} ( 2.00\] 
SOO Undesignated 13 Student Wages l). 200 
- HB • 
I 











211603 - Industrial !ngnrg/Tech 
NFS TITLE 







Revenue (Aeet 1-11352-07681 
STATE P'ONDIIIG 
• 14 9 • 
INDUSTRY 4 TECHNOLOGY - Industrial En gnrg/Tec:h 




















f'Y 1994-95 REGE!n'S BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
211310 Animal Health Tech 
1 Canerdy Terry 







211310 - Animal Health Tech 
NFS TITLE 
5 Director/Assoc Prot 
• Animal Health Tech/Lecturer 
5 Viaiting Lecturer 
ll Student Wagea 





• 14 2 • 
INDUSTRY • TECHNOLOGY - Animal Health Tech 


































211312 - RodeO 
--------------------
NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM 
13 Student Wages 
16 Temp Exempt/Nonexempt 







Revenue (Acct 1-13508-XXXX) 
STATE P'tliiDING 
- 14 3 -
















py 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II INDUSTRY " TECHNOLOGY - Occup Safety ' Health 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCEN'I' 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211604 Occup Safety ' Health 
1 Vacant 5 Aasoc Prof 10 1.00 )8,04) 
2 Nichola George 5 Professor 10 1.00 46,)80 2.00\' 
I 
Frederick Linda 5 Asst. Professor 10 1.00 42.840 2. OOl 
4 Jtraemer David • Chair/Asst. Professor 12 1.00 52,910 2.00\' 
Bennie 5 Senior Lecturer 5 Cooper l2 1.00 38,183 2.00\' 
6 Atieh Bass am 5 Asst Professor 10 1.00 47,236 2.00\' 
7 Powell Loretta • Dept Secretary II G 7 7.61 1958 1.00 14,89) 2.00\ 
8 vacant 5 Lecturer 10 
• Bouck Linda 5 Lecturer 10 1.00 )4,680 
10 Begley Thomas 5 Asaoc Professor 10 1.00" 38,536 2. OOl 
11 Vaughan James 5 ·ABet Professor l2 0.25" 11.442 .on 
ll ) (As at Dean] O.SO] [ 22, 884) ( 2 .00\l 
ll s (Aut Professor . IET] 0.25] [ 11, 442) [ 2. 00\l 
ll ) (Total] 1. 00] ( 45, 768] [ 2 . 00\l 
l2 St. Hilaire Nancy s I.ecturer 10 1. 00 30,600 2 .OOl 
I 
soo Undesignated l) Student Wages 2,230 
Salaries 10.25 )917. 973 1000 " Wages 
1200 Em:ployee Benefits 112. 115 
2000 Services 3. 160 
3000 commodities 13,512 
3600 Travel 2,760 
3700 Miscellaneous 4. 970 
9000 SUBTOTAL 10. 25 534.490 
. 150 -
I 




211604 - Occup Safety ' Health 
NFS TITLE 
Revenue (Acct 1-11352-0767) 
STATE f'UNDING 
- 151 -
INDUSTRY ~ TECHNOLOGY - Occup Safety ' Health 














FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
213621 Occup Safety ' Hlth Trng Ctr 
1 Quinn Jimmie 











213621. - Occup Safety • Hlth Trng Ctr 
INDUSTRY • TECHNOLOGY - Occup Safeey ' Hleh Trng Ctr 
NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM 
' Director 12 
• Mat. Director 12 
16 Temp Exempt/Non-Exempt 








Revenue (Acct l-13621-XXXX) 
STATE FUNDING 






















FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
A.CCOUN'I' 
LINE NAME 
211605 Military Science 









211605 · Military Science 
NFS TITLE 
• Departmental Secretary II 







Revenue (Acct 1·11352·0764) 
STATE FONDING 
- 153 -
INDUSTRY ' TECHNOLOGY 
GRADE RATE TERM 








FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
13,901 2.00t 










P'Y 1994 ·95 REGEm'S BUDGET I I INDUSTRY II TECHNOLOGY · West I<Y Expo.center 
ACCOUNT !'Y 95 !'Y 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTB BuixiET INCR 
213100 West KY &xpo·Center 
1 Vacant • Coordinator 12 
2 ICirks M•ry • Building Manager 12 l.OO 20.400 2.00\ 
I 
) Oakley James 12 Maintenance Worker II G • 6.25 2088 1.00 13,056 2.00\ 
• Shield.ll Doug 12 Maintenance worker II G • 6.47 2088 l.OO 13.519 2.00\ 
500 Undesignated. 13 Student Wages 10,481 
700 Undesignated " Temp Nonexempt/Overtime 
1000 3.00 57,456 
1200 Employee Benefit• 
2000 Services 33.925 
3000 ll, 494 
9000 SUBTOTAL 3.00 127,466 
9001 Revenue (Aect 1-l3100·XXXXl -71,934 
213100 - West ICY Expo-Center STATB FUNDING ).00 55,532 
- 154. -
I 
rY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 






211609 - I ' T - Other Inatr 
NFS TITLE 
17 Temp Ex/Adjuncta 
14 Graduate ~•iatanta 
16 Temp Ex/Nonexempt 





INDUSTRY ~ TECHNOLOGY - I ' T Other Inatr 
















FY 1994 • 95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 













214700 · Farm Operation• 
NFS TITLE 
12 Farm Crew 
11 Student Wages 










. 156 . 
INDUSTRY ~ TECHNOLOGY 















• 3. 000 
35,100 









214710 - Horticultur@ 
NPS TITLE 
ll Student Wagea 




. 157 . 
INDUSTRY ' TECHNOLOGY - Horticulture 




























214720 - HorSes 
HFS TITLE 
13 Student Wages 
14 Graduate Assistants 







Revenue (Acct. 1-14720-XXXX) 
STATE FUNDING 
• 1 sa · 
INDUSTRY ~ TECHNOLOGY _ Horses 














3 8. 3 .,., 














214730 - Dairy 
George 
NFS TITLE 
12 Dairy Herdsman 
12 Farm Technician 
Salariea • Wages 
Employee Bene Uta 





Revenue (Acct. 1·14730-XXXX) 
STATE FUNDING 
- 159 -
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 
G 6 6.30 2088 



































214740 - Svine 
NFS TITLE 





Revenue (Acct 1-14740-XXXX) 
STATE FUNDING 
- 160 -
GRADE RATE TERM 





















9001 Revenue (Acct 1-14760-XXXX) 
214760 - Beet STATE FUNDING 
. 161 -
GRADE RATE TEll}! 













FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUOOET II INDUSTRY " TECHNOLOGY - Pullen Pana 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY •• PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BODGET IKCR 
214770 Pullen Farm 
1400 Other Per1onnel 4,000 
2000 Services 
I 
3000 Commoditiu 1,000 
3500 Credits -2,000 












214780 · Sheep STATE FCNDING 
GRADE RATE TERM 
:6 3 • 













FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I SCIENCE Dean • Science 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BODGET INCR 
214300 Dean - Science 
1 Boqgeaa Gary ) oean/Proteaaor 12 1. 00 75,817 2.0Qt 
1 (Teachea one course each 
I 
1 semescer for CHE 
2 Barnett James 10 Inatrument Maker 12 1. 00 22,440 2.00\ 
4 Vacant 5 Re•earch Stipenda 30,994 
5 Rc88 Molly 9 Admini•trative Secretary 12 0.85 23,282 2.00\ 
5 a (Admin Mat - Ctr ot Excel) o .lSI I 7,UO) ( 2.00\1 
5 8 (Total) 1. 001 I 30,9211 ( 2. 00\] 
' Woodlo Carl 10 Re•earch/In.tructional Aoot 
u· 1.00 28,560 2.00\ 
9 oarD.ell Barbara 9 Accc• • Inventory COntrol Cler G 9 8.51 1958 l. 00 16,668 
10 Cantrell Grady a Coord Science Reaource Ctr 10 0.50 22,440 2.00\ 
10 s [Prote••or - Math) 0.501 { 22.695) ( 2.00\l 
10 s (Total) 1.00) [ 45,135) ( 2.00'1 
soo Unde•iqnated 13 Student wage•/Surf 44' 204 
600 Unde•iqnated 14 Graduate Aasistants 
I 1000 Salarie• • Wages 5.35 264.405 1200 Bmployee Benefit a 54,295 
2000 Services Jl. 149 
3000 Commodities 4,908 
3600 Travel J. 610 
)700 Miscellaneous 9,750 
6000 capital Outlay 26,256 
214300 - Dean - Science TOTAL 5.35 396,373 
- 164 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUOOET II SCIENCE Biological Sciences 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM PTE BUDGET INCR 
211303 Biological Sciences 
1 Martin Robert • Chair/Professor 12 1.00 61,200 2.00\' 
2 Vacant 5 Professor 10 1.00 )5,000 
l Vacant 5 Aut Professor 10 1.00 )4. 464 I • Rebar cynthia 5 A88t Professor 10 1.00 )) • 658 
5 Fuller Marian 5 Profes•or 10 1. 00 44.257 2.00\' 
• Zimmerer Edmond 5 All soc Profeeeor 10 1. 00 )5, )19 2.00\' 
7 Daniel Robert 5 As soc Profeeeor 10 0.50 19,996 2.00\' 
8 Wilder c 0 5 All SOC Profeseor 10 0.50 1!,27) 
9 Timmona Thomas 5 Professor 10 1. 00 42,458 2.00\' 
10 Sickel James 5 Allaoc Profeseor 10 1. 00 36,442 2.00\' 
11 Stuart. James 5 Profeseor 10 1.00 39,889 10.29\ 
12 White David 5 Profeseor/Dir Bio Station 12 0. 90 46.942 8.96\: 
12 5 [Center of Excellence -
12 5 Research Coordinator 0.10) ( s. 998) [ 2.01\) 
12 5 [Total) 1.00) { 52, 940) ( 8 .ll\) 
13 Johnston Timothy 5 Aaaoc Professor 10 1.00 38,778 
14 White Stephen 5 Aeat Proteeeor 10 1.00 )) • 458 
15 Ouobinis-Gray Leon 5 Aaaoc Professor 10 1. 00 )7. 798 
16 Mitchell Martin 5 Asst Professor 10 LOO 32,416 ' .00\ 
17 Dertinq Terry 5 AS8t Professor 10 1 .00 )2,385 2.00\ 
18 Schnautz Edward 11 Utility Maintenance Worker G 9 10.06 2088 1 .00 21.010 2.00\ 
19 Vacant 9 Dept Secretary ll G 7 7. 71 1958 l. 00 15.087 
500 Undesignated 13 ·student wages 24.554 
1000 Salaries ' Wages 17.90 684,384 
• 165 • 
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I SCIENCE - Biological Sciences 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
1200 Employee Bene!it.s 195.200 
2000 Services 1,300 
3000 Commodit.iee 28,411 
3600 Travel 6,400 
I 3700 Miecellaneou• 8, 880 




FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I SCIENCE - Chemiatry 
ACCOum' F'Y 95 FY 9S PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GIWlE RATE TERM FTE BODGET INCR 
211304 Chemistry 
1 Anderson Je!trey • Chair/Mace Pro feasor 12 1.00 58.395 2.00\ 
2 Hussung JCarl 5 Professor 10 0.50 22.229 2.00\ 
2 a [P'aculey Rep - Athletics 5,270) [ f: 2 a [Total] 0. SO) ( 27.499] [ 
) Conley Harry 5 Profeaaor 10 1.00 43,656 2.00\ 
• Henley Melvin 5 Aaaoc Profuaor 10 l. co 47,984 2.00\ 
5 Owen David 5 A880C Profe:aaor/Dir CSL 10 1.00 42,509 2.00\ 
• Muscio, Jr Oliver 5 Proteasor 10 1.00 44.370 2.00\ 
7 vacant 5 Mat Professor 10 1.00 31.216 
a Vt;:~lp Robert 5 Mace Professor 10 1.00 37,128 2.00\ 
• Fannin Harry 5 Aaaoc Profeeaor 10 1.00 35,048 8.17\ 
10 Lugemwa Fulgentiua 5 A .. t Professor 10 1.00 )1,620 2.00\ 
11 Mccreary Terry 5 Aut Pro feasor 10 l. 00 33.048 2.00\ 
12 Ratliff Judy 5 ,.. .. Pro feasor 10 l. 00 )0,600 2.00\ 
1) Raspberry Gail • Dept Secretary II G 7 7.01 1958 l. 00 13.720 2.00\ 
,. Brubaker Elizabeth a Lab/Safety ~ Waste Coordinator 12 1.00 30.600 
I 500 _Undedgnated ll Student Wages 15,582 
1000 Salaries • Wages 13. so 517,705 
1200 Employee Benefits 165.989 
2000 Services 1,100 
3000 Commodities 38' )93 
3600 Travel 2.400 
9000 SUBTOTAL 









211304 - Chemistry 
NFS TITLE 
REVENUE {Acct 1-11304-XXXX) 
STATE FUNDING 
- 168 -




SCIENCE - Chemistry 




FY 1994-95 REGEHTS BUDGET I I 
SCIENCE - Geosciences 
ACCOONT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211305 Geosciences 
1 Weber Neil • Chair/Professor 12 1. 00 60,435 2.oot 
2 Whaley Peter 5 Professor 10 1'.00 47. 5ai' 2.oot 
JC1nd Thomas 5 Protea•or 10 1.00 47' 128 
I 4 vacant 5 Asat Protuaor 10 LOO 29,275 5 Vacant 5 Proteaaor 10 1.00 51,278 
7 Naugle Burl 5 Assoc Professor 10 1.00 41,483 :z.oot 
• Shelby Verneda 5 Senior Lecturer 10 1.00 24' 067 2.00t 
9 Utrell Carruth 9 Dept Secret~ry II G 7 6.54 1958 1.00 12,805 2.00t 
500 On4e•ignated 13 Student Wage• 5. 956 
1000 Sdarie• " Wages 8.00 320,01C 
1200 Employee Benefits 92,509 
2000 Servieea 250 
3000 Cocmoditie• 6, 219 
3600 Travel 2,750 
3700 Miacellaneou• )00 
I 211305 - Geo8cience• TOTAL 8.00 422.042 
- 16 9 -
I 
rY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II SCIENCE - Mathematics " Stat1atica 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT. 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211306 Mathematics " Statistics 
1 Bennett Donald • Chair/Prot.eaeor 12 1.00 60,180 2.00t 
2 Jones- Gary 5 Profesaor 10 1. 00 SO, 643 2.00t 
I 
3 Elder Harvey 5 Professor 10 1. 00 48,807 :2.00\ 
.f. Mahfoud Wadi 5 Professor 10 1.00 45,186 2.00\" 
5 Robert.son Harold 5 Professor 10 1.00 42,968 2.00\ 
6 Cantrell Grady s Profesaor 10 0.50 22,695 2. oat 
6 8 [Coord - Science Resource Ct.r] 0.50) [ 22.440] [ 2.00\"] 
6 8 (Total] 1. 00) [ .f.5,1l51 [ 2. 00\l 
7 Bell Wayne 5 Profeaaor 10 1.00 43,758 2.00\" 
a Wilson Jack 5 Aaaoc Professor 10 0.50 20,788 
9 Fairbanks Kennet.h 5 Professor 10 1.00 45,186 2.00\: 
10 Rhaly Henry 5 Aasoc Professor 10 1. 00 38.920 2.00\: 
11 Britt, Jr. George 5 Aaat. Professor 10 1.00 36.771 l.OOt 
12 Pervine Robert s Aaaoc Professor 10 1. 00 40,010 2.00t 
13 Moneyhun lay 5 Mat Prot:eaaoY 10 LaO 32.844 2.00\" 
I 
14 Vacant 5 Lecturer 10 1. 00 32.oao 
15 Thome Edward. 5 A.oot Prot:eaaor 10 1.00 32,640 2.0at 
16 Patton Robert 5 A.oot Professor 10 1.00 32.385 2.00t 
11 Lee Hosae 5 Aaat Professor 10 1.00 32,640 2. oat 
18 Hughes Vickie 5 Senior Lecturer 10 LaO 22.440 2. oat 
19 Jackson Diane 5 Senior Lecturer 10 1.00 22,440 2.00t 
20 Loveridge Teresa • Dept Secretary II G 7 8.07 1958 1. 00 15.810 2.00t 
21 Vacant 5 Asst Professor 10 1.00 31.593 
500 Undesignated ll Student Wages 6. ) 26 
- 170 -
I 









211306 - Mathematics ' Statistics 
NFS TITLE 








- 171 . 
SCIENCE - Mathematics ' Statistic• 











I 3,200 <75 
I 
I 
FY 1994~95 REGENTS BUDGET I I SCIENCE - Physics " Aatronomy 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BU!JGET !NCR 
211307 Physics " Astronomy 
1 Vacant • Chair/Professor 12 1.00 62,475 2.00\ 
2 Beyer Louis 5 Professor 10 1.00 51,151 2.00\' 
I 
l Maddox William 5 Professor 10 1.00 49.521 2.00\ 
• Anderson Buford 5 Professor 10 l. 00 47,736 2.00\ 
5 vacant 5 Aasqc Professor 10 1.00 41,050 
6 Duncan Don 5 As soc Professor 10 1.00 39,576 2.00\ 
7 Vacant 5 Aesoc Professor 10 
• Burnley Billy 5 Aest Professor 10 l. 00 37.689 2.00\' 
• Xobraei Hamid 5 Aaaoc Professor 10 1.00 40,800 2.00\ 
10 Cobb Stephen 5 Aaaoc Professor 10 1.00 36.184 7.85\' 
11 Rogers Rhonda • Dept Secretary II G 1 8.49 1958 1.00 16.626 2.00\' 
500 Undesiqnated ll Student Wages 18,885 
1000 Salaries ' Wages 10.00 444,)93 
1200 Batployee Benefiu 130,312 
I 
2000 Services 200 
3000 Coaaodities 6,807 
3600 Travel 2,000 
3700 Miscellaneous 950 
211307 ~ Physics " Astronomy. TOTAL 1.0. 00 584,662 
• 1. 72 • 
I 
FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II SCIENCE - Nursing 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE Bt!DGET I NCR 
211404 Nursing 
1 Hobbs Marcia • Chair/Aaaoc Professor 12 1.00 58,140 2.00' 
2 Nyga~rd Nancy 5 Aasoc Professor 10 l. 00 47,896 2.00t 
3 Burkeen Olet.a 5 Aasoc Professor 10 l. 00 )7. 187 
:I 4 Jackson Cheryl 5 Lecturer 10 l. 00 27,787 5 8088 Anita 5 I..ecturer 10 l. 00 28,895 
6 Vacant. 5 Ust Professor 10 l. 00 l4. 382 2.00t 
7 .Perlow Michael 5 Aasoc Professor 10 1.00 41.820 2.00t 
8. Powell Elizabeth 5 Asst. Professor 10 1.00 39,780 2.00t 
9 Garth lat.y 5 Lecturer 10 1.00 27,540 2.00t 
10 Clark Linda 5 Alisoc Professor · 10 1. 00 36,501 2.00t 
11 Vacant 5 Lecturer 10 1. 00 27,030 2.00\ 
12 Cooper Geneva 5 ABst P·rofeasor 10 1. 00 32.128 2.00t 
1l France Nancey 5 Assoc Professor 10 1.00 38.205 7 .6l\ 
14 Baker Tina 5 Allot Professor 10 1. 00 27,540 2.00\ 
15 Myatt Sharon 5 Senior Lecturer 10 1. 00 30,968 2.00\ 
16 Minor Ann 5 Clinical Instructor 10 1.00 22,062 :I 17 Robertson Norma 9 Dept Secretary II G 7 8.66 1958 1.00 16,963 
18 vacant 9 Clerk/Typist. I G 5 1635 
300 Adjuncts 17 9,970 
500 Undesiqnated 13 Student wages 8,94.1 
510 Undesiqnated ll Fed Work Study Student Wages • 
1000 Salaries ~ Wages 17.00 593.735 
1200 Employee Benefits 172,378 
2000 Services 2. 3 50 

















GRADE RATE TERM 




























0 Executive Assistant 
0 Syatema Mgr/Pr09rammer 
ll Student Wage a 



































FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II SCIENCE - Center of Excellence 
ACCOUNT f'Y 95 FY 95 PERCEm' 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
212940 Center of Excellence 
1 Vacant 5 (Endowed Chair Ecosystems Stud 12 
2 Rosa Molly 9 Administrative Assistant 12 0.15 7,640 2.00\ 
I 
2 9 [Admin Seer - Dean's Ofc] 0. OS}} 23,282][ 2 .DOt) 
2 9 {Total] 1.00} ( 30,921]( 2 .DOt} 
3 Johnston larla • Research Technician 12 1.00 22,919 2.00\ 
4 Rice Gary • Field Technician 12 1.00 20,737 2.00\ 
5 ltipphut George 5 PhY Lim.nologbt ' Aaaoc Prot 10 1.00 35,700 2.00\ 
6 Vacant • Sr . Research Aasociate 12 1.00 26,298 
7 Vacant • Research Aalociate 12 1. 00 24,500 
a Vacant • Research Assistant 12 1.00 15,456 
9 Vacant • Visiting Scientist 12 1.00 24.500 
10 Boren Lisa 9 Clerk Typist II G • 5.89 1958 1. 00 ll. 524 2.00\ 
11 White David 5 Reaearch Coordinator 12 0.10 5,998 2 .Olt 
11 5 (Professor/Director HBS] 0. 90] ( 46,942]( 8.96tl 




500 Undesiqnated. 13 Student Wagea 24,209 
600 Und.esiqnated. 14 Grad. Assist/Peat Doctoral& 54,411 
750 Und.esignated 15 Temp Ex/rae Reaearch 
1000 Salaries ' Wages 8.25 273,198 
1200 Employee Benefits 57,840 
1400 Other Perso,utc: 10,000 
2000 Services 5,000 
)000 CommoOit.ies 22.000 
3600 Travel 10,000 
. 176 -
I 










• 171 • 
SCIENCE · Center of Excellence 

















218016 Hed Tech 
4000 
218016 - Med Tech 
~FS TITLE 
Scholarships ~ Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
- 178 -




SCIENCE - Med Tech 




FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 




211309 - Science - Other Inatr 
NFS TITLE 
14 Graduate Assistants 




SCIENCE - Science Other Inatr 

































































7 Head, Spec Collect/Professor 
7 Ref Library/Professor 
7 Cataloqer 
7 Head Media ' Curr/ABsoc Pro! 
7 Library Clerk 
7 Head, Technical Svca/~at Prot 
7 Ref Lib/Aase Professor 
7 CE/NJ 
7 TOTAL 
7 Ref Lib ~ Archiviat/Asst Prof 
7 Ret Lib 
7 Ref Lib/Lecturer 
7 Head, Public Svcs/Asst Prof 
7 Cataloqer/Leceurer 
7 Ref Lib/Instructor 
io Library Data Systems Spec 
9 Library Aeaiatant II 
9 Library Assistant II 
9 Administrative Secretary !II 
• Library Assistant I 
9 Library Assistant 
• 8ookkeeper II 
9 ~aistrative Sec~~tary 
- 18 0 -
















G 12 11.07 1958 
G 12 10.02 1958 
G 12 10.02 1JSI 
G 9 7.58 1958 
G 9 8.15 ·1958 
G 9 8.87 1958 
G 9 8.03 1958 



























LIBRARY -· Library 

























12' 00 3 













































' clerk Typist II 
' Bindery Technician 
' Library Clerk 
' Library Clerk 
' 
' Library Clerk 
' Library Clerk 
' Receiving Clerk 
' Library/Assistant 
9 Clerk Typi•t I 
9 Library Clerk 
9 order Clerk 
9 Library Clerk 
9· Library Aasiatant 
9 Shipping ~ Receiving Clerk 
9 Library Clerk 
' Library Clerk 
' Library Aa818tant I 
13 Student Wages 






. 19 l -
GRADE RATE TERM 
G 6 7.82 1958 
G 6 6.82 1958 
G 5 6.29 1958 
G 5 6.23 1958 
G 5 7.22 1958 
G 5 1958 
·a 5 6.90 1958 
G .5 6.34 1958 
G 9 7.80 1958 
G 5 6.86 1958 
G 5 6.23 1958 
.G 5 5. 70 1958 
G 5 7.50 1958 
G 9 7.24 1958 
G S 6.98 1958 
G 5 6.42 1958 
G 5 5.8] 1958 















































































214800 · Library 
HP'S TITLB 
Miscellaneous (Periodicals) 
Capi~al Outlay (Bks ~ Non-Prt 
SUBTOTAL 
Revenue (Acct 1-14100-0490) 
Revenue (Acct 1-14100-0450) 
STATE PCNDING 
- 18 2 -





LIBRARY - Library 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 




9001 Revenue (Acct 1-14820-XXXX) 
214820 - Cenaua Microfilm Prog STATE FONDING 
• 18 J • 
LIBRARY - Cenaua Microfilm Prog 




f'Y 9 5 PERCENT 
BUDGE'l' !NCR 
1.900 




FY 1994 ~9S REGENTS BUDGET II LIBRARY Interlibrary Loan 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGI!'T INCR 
214822 Interlibrary Loan 
2.000 Services 1,200 
I 
9000 SUBTOTAL 1,200 
9001 Revenue (Acct 1-14822-XXD:) -1.200 
214822 - Interlibrary Loan STATE P'ONOING 0.00 0 
~ 184 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 








Revenue (Acct 1-14823-XXXXI 
STATE FUNDING 
. 185 -
LIBR.AJtY. - Library Copy Service 












FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II CONTINUING EDUC - Ctr for Cant Educ 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211908 Ctr for Cant Educ 
1 Miller Viola 3 Dean/Assoc Prof/Asst To VPAA 12 1.00 64. 4 84 2.00\ 
I 
1 (Director of Comm College) 
1 (Teaches two courses each 
1 year for SED 
2 Buckingham Robert 8 Coord Economic Dev Activities 12 1. 00 42,840 2.00\ 
3 Yates John 3 Assistant Dean 12 0.40 20,897 2.00\ 
3 2 (Director - Extended Campus) 0 .60) [ 31, 347] { 2.00\] 
3 2 [Total) l.OO] I 52,244) { 2.00\) 
5 Hale Bonita 9 Administrative Secretary III G 9 9.38 1958 1. 00 18. 360 2.00\ 
6 McCuiston Marilyn 9 Administrative Secretary G 7 7.73 1958 1. 00 15,128 2.00\ 
7 Vacant 9 Receptionist/Typist G s 1210 0.60 7,547 
7 9 {Receptionist/Typist - BIS] 0.40] 1 4,667) 
7 9 (Total) 1. 00] ( 12,214) 
500 Undesignated 13 Student Wages 6,647 
1000 Salaries & wages 5.00 175,903 
1200 Employee Benefits 47,576 
2000 Services 2,900 
3000 Commodities 5, 720 
3600 Travel 2,585 
3700 Miscellaneous 5,009 
211908 - Ctr for Cant Educ TOTAL 5.00 239,693 
- 1 B 6 
I 
f'Y 1994-SIS REGENTS BUDGET I I CONTINUING KDOC - lb::t Campua ProgralU 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE Bt!DGET INCR 
211802 Ext Campus Programs 
1 Yates John 2 Director Extended Campus 12 0.60 ll,l47 :z.oot 
1 l [Aasiatant Dean] 0. 40] ( 20,897) [ :2.00\'J 
1 l (Total] 1. 00) ( 52,:244) ( I' 2 Witte John J. 10 ITH Technician 12 0.60 l3. 464 
8 (Paducah Center, I Til 0.40] ( 8,976){ 2 :Z.OOt) 
2 8 (Total] 1. 00] ( 22,440] ( 2.00\'J 
JOO Unduignated 17 Adjuncts 2:29,705 
1000 Salaries 11 Wages 1.:20 274, Slfi 
uoo E!a:ployee Benetita 10,1)9 
:2000 Services B4. 000 
3000 Commodities 
3600 Travel 70,564 
3700 Miscellaneous 




FY 1994-95 REGEN'I'S BUDGET II CONTINUING EDO'C Paducah Center 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211910 Paducah Center 
1 Boaz Mary • Coordinator 12 1.00 30,600 2.00' 
2 Smi~h Dianna 9 Administrative Secretary G 7 6.24 1958 1.00 U,223 2.00' 
I 
4 Webb Deborah • Receptionist/Typist G 5 5.86 1958 1.00 ll,UO 2.00\ 
5 Witte, John J. 10 ITN Teehnieian 12 0.40 8,976 2.00\ 
5 • (Extended Campus, ITNI 0.60) [ 13,464.1 ( 2.00\] 
5 • [Total] l. 00) [ . 22,UOI [ 2.00\1 
500 Ondeaiqnated ll Student wagea l,S77 
700 Ondeaignated 16 Temp Help/Nonexempt 7. 719 
1000 sAlaries ' Wagea 3.40 74,575 
uoo Employee Benetita 24.141 
2000 Services s.soo 
3000 CoaaocUtiea 2,500 
3600 Travel 4,000 
3700 Miscellaneous 4,735 
I 
6000 Capital OUtlay 8,000 
211910 · Paducah Center TOTAL 3.40 123,451 
- 1a e -
I 
F'Y 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
211830 SIS Oegree/Adlt OUtr 
1 Lavaon Hughie 
1 Lavaon Hughie 
1 
1 













211830 - BIS Deqree/Adlt Outr 
NFS TITLE 
2 Director/Prof, BIS 
2 Director/Prof, BIS 
5 [Professor · History) 
5 (Total) 
8 Coord Adult Outreach/SIS Adv 
9 Receptioniat/Typiat 
9 {Receptioniat/Typiat - Dean) 
9 (Total) 
17 Faculty Overload 
1J Student Norkera 
u Graduate Aaaiatant 
Salariea ~ Nagea 





- 18 9 -
CONTlNUING EDUC - SIS Degree/Adlt Outr 








0 . .25) [ 







FY 95 PERCENT 
BODGET INCR 
8.843 2.00\ 
)] • 127 2.00\ 

















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUOOET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
211928 Community Education 













211928 · community Education 
NPS TITLE 
8 Coordinator Comm Ed ' Ext Camp 
[Ref Lib/Aaat Prof] 
{Total] 
• Clerk Typiet 
ll Student Wages 
16 Temp Nonex/Overtime 






Reven~e {Acct· 1-ll92B·XXXXJ 
STATE f'tiNniNG 
. 190 -
CONTINUING EDUC - Community Education 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 


























FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 












213004 - Confa ' Workahopa 
NFS TITLE 
13 Student Waqea 
16 Temp Nonex/Overtime 









Revenue (Acct 1-13004-XXXX) 
STATE FUNDING 
- 191 . 
CONTINUING EDUC - Confs ' Workabopa 




















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 











211208 - Art Camp 
NFSTITLE 
13 Student Wages 
Salariee ' Wagee 







Revenue (Acct 1-11208-XXXXI 
STATB FUNDING 
- 192 -
GRADE RATE TERM 

















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCO!J!IT 
LINE NAME 











211931 - SuM Challenge Camp 
NFS TITLE 
16 Temp Nonex/Extra Hlp 








Revenue (Acct 1-11911-XXXX) 
STATE FUNDING 
- 19) . 
CONTINUING EDUC 




Sum Challenge Camp 
FY 95 PERCENT 
BOlXiET INCR 
s.ooo 









F'Y 1994 ·95 REGENTS BUDGET I I STUDENT AFFAIRS Student AU a ira 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET I NCR 
216961 Student Affairs 
1 Robertson Don 1 Aseoc Vice President/ABet Prof 12 1.00 56,100 2.00t 
2 Young Michael l Asaiat To The Asaoc VP 12 1.00 )1,)28 2.00t 
I 
2 8 (Sponsor - Cheerleaden) 5,100} ( 2.00t) 
2 8 [Total) l. 00) ( 16,428] 
• Mathi8 Joann 9 Executive Secretary G 10 8.25 1958 1.00 16,155 2.00t 
5 Hardy ltaren 9 Bookkeeper !/Secretary G 8 6.81 2088 1.00 14.227 2.00t 
• Vacant 9 C1erk/Typin II G • 1040 
500 Ond.uignated ll Student Wages 7,701 
510 Onde8ignated ll Fed. Work Study Student Mage• 
600 Undeeiqnated H Graduate AB•iet~t 
1000 Salaries " wages 4.00 125,511 
1200 Employee Benefit• 38,039 
2000 Service• 7,600 
3000 Commodities 7. 394 
I 
3600 Travel 2,276 
3700 Mi•c:ellaneoua 3,877 
9000 SUBTOTAL 4.00 184,697 
9001 Revenue (Acct. 1-15003-01101 -1, 200 
216961 - Student Affaire STATE FUNDING 4.00 18],497 
- 194 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 




215012 - Recruitment ' Retention 
NFS TITLE 
14 Graduate Aaeiatante 




-STUDENT AFFAIRS- Recruitment' Retention 




FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
3,000 






FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215017 A!r-Amer Std Svce/Ethnc Prgs 














13 Student Wagee 








STUDENT AFFAIRS - A!r-Amer Std Svca/Ethac Prqa 





l. 00) ( 
0.75 
0.75 













FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215029 Afr·Amer Std Recr ' Retn 






215029 · A!r-Amer Std Recr ' Retn 
NFS TITLE 
• Coordinator 






. 197 . 
STUDENT AFFAIRS · Afr·Amer Std Recr ' Retn 
















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II STUDENT AFFAIRS - Admissions ' Re:gistrar 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
215001 Admissions ~ Registrar 
Bryan, Jr. Phillip 3 Dean Admission• and Registrar 12 1.00 ss.oeo 2.00t 
3 Marshall Olivia 8 Aaat Regia~rar 12 1.00 27,906 2.00\ 
I 
s Wilson Mary • Grad Coord 12 l. 00 23,378 
6 Smith Mary • Aclm Syatems Coord 12 l. 00 27,906 2.00t 
7 Dial Lori 8 Reg ~ Rec~ Super 12 1.00 20,737 2.00\ 
11 Thompaon Barbara 9 Graduate Admisaiona Clerk G 9 1". 22 use 1.00 14, 142 
12 Hutson Sue Anne • Certification/Tranacription Cl G • 7. 3e 1958 1.00 14,449 2.00t 
13 ICerr ltatherine 8 Transfer Admiasions Specialist 12 1.00 21,930 2.00t 
14 Porm Janice • Degree Clerk G • e.e5 19Se 1.00 17,325 2.00\ 
15 Shultz Janis • Clerk III G • 7. 60 1958 1.00 u.ees 2. oat 
16 Jackson ltriatina • Undergraduate Admiasions Clerk G • e.30 1958 1.00 16,242 2.00\ 
19 Haynes Shelia • Administrative Secretary I G 7 6.24 1958 1.00 12,223 2.00\ 
20 watkins Traci • Data Entry Operator G 6 s. 89 1958 1.00 11,523 2.00\ 
21 Vacant • Internatio1al/BIS Clerk G 6 6.42 use l. 00 12,573 4.83\ 
22 Matheny Lisa • Readmission• Clerk G 8 6.68 1958 1. 00 13.070 15.69\ 
I 
23 Hanberry Lisa • Receptioniat/Typist G .5 5.65 use 1.00 11,063 
26 Drew Ruth • Transfer Admiaaions Clerk G 8 6.6e 1958 1.00 lJ. 070 15.69t 
6,087 27 Vacant G 6 5.83 1044 0.50 
28 Vacant 5.83 1044 0.50 6,087 
500 Undesiqnated 13 Student Wages 37,472 
700 Unde:signated 16 Temp Nonex/Registrat 
701 Undesignated 16 Temp Nonex/Extra Hlp 
1000 Salaries ~ Wages 18.00 377.148 
1200 Employee Benefits 127' 725 
• 198 -
I 

















Revenue {Acct 1-15040-XXXX) 
Revenue (Acct 1-15910-XXXX) 
STAT! P'UNDING 
• 199 . 
sTUDENT AFFAIRS · Admissions ' Registrar 



















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215910 Hurray Academic Progreaa 









215910 - Degree Audit 
HFS TITLE 
8 HAP Coord 
Salariea ' Waqea 






Revenue {Acct 1-15910-XXXX) 
STATE FUNDING 
. 200 . 
STUDENT AFFAIRS - Hurray Academic Progreaa 




















FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II STUDENT AFFAIRS School Relatio~ 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BU!lGET INCR 
215006 School Relations 
1 Radke Paul 2 Director School Re1 12 1.00 39,5]5 2.00t 
2 Vacant 8 Associate Director 12 
3 Marshall Andrea 8 Aast Dir School Relations 12 1.00 22,440 I • Hillyard Ita thy 8 Admissions Counselor 12 1.00 17 ,]40 
5 Couch Howard 8 Admi881ons Counselor 12 1.00 l8. 615 2.00t 
6 Vacant 9 Admin Secretary I G 7 8.04 1958 1.00 15,744 
7 01oar Dee Ann • Inquiry Clerk. G 7 8 .JB 1958 1.00 16.404 2.00t 
8 Orr Amy 8 Admissions Counselor 12 1.00 19,6]5 2.00\ 
• McCoy Ala ina 8 Admissions Counselor 12 1.00 17.952 2.00\ 
500 Undeaiqnat.ed 13 S.tudent Wages 14,379 
1000 Salaries ' Wages 8.00 182.044 
1200 Employee Benefits 62.596 
2000 Services 73,500 
)000 Commod.itiea 137.500 
3600 Travel 42,146 I )700 Miacellaneoua 
215006 · School Relations· TOTAL 8.00 497,786 





FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 








215019 - Summer Orientation 
NFS TITLE 
13 Student Wages 





Revenue (Acct 1-13506-XXXX) 
STAT! PmiDING 
- 202 -
STUDENT AFFAIRS - Summer Orientaeion 














FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I 
STUDENT AFFAIRS - GMSCPP 
A.CCOUN'I' FY 95 FY 95 PERCE!IT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRAD£ RATE TERM f'TE BODGET INCR 
214993 GMSCPP 
1400 Other Personnel 1,000 
2000 Services 1,000 
3000 ComtDOd.i ties 1,000 I 3600 Travel 2,000 
214993 - GMSCPP TOTAL 0.00 5,000 
- 20 3 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215028 University Scholarships 
l Garland carmen 









' Director, Univ Scholarships 
• Administrative Secretary 1 





STUDENT AFFAIRS - University Scholarahipa 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 
















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BOOOET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
218003 Scholarships-Sch Relations 
4000 
218003 - Scho1arships-Sch Relations 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
. 205 . 
STUDENT AFPAlRS - Scholarships·Sch Rel&tiona 













FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
218021 Minority/Mills Scholarships 
4000 
218021 - Minority/Mills Scholarships 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ~ Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
• 206 -
STUDENT AFFAIRS - Hinoricy/Hills Scholarships 








FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
218022 Minori~y Re~ention 
4000 
218022 - Hinori~y Recention 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships • Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
- 207 -
STUDENT AFFAIRS - Minoricy Recencion 











f'Y 15194-95 REGEtn'S BUDGET I I STU!lENT AFFAIRS Career Services 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TER>< FTE BODGET INCR 
215950 Career Services 
1 Me loan Ross 2 Director 12 1.00 36,108 2.00t 
2 vacant a Aaaiat Director 12 1.00 21,000 
I 
l Ragsdale Lisa a Career Services Specialist 12 1.00 19,635 2.oot 
5 Pitman Martha a Admin Aasistant 12 1. 00 18,826 2.00l 
6 Fleming Kathleen • '-diD in Secretary II .G a 8.71 1958 1.00 17,050 2.00l 
7 Vacant • Admin Secretary l G 7 150 
so·o Undesiqnated 13 Stu~ent Wagea 4,819 
510 Undeaiqnated 13 Fed Work Study Student Wages 
700 Undedqnated 16 Temp/Non-Exempt 
750 Undesignated 15 Temp Help/!xemp~ 
1000 Salaries ' Wages s.oo 117,4.38 
1200 Employ~e Benefits 35.784 
2000 Services 12.667 
3000 Commodities 6,635 
I 
3600 Travel 8, 662 
3700 Miscellaneous 1,800 
9000 SUBTOTAL 5.00 182.986 
9001 Revenue {Acct 1-15030-XXXXl -3,000 
215950 - Career Services STATE FUNDING 5.00 179,986 
- 208 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
218006 Natl Std Exch Schola 
NFS TITLE 
3700 Miscellaneous 
4000 Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
218006 - Natl Std Exch Schola TOTAL 
- 209 -
STUDENT AFFAIRS - Natl Std Exch Schola 









FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II S11JDENT AFFAIRS Co una " Ten Ctr 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE B!lllGI!T INCR 
215000 Couns • Test Ctr 
1 Allbritten William 2 Director ' Professor 12 1.00 47,001 2.00t 
2 Barrett. Kimberly • Couns/Lect.urer/Dir Women's Ctr 10 l. 00 27.791 2.00\ 
I 
) Naberezny Paul • Counselor ' Lecturer 12 1.00 )3,]84 2.00\ 
• Etheridge Jane • Counselor ' Lecturer 10 1.00 24,990 2.00\ 
5 Leslie Carolyn • Admin Secretary I G 7 6.24 1040 0.50 6,492 2.00t 
500 Undesiqnated 1) Student. Wage. 6,042 
600 Undedqnated 14 Graduate Aa&iltant.a 6.114 
750 Undesiqnated 15 Temp Exempt/Superviaion 1,063 
1000 Salaries " wages 4.50 152,1!77 
1200 Employee Benefit. a 34,663 
2000 Services 1,500 
3000 Commodities 12.485 
3600 Travel 1,450 
I 
9000 SUBT_OTAL 4.50 202.975 
9001 Revenue (Acct 1·15010-XXXX) -9,070 
215000 - Couns • Test. Ctr STATE FUNDING 4.50 193,905 
. 210 . 
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I STt10eNT AFFAIRS Learning Center 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BO!lGET !NCR 
211805 Learning Center 
Farley Sue ' Coord Reading/Lecturer 10 1.00 19,974 2.00\" 
2 Strickland Martha ' Coord Writing/Lecturer 10 0 .75 15,612 2.00\' 
3 Clemson Cindy • Coord Tutor/SSLD Program lO 1 00 20,400 ,. • Jennings Lana • Coord Oev Math/Lecturer lO 1.00 20,400 
.,: 5 Cella Doria • Director/Lecturer lO 1. 00 27, 124 
• Elkin• Rita 9 Dept Secretary G • 6.40 use 1.00 12,523 2.00\" 
300 Undeaignated l1 Adjuncu 13.220 
SOD Ondesignateci l3 Student Waqes 12,162 
600 ondesignated u Graduate ~•i•tanta 10,997 
1000 Salaries • Wages 5.75 152.412 
1200 Employee Benetita 36,530 
2000 Services <00 
3000 Commcxlitie• 4,832 
3600 Travel 910 
I 9000 SUBTOTAL 5.75 195' 084 9001 Revenue (Aect 1-11805-XXXXJ -2,200 
211805 - Learning Center STATB FUNDING 5.75 192' 884 
- 211 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II STUDENT AFFAIRS Student Pin Aid 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
t.INE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BllllGET INCR 
215004 Student Fin Aid 
McDougal Johnny 2 Director 12 1.00 45,4.08 2.00t 
2 Vinson Charles • Aasociate Director 12 1.00 30,777 2.00t 
I 
3 ICind Janice • Aaat Dir Stu Employ 12 1.00 25,514 2.00t 
• Welter Marilyn 9 Financial Aid Clerk G 9 9.66 1958 1.00 18.905 6.98t 
5 Blakely Rita 9 Admi.nietrative Secretary II .G • 9.10 1958 l. 00 17,815 2.00\ 
• Johnson Ita ron 9 Student EmploytDent Clerk G • 6.80 1958 1.00 ll. 313 2.00\ 
7 Wiaehart Dena 9 Student Loan Clerk G • 8.69 1958 1.00 17.020 2.00t 
• Garland Jenna 9 Application Clerk G 6, 7.89 1958 1.00 15,445 2.00\ 
• ley Debbie • Data Entry Clerk G 7 7.10 1958 1.00 13,910 :z.oot 
10 Wreck Ruth • Compliance Clerk. G 7 7.35 1958 1.00 14.400 2.00\ 
500 Undesignated 13 Student wagea 10,223 
1000 Salaries ' Wages 10.00 222,730 
1200 !mployee. Benefits 83,401 
2000 services 36,529 
I 
3000 COCIII!IOditiea 8,926 
3600 Travel 2,078 
3700 Miacellaneoua 5,251 
215004 · Seudent Fin Aid TOTAL 10.00 358,915 
- 212 -
I 
FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II STUDENT AFFAIRS Healt.h Servicea 
ACCOUNT FY 95 F'Y 95 PERCENT 
~INE NAME NFS TITU: GRADE RATE TERM FTE BOOOI!T INCR 
215002 Health Services 
1 Vacant 8 Physician 12 1.00 25,800 2.38t 
2 Garfield Roberta 2 Dir Healt.h Services 12 1.00 43,350 2.0Qt 
) Price Kathleen 8 Aaat. Dir Of Healt.h Services 12 1.00 30,090 I 4 He loan Nancy 8 t.ab Supervisor 10 1.00 19.125 
4 8 L&.b Supervisor 2 2,295 2.00t 
4 [Total) 12 1. 00) ( 21,420] 
5 St.uart Bridget a St. aft: Nurae (a/15/94·5/15/95) 9 1.00 17.678 2.00t 
• Lyle Judith 8 Stat: t: Nurae (8/15/94·5/15/95) 9 1.00 16.935 2.00t 
7 Ander•on Louiae a Nurae/Hltb Bd(B/15/94·5/15/95} 9 1.00 18,870 2.00t 
8 H!)at:ord Patricia • Admin Secretary II G 8 9.38 1958 1. 00 18,365 2.00t 
9 Dunn Robert a Phai"''!lacologiat Conaultant 0.10 654 2. Olt 
500 Ondeaiqnat.ed 13 Student Wagea 4, Jl6 
700 Undeaignated. 16 Temp Nonex/Extra Hlp 100 
1000 Salariea Ia Waqea a. 10 197,578 
1200 Employee Benet:iu 63,841 
2000 Service• 4.558 
3000 COIIIIDOditiea 26. 152 
HiOO Travel 1. 050 
3700 Miacellaneoua JOO 
215002 • Healt.h Services TOTAL 8.10 293,479 
- 2ll . 
I 
FY 1994·95 REGEmS BUDGET II STUDENT AFFAIRS CUrrie Ctr Admin 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BO!JGET INCR 
215005 Curria Ctr Admin 
1 Saurer James ' Dir Student Life ' CUrria Ctr 12 l. 00 40,208 2.00\ 
3 Vinson Gale 9 Booklteeper I Proq Coordinator G 9 9.06 2088 1.00 18,911 2.00\ 
• Morqan Glorh. 9 Sec/Student Act Coord G 9 8.89 2088 1. 00 18.567 2.00\ 
I 5 Vacant 9 Aaat Dir.t:or Scheduling' Mark • Vacant 8 Coordinator Student Activitiea 
1 Young Jennifer 8 Coord-Student Org ' Leaderahip 12 1.00 21.780 2.00\ 
600 trndeaign.ated " Graduate Aasiatanta 7,747 
750 Undeaignated 15 Temp Ex/Extra Help 3, 765 
1000 Salaries ' Wage• 4.00 110,978 
uoo Employee Benefits 32,599 
2000 Services 7. 217 
3000 Commodities 
3700 Miscellaneoua 
6000 Caphal Outlay 
215005 - Curria Ctr Admin TOTAL 4.00 150,794 
. 214 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
216962 Campus R~cr~ation 











216962 - Campus Recreation 
NFS TITLE 
' Coord Of Campus Recreation 
13 Student wagee 
14 Graduate Aa8i8tants 







STATE FUNDING · 
- 215 -
STUOEN'I' AFFAIRS 










































215030 · SGA 
NFS TITLE 
13 Student Wages 






Scholarships • Financial Aid 
SUBTOTAL 
Revenue fAcet 1·11525-XXXX) 
STATE FUNDING 
• 216 • 
GRADE RATE TERM 














. ) • 000 
144.200 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
216004 Univ Re1s/Admin Svcs 
1 Vacant 
2 Vacant 
• Miller Linda 









216004 - Univ Rels/Admin Svcs 
NPS TITLE 
1 Vice President 
• Administrative Assistant 
• Synem.s Analyst 
• Executive Secretary 
13 Student Wages 
16 Temp Nonex/Extra Help 
Salaries ' Wages 
Employee Benetita 
Services 





VP - URAS - Univ Rela/Admin Svca 




























F'Y 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
216030 Fin Mgmt • Planning 
1 Denton Thomas 
2 Dale Ellen 
4 Dudley Jacklyn 
5 Poynor Anita 
6 Darnell Lula 
7 Farley Linda 
9 wagoner Deborah· 
10 Wilson Cond.a 
11 Spann Bettie 
12 Fri"ebel Eldora 
13 Delaney Sarah 
14 McGregor Lori 
15 Wright wanda 
16 Fox Helen 
17 Bartlett Mary 
19 White t.aurie 
20 Me Clure Deborah 
21 Darnell Angela 
22 Hoke Pamela 
23 Hadaway Ruth 
24 Stroud Mary 
25 Freeland Pat 
500 Undeaignated 
700 Undesignated 
VP - URAS - Fin Hgmt ~ Planning 
NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM 
2 Director 12 
' Accountant 
' Manager-Accounting 12 
' Bursar 12 
' Assistant Bursar 12 
' Accountant-Grants ' Contracts 12 
' Accountant-Payroll ' Plant PUn 12 
' Payment Plan Coordinator 12 
9 Senior C&8hier G 9 9.78 1958 
9. Senior Clerk-Payroll G 9 9.63 1958 
9 Bookkeeper XI-Student Loans G 9 8.45 1958 
9 Senior Clerk-General Ledger G 9 8.01 1958 
• Coll Speciali•t·Loan Processor G 8 9.23 1958 
9 Billing Clerk-Student Loans G 8 8.39 1958 
9 Admini•trative Secretary II G 8 9.02 1958 
9 Accountin9 Clerk-Accte Pay G 7 6.24 1958 
9 Accounting Clerk-Travel G 7 6.24 1958 
G 7 6.59 1958 
9 Fiscal Clerk-Student Loans G 7 7.17 1958 
• C&Bhier I G · 1 6.51 1958 
9 Clerk-Payroll G 7 7.29 1958 
9 Acct. Clerk-Accts Pay G 7 6.43 1958 
ll Student Wages 



























FY 9 5 PERCENT 
BIJDGET lNCR 
57,)43 2.00\" 






















FY l99t·95 REGENTS BUDGET II VP - URAs - Fin Mqmt " Planning 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BODGET !NCR 
1000 Salaries ' Wages 22.00 510,366 
1200 Employee Benefit.& 117,228 
2000 Services 38,186 
3000 Commodities 41,390 
I 3600 Travel 6,000 3100 l1iacellan.eous 
216030 - Fin Mqmt. " Planning TOTAL 22.00 773,170 

















216031 · Budget Office 
Gerald 
NFS TITLE 
2 University Budget Officer 
• University Budget Analyst 
ll Student Wages 
Salaries ' wages 







GRADE RATE TERM 
12 
12 



















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
~INE NAME 
211914 Comp for Instr ~ Res 
2000 





- 221 • 
VP - ORAS - Comp for Inetr ' Rea 












FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 






VP - URAS - Bad Debt Exp & Cell 








FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
216054 Bank Service Charge 
1400 





VP - UR.AS - Bank Service Charge 












216990 Inst Supt Alloc to Auxa 
3500 






- 224 • 
VP - UR.AS - Inst Supt Alloc to AUXII 








FY 1994-515 REGENTS BUDGET I I VP • mtAS • Hu.man Resource• 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM 1'TB BODGET !NCR 
216009 Human Resources 
1 Gordon Joyce 2 Director 12 1.00 41,312 2.oot 
2 Biby Howard 8 Employment Manager 12 1.00 26,010 2.oot 
J Marine Robbie 8 Benefits Manager 12 1.00 28.817 
I • Nord ltath.leen 9 Administrat.jve Secretary 1l G 8 6.69 1958 1.00 13,102 5 CUlver Rit.a 9 Adminilt.rative Secretary G 7 8.09 1044 0.53 8,448 
6 Vacant 9 Administra~ive Secret.ary I G 7 6.18 1958 1.00 12,103 
7 Hart. Brenda 8 Assi•tant. Benefit.• Manager 12 1.00 18,870 2.oot 
500 Undeaiqnat.ed ll St.udent. Wages 2,152 
700 Ondeaignat.ed 16 Temp Nonex/Sec Pool 726 
1000 Salarie• ' wages 6.53 152,240 
1200 Employee Benefiu 54. 355 
2000 Service• 4,708 
JOOO COCIIIDOC11tie• 7,510 
3600 Travel 860 
216009 - Human Resource• TOTAL 6.53 219,673 I 
- 225 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 


















Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
Capital OUtlay 
TOTAL 
- 226 . 
VP · URAS - Mise Inat Support 





















216021 • Ondi•tributed 
NFS TITLE 
ll 
Salarie• • wage• 
Travel 
Miacellaneou• 
. 227 . 
GRADE RATE TERI1 














FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 





216041 - MSU Staff Congreaa 
NPS TITLE 
lJ 





VP - URAS - HSU Staff Congress 











yy 1994-95 REG&NTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
216057 Staff Congress Awards 
3700 





VP - URAs - Staff Congress Awar~ 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 











• Clerk/Typht I 
s Adjunct Replacement 
13 Student Workers 





GRADE RATE TERM 
G 5 5.65 872 
lO 

















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
216910 Flexible Spending Plan 
1290 
216910 - Flexible Spending Plan 
NFS TITLE 
Other Employee Benefit• 
TOTAL 
• 231 • 
VP - URAS - Flexible Spending Plan 













FY 1994·95 REGOOS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAKE 
216912 Util ' Req Maint 
3700 




- 232 . 
PACILITIES MANAGEMENT Util ' Req Maint 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I FACILITIES MANAGEMENT - Fac:ilicies Manageaenc Admin. 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM P'TE BUDGET INCR 
:217000 Facilicies Management Admin. 
1 wesc Edward 2 Director 12 1.00 54,570 2.00t 
2 Outland Charle• 8 Aa•i•tant To Director - Pacili 12 1.00 51,850 
I ) Morgan Judith 8 Bu•ine•• Operation• Manager 12 1.00 32,975 • Suey Michael 12 Materials Control Coordinacor Gl2 10.07 2088 1.00 :21,029 
5 cooper Joan 9 Administrative Clerk II G 9 8. 92 2088 1. 00 18,618 2.00t 
• Ada,.. Grhelda 9 AdaainhtraUve Secretary I II G 9 9."07 :2088 1.00 18,943 :2.00\ 
7 Povers Chrbtirle 9 Ac:c:ounu Clerk G 7 6.41 2088 1.00 13,377 2.00\ 
8 Oven Wilton 12 Warehou•eman G • fi. 56 . 2088 1.00 13.704 2.00\' 
9 Friebel X..therine 9 Data Entry Clerk G 7 6.24 2011 1.00 13,027 a.on 
SOD Undesignated 13 Student Wagee 8, 397 
1000 sAlariea ' Wages 9.00 246,490 
1200 Employee senetita 72,587 
2000 Service• 5,117 
3000 COCIBOditiea 11,134 
I 3600 Travel 3,500 3700 Mi•c:ellaneoWI 720 
:217000 - Facilitie• Management Admin. TOTAL 9.00 339.548 
- 233 -
I 
py 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I FACILITIES MANAGEMENT Engr '" Arch Svca 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
!.INE NAME NFS TITLE GRAOE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
211002 Engr ~ Arch Svcs 
1 Hilton Harry 8 Chi e! Engineer 12 1.00 44,732 2.00t 
2 Vacant 8 Interior Designer 
I 3 Kennedy Kenneth 10 Engineering Technician 12 1.00 24,934 2.00' 5 Vacant 10 Sign Graphics Oeaigner G 8 2088 
SOD Ondesignated 13 Student Wage• 11,283 
1000 Salaries '" Wages 2.00 80,949 
1200 Employee Benefite 21,487 
2000 Servicet 364 
3000 Commociitie• 1,314 
3600 Travel 274 
217002 • ~gr ~ Arch Svca TGTAL 2.00 104,388 
- 234 -
I 
I'Y 1994-95 REGENTS BUOOE'T II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
217003 Building Services 
1 vacant 
2 Vacant 
l Hutson Donald 
4 Gibson K:eMeth 
s Lamb Michele 
fi Walla Walter 
7'York K:elvin 
8 Huie Charles 
9 Sclllith Janice 
10 Futrell William 
ll Gaines Jane 
u Venable Charles 
13 Pierceall Richard 
14 Burton Ronald 
15 Sima Annie 
16 Mathis Joe 
17 Garland Juanita 
18 Thompson Linda 
19 Cogdell Judith 
20 vacant 
21 Allbritten Eldon 
22 Darnell Claudene 
23 McCabe Debora 
24 Bowling Charles 
25 Crick Martha 
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT 
NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM 
8 Assoc Director 12 
12 Custodial Foreman G g 2088 
12 Custodial Foreman 12 
12 Lead Mover G 6 7.53 2088 
12 Building Services Group Leader G 6 6.74 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 6.22 2088 
12 Building Services Group Leader G 6 6.56 2088 
12 Mover' G 4 7.34 2088 
12 Building Service• Technician G 4 6.19 2088 
12 Mover G 4 S. 96 2088 
12 Housekeeper G 6 6.55 2088 
12 Building Service• Technician G 4 6.01 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 6.50 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 6.24 2088 
12 Building Servi'cea Technict&n G 4 · 7.36 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 5.96 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 6.93 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 5.46 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 5.46 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 7.17 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 6.33 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 6.89 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 6.57 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 6.00 2088 




































lJ. 682 7.07\ 
12. 556 2.00t 
13.562 2.00t 




11. 394 2.00t 
11, 394 2.00t 
14,962 2.00t 
13,219 2.00t 




























































NFS TITLE GRACE RATE TERM 
12 Building Services Technician G 4· 6.85 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 7.21 2088 
12 Building Services Group Leader G 6 7.95 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 5.96 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 7.08 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 5.46 2088 
12 Building Services Group Leader G 6 7.48 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 6.28 2088 
12 Buiiding Services Technician G 4 7.30 2088 
12 .Building Services Technician G 4 7.69 2088 
12 Building Services TechniCian G 4 7.28 2088 
12 Building ServiceS Technician G 4 6.16 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 5.40 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 6.63 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 5.46 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 6.20 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 5.46 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 7.45 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 6.28 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 5.40 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 5.46 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 5.46 2088 
12 Building Services Technician G 4 6.52 2088 











































ll, 276 0. 94\ 





13. 104 2.00\ 
11.276 0. 94\ 
11, 39t 2.00\ 
11,394 2.00\ 
l3. 622 2.00\ 
14.4U 2.00\ 
py 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I FAC:ILITIES MA.NAGDm'NT Building Servicea 
ACCOUNT 
FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NPS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BU!lGET I NCR. 
52 Scarborough Traci 12 Building Services Technician G • 5. 94 2088 1.00 12,410 2.00t 
53 Darnall Larry 12 Building Services Technician G • 6. 72 2088 1. 00 14,027 2.00\" 
54 Estep Carrie 12 Building Service• Technician G • Ei.60 2088 l.OO lJ. '" 2.00t 
55 Holley Jerry 12 Building Service• Technician G • 6. 17 2088 1. 00 12,883 
I 57 Parrish Kathryn l2 Building Services Technician G • 5.46 2088 1.00 11,394 sa Vacant l2 Building Services Technician G • 2088 
59 Vacant 12 Building Service• Technician G • 2088 
60 Buahrod. Daryl 12 Building Service• Technician G • 5.94 2088 1.00 12,4.10 2.00t 
500 Undeaignated l3 Student wages 13,478 
1000 Salariea 'Wage•. 52.00 722,54.6 
1200 Employee Benefiu 301,111 
2000 Services 454 
3000 COIIIIDOd.ities 75,521 
1600 Travel 261 
217003 - Building Servic:e_a TOTAL 52 .. 00 1, 099,193 
I 





FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
217004 Bldg~ Equip Maint 
l Richardson Stephen 
2 Marshall William 
Cloys Adrian 
4 Prescott James 
5 Ferguson Richard 
6 ltim.bro Tommy 
7 Burch Eugene 
8 Ramsey Eddie 
9 Shupe Rickman 
10 Vacant 
ll Ramsey James 
12 vacant 
13 Vacant 
14 Taylor Jimmy 
15 Henson Louie 
16 Swift Donald 
17 vacant 
18 Parrish Jerry 
19 Luak Hocaer 
20 vacant. 
21 Reed Michael 
22 Jones Tom 
23 Brock Mark 
24 Vacant 
25 Pace Gary 
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT · Bldg ~ Equip Maint 
NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM 
8 Associate Director 12 
11 Carpenter Foreman 12 
ll Carpenter Utility A G 11 11.56 2068 
ll Carpenter Utility A G 11 11.80 2088 
11 Carpenter Utility A G 11 10.73 2088 
ll Carpenter Utility A G 11 10.62 2088 
ll Carpenter A G 10 10.71 2088 
11 Carpenter Utility B G 9 8.22 2088 
11 Carpenter B G 8 7.33 2088 
11 Floor ' Carpet Repair G ' 2088 
11 Roof ' Building System G 7 7.76 2088 
11 Mason G 10 2088 
12 Masonry Helper G l 2088 
11 Window Repairman G 9 7.59 2088 
11 Window Repairman G 9 9.53 2088 
12 LAborer G 1 6.41 2088 
·11 Laborer Utility G 3 5.88 2088 
11 Locksmith G 9 10.68 2088 
11 Locksmith G 9 10.68 2088 
11 Plasterer G 1l 2088 
12 "Plasterer/Drywall Repairman G 7 8.53 2088 
11 Painter Foreman 12 
11 Furniture Refinisher/Painter G 8 7.31 2088 
11 Painter Utility A G 8 2088 
























FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 





22,180 2. 00\: 
22.356 2.00\: 
17. 162 2.00\: 











16. 110 2.00\ 























































NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM 
11 Painter A G 7 2088 
11 Painter A G 7 6.24 2088 
11 Electrical Foreman 12 
11 Electrician A G ll 10. 36 2088 
11 Electrician A G 11 12.22 2088 
11 Electrician A G 11 8.35 2088 
11 Electrician 8 G 9 8.75 2088 
11 Elec~rician a G 9 7.17 2088 
11 Elec~rician B G 9 7.17 2088 
11 Plumbing Foreman 12 
11 Maa~er Plumber G 11 12.48 2088 
11 Plumber A G 10 9.20 2088 
11 Plumber 8 G 9 7.57 2088 
11 Plumber 8 G 9 7.87 2088 
11 Welder/General Machine Mechani G 11 9.17 2088 
11 M-chanical Main~enance Service G 9 8.04 2088 
11 Mechanical Main~enance Service G 11 10.25 2088 
11 Heating Foreman 
11 Opera~or A G 12 12.50 2088 
U · Opera~or A G 12 11.08 2088 
11 Opera~or A G 12 11.46 2088 
11 Operator A G 12 11.13 2088 
11 Operator B G 10 9.53 2088 
11 Operator B G 10 9.31 2088 
11 Opera~or 8 G 10 7.73 2088 
11 Operator 8 G 10 8.84 2088 




























Bldg ' Equip Maint 
FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET !NCR 










14. 97) 2.00\ 
28,560 
26.060 2. oat 
19,204 2.00\ 
15,806 2. oat 









23. 1J4 2.00\ 
23,935 2.00\ 






FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
52 Kendall Larry 
53 Newsome Howard 
54 Jones Barton 
55 Bramlett Robert 
I 56 Downey Jerry 57 Garland David 
58 Badger. Robert 
59 Vacant 
60 Darnell John 
61 Davis Ronald 
" Boggess James 
63 .Joiner Thomas 









217004 - Bldg & Equip Haint 
I 
F~CILITIES MANAGEMENT - Bldg " Equip Maint 
FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
10 EMS Technician G 12 10.31 2088 l. 00 21,535 2.00\ 
11 Env1ronmental Control Foreman 12 1. 00 30,046 2.00\: 
11 Serviceman A G 11 11.72 2088 1. 00 24,480 2.00\ 
11 Serviceman A G 11 12.43 2088 l. co 25,960 2. 00\ 
11 Serviceman A G 11 10.03 2088 1.00 20,936 2. cot 
11 Serviceman B G 9 7.21 2088 1.00 15,056 2. 00\' 
11 Serviceman 8 G 9 10.50 2088 1.00 21,926 2.00\" 
11 Serviceman S G 9 8.68 2088 1.00 18. 117 12.44\ 
11 Serviceman B G 9 8.28 2088 1.00 17,294 2.00\ 
11 Electrician A G11 9.10 2088 l. 00 18,991 2. 00\ 
11 Serviceman A G 11 12.19 2088 1. 00 25,459 2.00\' 
11 Elevator·Maintenance Specialis 12 1. 00 26,000 
11 Elevator Maintenance Asaistant G 10 7.58 2088 1. 00 15,827 
13· Student Wagea 12,057 
Salaries • Wagea 58.00 1,231.160 
Employee Benefits 438,339 
Services 423,087 
Commodities 192. 100 
Credits -379,170 
Travel 8,216 
TOTAL 58.00 1.913,732 
- 240 . 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 











































8 Asaoc Dir Bldg Svca ' Grounds 
12 Grounds Foreman 





11 Construction Foreman 
11 Heavy Equipment Operator 





12 SanitAtion Di•poaal Leader 
12 Groundakeeper 
12 Grcundakeeper 
12 Sanitation Truck Driver 
12 Groundakeeper 
12 Sanitation Truck Driver 
13 Student wages 




FACILITIES MANAGEMENT - Grounds Haint 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 
G 5 6.46 2088 
G S 5.70 2088 
G 5 6.57 2088 
G 5 2088 
G 5 6.29 2088 
12 
G 9 7.95 2088 
G 6 · 5.99 2088 
G 5 6.59 2088 
G 5 7.35 2088 
G 5 5.70 2088 
G 5 5.59 2088 
G 6 7.56 2088 
G 5 7. 35 2088 
G 5 6.99 2088 
G 5 5. 70 208~ 
G 5 5. 70 2088 









































11, 905 2.00\:: 





















F~CILITIES MANAGEMENT • Grounde Maint 









P'Y 1994 • 95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
217010 Environ. Safety • Health 
1 Anderson Larry 
2 Steen Jeff 







217010 · Environ. Safety • Health 
NFS TITLE 
• Aasistant Director 
• Hazard Materials Coordinator 
9 Administrative Secretary I 
13 Student Wages 
Salaries " Wages 





• 24 3 • 
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT · Environ. Safety • Health 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 
12 























FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 





216016 - Public Address Sya 
NFS TITLE 
ll Student Wages 





FACILITIES MANAGEMENT - Public Address Sys 










FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
211001 Warehouse Inventory 
3000 




. 24 5 . 
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT - Warehouse Inventory 

























FACILITIES MANAGEMENT - Utilities 









FY 1994 ~SIS REGENTS BUDGET I I FACILITIES MANAGE.M:Em' Seasonal Labor 
ACCOUNT FY 9S FY 9S PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
217008 Seasonal Labor 
500 Undesignated l) St.udent Wagea 37,316 
1000 Salaries ' Wagea 37,316 I 1200 Employee Benefits 




FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
217009 Utility Contingency 
2000 





• 24.8 • 
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT - Utility Contingency 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
217700 Renovation of FacilitieS 
3000 





FACILITIES MANAGEMENT - Renovation of Facilities 










FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II FACILITIES MANAGEMENT Hazardous Waste 
ACCOON'I' FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUOOET INCR 
--------------------------------------------------------------' 
217011 Hazardous Waste 
2000 Services 35,000 















































2 Oirector·Admin Services • Info 
8 ABet Director For Purchasing 
10 Buyer 
10 Construction Buyer 
10 Food Buyer 
10 Assistant Oir For Property Ser 
• (Coach - Riflery) 
• {Total) 
9 Central Store• Manager 
9 P~e-Audit Specialist 
10 central Receiving Agent 
8 Bid Mng Specialist 
12 Receiving Foreman 
9 Aeaiatant Buyer 
9 Administrative Secretary III 
9 Aaaiatant Buyer 
9 Aasilt&nt Buyer 
9 Adminiatrative Clerk 
9 Central Stores Clerk' 
12 Warehouse Truck Driver 
12 Delivery/Wareho~se Labor 
9 Receptionist/Typist 
13 Student Wages 
16 Temp. Nonex/Extra Help 
. 251 . 
ADMIN SVCS ~ INFO SYSTEMS • Purchaaing 







G 10 10.40. 1951 
G 10 .10.31 1958 
G 10 9.45 1958 
G 9 1958 
G 9 8. 08 1958 
G 8 7.84 1958 
G 9 9.19 1958 
G e 1. OS 1958 
G 8 6.69 1958 
G 7 6.24 1958 
G 6 5.89 1044 
G S 1.45 1958 
G 4 5. 99 1958 









0. 29] ( 





















7,140) [ 2.00\') 















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I ADMIN SVCS " INFO SYSTEMS - Purcha•inq 
ACCOUNT FY 95 I'Y 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS T I 'l"LE GRADE RATE TERM PTE BtlllGET INCll 
1000 Salaries " Wages l8 -24 332,650 
1200 Employee Bene tits 113,620 
2000 Services 18,692 
3000 Commodities 8,556 
I 3600 Travel l,lOO 6000 capital OUtlay 15,000 
216008 - Purchasing TOT>.L l8 .24 491,818 
- 252 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I ADMIN svcs • INFO SYSTEMS - Traneporcacion Services 
ACCOUNT F'Y 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TEltM PTE BtlllGET INCR 
216017 Transportation Services 
1 Herndon Johnny 11 As•t Director for Tranaportati 12 1.00 )0,858 2.00\ 
2 Woods Paul 11 Transportation Foreman G 12 11.91 2088 1.00 24. 86) 2.00\ 
) Roberson Terry 11 Auto/Small Engine Mechanic G 11 8.45 2088 1.00 17,654 
J: • Long Gary 11 Auto/Small Enqine Mechanic G 11 8 .ll 2088 1.00 17,)87 5 Huffman Judi • Bookkeeper/Secretary G 7 6.24 1958 1.00 12.22) 
SOD Undesignated 1) Student Wage• 7,291 
1000 Salarie• " Wages 5.00 110.276 
1200 Employee Benefits 36,371 
2000 Service• 109,160 
3000 Cocamod.ities 171.159 
3500 Credits -210.000 
3600 Travel ),000 
216017 - Transportation Services TOTAL 5.00 219.966 
I 
. 253 . 
I 
py 1994-95 REGENTS BCJDGET I I ADMIN SVCS " INFO SYSTEMS Postal Services 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NPS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM PTE BO!lGET INCR 
216011 Postal Services 
1 Paradhe Dorh 8 Assistant Director for Postal 12 1.00 27,611 2.00t 
2 Zimmerman Albert 8 Opera tiona Supervisor 12 1. 00 16,8]0 2.00t 
I 
J Smith Donna 9 Hall Clerk G • s. 89 usa 1.00 11,524 2.oot 
• Passino Robert 9 Mail Carrier/Clerk G • 6.64 2088 1.00 ll, 872 2.00\ 
5 Alexander Barbara 9 Mail Clerk G • 7.29 1958 1.00 14.280 2.00\ 
• Fleming Donald 9 Mail Carrier/Clerk G • 6.22 1958 1.00 12, 183 2.00\ 
500 Unduignated lJ Student wages 6,494 
1000 Salaries • Wages 6.00 102,794 
uoo Employee Benetita 40.579 
2000 Services 260,004. 
3000 Commod.ltiea 2. 125 
3500 Credits -234,216 
3600 Travel BOO 
3700 Miscellaneou• 2,596 
6000 Capital OUtlay 6,800 
9000 SUBTOTAL 6.00 181.4.82 
9001 Revenue (Acct l-16011-XXXXI -8,000 
9001 Revenue IAcct 1-16040-XXXXI - 3. 000 
216011 - Postal Services STATE FUNDING 6.00 170,4.82 
- 254 -
I 
FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET I I ADMIN SVCS ' INFO SYSTEMS - Public Safety 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BODGET !NCR 
216012 Public Safety 
1 Green Joseph • Aaaociat.e Director 12 l.o·o 32,032 2.00\ 
2 Martin Carl 12 Detective Captain 12 1.00 24,955 2.00\ 
3 Holloway Billy 12 Patrol Sergeant. 0 12 11.48 2088 1.00 23,966 1 .. 4 DeVoss David 12 Patrol Sergeant 0 12 11.47 2088 1.00 23,955 Ot
s Phillips John 12 Investigator 0 12 10.26 2088 1.00 21,418 ot 
• Lamore Robert 12 Patrol Officer G 10 10.10 2088 1.00 21,095 2.00\ 
7 Toth Bartholmev 12 Patrol Officer G 10 10.30 2088 1.00 21,498 2.00\ 
• Peeler Charles 12 Patrol Officer G 10 • .49 2088 1.00 17,719 2.00\ 
• Welh James 12 Patrol Officer G 10 • 27 2088 1.00 19,357 2.00\ 
10 Rsndoll Maureen 12 Patrol Officer G 10 8 .88 2088 LOO 18,542 2.00\ 
11 Challey l.ouise • AdminiStrative Secretary I G 7 7.59 usa 1.00 14.859 2.00\ 
12 Coker David 12 Patrol Officer G 10 8.48 2088 1.00 17,697 2.00\ 
13 Wihon James • Communication Super 12 1.00 20,339 2.00\ 
14 Nolin Robert. 9 COCDmunicat.iOilll Oper G 9 10.70 2088 1.00 22. 340 2.00\ 
15 t.ovett Donald 9 Communication. Oper G 9 10.36 2088 1.00 21,623 2.00\ 
16 Rust. Sarah 9 Communicat.ione Oper G 9 7. 17 2088 1.00 14.973 I. 17 Vacant 9 COIDIIIWlicatione Oper G 9 7.10 2088 1.00 14.825 
500 Cndeeignated 13 Student. Wages 15,054 
501 Ondeaignated 13 Students·Racer Patrol 34,669 
700 Undeaignated 16 Temp Nonex/Extra Help 
701 Undesiqnated 16 Temp Nonex/OVert.ime 9,468 
1000 Salaries ' Wages 17.00 410,384 
1200 Employee Benefits 124,333 



















ADMIN SVCS ' INFO SYSTEMS • Public Safety 











FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
216013 Information Systems 
1 Deboer ·James 
2 Summerville Clifton 
l Patterson H. Neal 
4 Vacant 
5 Vacant. 
6 Malone Sue 
7 Ragsd.ale Ronnie 
9 Rowland Brenda 
10 Saurer Phyllis 
12 Gupt.on 
ll Vacant 
14 Osborne Martha 
15 Vacant 
16 Shelley Johnny 
17 Gossett. Jet frey 
18 Lax Barbara 
u Locke T&""Y 
20 Miner Ll.ren 
21 Scott Linda 
23 Rice Samuel 




ADMIN SVCS " INFO SYSTEMS ~ Information Syateu 
NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM 
2 Associate Oirector/Aast Protea 12 
8 Senior Systems Programmer 12 
8 12 
8 Systems Programmer I 12 
8 Academic Syst.ema Specialist 12 
8 Syst.ema Analyat. 12 
8 Sen~or Programmer Analyat 12 
8 S~ Syatema Plan ~ Cont. Analyat 12 
8 12 
8 12 
8 Programmer Analyst II 12 
10 Product.ion Control Supervisor 12 
8 Programmer Analyst II 12 
10 Computer Operator G 12 9.55 1958 
10 Computer Operator G 12 9.01 1958 
9 Administrative Secretary II G 8 6.81 1958 
9 Data Entry Clerk G 7 6.75 1958 
8 Academic Operation. Specialist G 6 9.04 1175 
8 Programmer Analyst. 12 
8 12 
8 System Programmer 12 
13 St.udent Wages 












































































ADMIN SVCS ' INFO SYSTEMS - Information Syateca 













FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET I I ADM IN SVCS ' INFO SYSTEMS TeleCOCIID Support 
ACCOUNT f'Y 95 f'Y 95 PERCE!rr 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRAOE RATE TERM FTE BODGI!T IKCR 
216048 Telecomm Support 
1 Felts Rhonda 9 Operator Clerk/Centrex G 5 8.21 1958 1.00 16.075 
' vacant 9 Operator Clerk/Centrex G 5 1044 
) Black Franklin • Telecommunication• Manager 12 1.00 30,712 I. 500 Undeaignated ll Student Wages 5,175 
700 Ondeaignated 16 Temp Help/Nonexempt 50,960 
1000 Salaries ' wages 2.00 102,922 
1200 Employee Benefits 21.077 
2000 Servicu 500,353 
3500 Credits ·360,732 
6000 Capital OUtlay 210,812 
216048 - Telecomm Support TOTAL 2.00 474,432 
I 
. 259 . 
I 
FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
216039 Microcompu~er Repair 
1 Teague Frank 
2 Adams Robert 









10 Microcomputer Repair Tech 
10 Microcomputer Repair Tech 








ADMIN SVCS • INFO SYSTEMS - Microcomputer Repair 









FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 







FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
217006 General Insurance 
2000 




. 261 . 
FRINGES • COMPENSATION 















FY 1994 ·95 REGENTS BUOOET I I 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
216014 Unemployment Comp 
1280 





FRINGES ' COMPENSATION 









FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGS'I' II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
216960 Workers Compensation 
1270 




• 26 J -
FRINGES • COMPENSATION - Workers Compensation 































- 264 • 
FRINGES ' COMPENSATION - Overtime 










FY l994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
211995 Accr Comp - Instruction 
1200 





FRINGES • COMPENSATION - Accr Comp - Instruction 











FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
212995 Accr Comp - Research 
NFS TITLE 
1200 Employee Benefits 
I ,,, ... -.... 0.0 - ....... . TOTAL 
- 266 • 
I 
FRINGES ' COMPENSATION - Accr Comp - Research 




FY 9 5 PER. CENT 
BtlDOE'T INCR 
0 
FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
~13995 Accr Comp · Public Service 
1200 




• 267 • 
FRINGES ' COMPENSATION . Accr Camp 












FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
. LINE NAME NFS TITLE 
214995 Accr Camp - Academic Support 





FRINGES ~ COMP~SATION · Accr Comp 









FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
215995 Accr Comp - St.ude:nt. Support. 
1200 




- 26 9 -
FRINGES ' COMPENSATION - Accr Comp 














FY 199<-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
216995 Accr Comp - Inst Support 
1200 





FRINGES ' COMPENSATION • Accr Comp • Inst Suppo~ 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
217995 Accr Comp - Plant 
1200 




• 271 • 
FRINGES ~ COMPENSATION 




Accr Comp - Plant 









FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 




216800 - Wk Study Hatch 25\ 
NFS TITLE 
13 Student Wages 




FINANCIAL AID - Wk Study Match 25\ 









PY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
218001 Mandatory F~e Waiv~r 
4000 
218001 - Mandatory Fee Waiver 
NPS TITLE 
Scholarships • Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
- 273 -
FINANCIAL AID - Mandatory Fee Waiver 












FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUN'T 
LINE NAME 
218002 Tuit Asst N·Res Std 
4000 
I "'"' . ~" Mo< ..... '" 
I 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
- 274 -
riNANCIAL AID · Tuit Asat N-Rea Std 








FY 199,·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
218004 Fort Campbell Waivers 
4000 
218004 - Fore Campbell Waivers 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ~ Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
• 275 • 
FINANCIAL AID - Fore Campbell Waivera 












FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOum' 
LINE NAME 
218009 ISEP Scholarship 
NFS TITLE 
4000 Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
218009 - ISEP Scholar•hip TO'I'AL 
- 276 -
FINANCIAL AID 





FY 9 5 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
0 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
218010 Study Abroad Scholarship 
4000 
218010 - Study Abroad Scholar•hip 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
- 211 -
FINAN~AL AID - Study Abroad Scholarship 












FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
218012 G'C Fee Waivers 
4.000 
218012 - G'C Fee Waivers 
NFS TITLE 








G.C Fee Waivera 




FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOONT 
LINE NAME 
218019 Sr Citizens 
4000 
218019 - Sr Citizens 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
- 279 -
GRADE RATE TERM 












FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
A.CCOtnn' 
LitlE NAME 
218020 GA Tuition Waiver 
4000 
218020 • GA Tuition Waiver 
NFS TITLE 








GA Tuition Waiver 




FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUOOET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAKE 
218110 KIIS Tuition Waivers 
4000 
218110 - KIIS Tuition Waivers 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
• 281 • 
FINANCIAL AID · KIIS Tuition Waivers 













FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
2160l.S Employee Scholarship 
1260 





FINANCIAL AID - Employee Scholarship 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE: NAME 
218033 Regensburg Waivers 
4000 
218033 - Regensburg Waivers 
NFS TITLE 
Scholarships ~ Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
- 28) -
FINANCIAL AID - Regenaburg Waivers 












FY 1994 • 9S REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
219000 Mand Tr£ Loan Match 
1400 




. 284 • 
TRANSFERS - Hand Trf Loan Matcb 








FY 1994-95 REGENI'S BUDGET I I TRANSFERS EWG Debt Svc Appr 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
2194515 E'G Debt Svc Appr 
5000 Debt Service-No Pool 
SOlO Deb< Service-Principal 2. 404.914 
5015 Deb< Service·Intereat 1.351,489 







FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
219499 NMnd Trf/Oper Fr Bkat 
5020 





TRANSFERS - NMnd Trf/Oper Pr Bkat 
GRADE RATE TERM 
0 
FY 95 ,.,.. 
0.00 




FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 








Revenue (Acct 1-11092-XXXX) 
STATE FUNDING 
- 287 -
TRANSFERS · NMnd Trf/Oper to CZ22 












FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I DEVELOPMENT " ALUMNI - ate of Developcent • Alwant 
ACCOUNT FY 95 P'Y 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
216020 Ofc of Development ~ Alumni 
1 Ward Charles 2 Oir for Dev ' Alumni Affaire 12 1.00 59,713 2.00\ 
2 Rayburn Billie 8 ABSt Dlr Alum Proq ' Athletic 12 1.00 41,280 2.00t 
I 
3 Julian Carol 8 .... t Dlr Major Gitta ' Plan Gi 12 1.00 ll, 776 2.00\ 
4 Moore Linda 8 .... t Oir tor Annual Giving 12 l. 00 27,107 2.00t 
5 Weat Donna 8 Admini•trative Secretary III G • 7. 71 1958 1.00 15,098 2.00\ 
6 Barrow Dorothy 8 Coord of Jt.esearch ' Recorda 12 1.00 19,645 2.00\ 
• Jones Patti • .... t Olr Alumni/Dev Special Ev 12 1.00 22,614 2.00\ 
• Myhill Linc1a • Manager of Records 12 1.00 16,589 2.00\ 
10 Pear•on Lor! • Admini8trative secretary II G • 6.65 usa 1.00 13,029 .2. 00\ 
11 Gr8y Elizabeth •· Ad:mini•trati.ve Secretary I G 7 6.57 1958 1.00 12.863 2.00\ 
12 Vacant • Clerk/Typist I G 5 1958 
13 Warner Betty • Bookkeeper G 8 7.42 1958 1.00 14. 535 2.00\ 
13 8 ( MSD' Al want Association) 
13 • (Total] 1.001! 14,535] { 2. 00\l 
500 Undesignat.ed 13 Student wages 8,837 
I 1000 Salaries ' Wages 11.00 28), 086 1200 Employee Benefits 97.089 
2000 Services 28,091 
3000 CoaDOdities 20,430 
3600 Travel 2),030 
3700 Miscellaneous 
216020 · Ofc of Developmen~ ~ Alumni TOTAL 11.00 451.726 
• 2SB • 
I 
n 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II DEVELOPMENT ' ALUMNI - Nat.'l Scouting Husewa 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCEN'T 
LINE NA.ME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM F'I'E BUDGET !NCR 
213010 Nat'l Scouting Museum 
Hunt Mark 2 Director 12 1.00 61,204 
2 Crawf-ord Susan 8 Collection• Curat.or 12 1.00 26,000 
) Rosa Steve 9 Oeparrraent Secretary I G • 5.89 2088 1.00 12.289 I. • Horner Linda 8 Interpretation. CUrat.or 12 1.00 28,600 
5 Smith Daniel 8 A/V Computer Service• Supervia 12 1.00 25,000 
• Vaughn Jack 8 Gift Shop Superviaor 12 0.25 a, 517 2.00\ 
• 8 (ASat MgT - Oniveraity Store) 0. 75) ( 30, 804) ( 2.00\J 
6 8 (Total) 1. 00) ( 39, )211 ( 2.00\) 
8 Pierceall Sharon • Bookkeeper It/Secretary G 9 8.49. 2088 1. 00 17.719 2.00\ 
500 Unde•iqnated 13 Student Worker• 7,769 
700 Ondeaiqnated 16 Temporary Nonexelll.pt/Secu.rity G 11.760 
701 Undeaignated 16 Temp Nonexempt/Clerks l8. 728 
702 Undesiqnated 16 T'emp Nonexempt/CUstodial 9,000 
70) Undesignated 16 Temp Nonexempt/Interns 18. 956 
70< Undesiqnated· 16 Temp Nonexempt/Park Staff 24,409 
1000 Salaries ~ Wagea 6. 25 269,951 I 1200 Employee Benefit• 70,169 
3500 Credits ·255, 120 
3600 Travel 
3700 Miscellaneous 
213010 · Nat'l Scouting Museum ·TOTAL 6.25 85.000 
- 289 -
I 
FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET I I HARJCETING " PUBLIC RELS Printing Service• 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 •ncmr 
LINE NAME KFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET IHCR 
216010 Printing Services 
vacant 2 Direct.or 12 
2 Pearce Robert 11 Foreman/Pressman G 12 ll.07 usa 1.00 25,600 2.oot 
I 
3 Vacant 11 Web Press Operator G 10 1958 
4 Nance Ruth 12 Bindery Foreman G 10 9.39 1958 1.00 18.390 2.00\ 
5 LAmb LArry 11 Copy Super/AIIst Webb Press Ope G 10 9.86 1958 1. 00 19,315 2.00\ 
6 Plunknett Amy 11 Copy &xpre•• Manager G 10 7.66 1958 1.00 14,998 
7 Emeraon Alice 11 Printing Preas Operator G ' 9.63 usa 1.00 18.849 2.00\ 
• Cole Liuie 11 Copy Center Operator G 7 7. 71 1958 1.00 15,087 2.00\ 
' Wyant Dvight 12 Bindery Helper G 7 6. 54 1958 1.00 12,808 2.00\ 
10 Vacant 11 Maintenance/Film Pro 12 
12 vacant 11 Pre•• Operator 
500 undeaignated 13 Student Wages 4,963 
750 Undeaignated 15 Temp Exempt 675 
799 Ondeaignated 16 Overtime 20.000 
I 
1000 Salaries " Wages 7.00 150,685 
1200 Employee Benefits 49,574 
Services l8. 855 2000 
3000 Commodities 170,218 
3500 Credits -375,856 
3600 Travel 600 
6000 Capital OUtlay 
216010 · Printing Services TOTAL 7.00 l4. 076 
. 290 . 
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II MAR~ING ~ PUBLIC RELS - ate ot Publicuioa. 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BllDGET !NCR 
216022 Ofc ot Publications 
1 Vacant l Director 12 
l Vacant 8 Publications Editor 12 
l Pierce Linda 10 Supervisor Ot Graphic Design 12 l.OO 26,194 I· • Vacant 8 Graphic Designer 
5 McCUiaton Lila 10 Photolithographer G 12 11.13 1958 1.00 21,790 2.00t 
• Ferguson Lurae 8 Office Manager/Editor 12 l.OO 19, 0)4 2.00t 
7 Vacant 9 COCBpOeer Operator G 8 489 1. 00 
8 Watkins Av• 9 COCDpOaer Operator G 8 8.36 979 0. 50 8,183 1.99\ 
8 8 (Writer) 0 . SO) ( 8,183) ( 1.99\J 
8 8 (Total) 1. 00) ( 16. 367] ( 2.00t) 
9 Jones Helen 9 Administrative Clerk I G 7 8.58 1958 1.00 16,796 2.00t 
500 Ondeaignated 1l student Wages 1,810 
700 Ondeaignated " Tetap Nonex/Tearp Hlp 
1000 Salaries • Wages 5.50 93,807 
1200 Rmployee Bene Uta 30.623 I 2000 Service. 22 
3000 COCIIDOdities 1,300 
3600 Travel 1,000 
3700 Miscellaneous 50 
216022 • Otc ot Publications TOTAL 5.50 126,802 
• 291 . 
I 
FY 1994~95 REGENTS BUDGET II MAR.J::E'TING ' PUBLIC RELS Univ Publications 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM F"tE BODGET I NCR. 
216024 Univ Publications 
2000 Services 5,850 
3000 Commodities 15.~66 
I 
3600 Travel 1,700 
3700 Miscellaneous 200 




FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
216006 Mktg ~ Public Re:lationa 
1 McDonald John 
2 Story Donna 











216006 - Mkeg ' Public Re:lationa 
MARKETING • PUBLIC RBLS - Mkeg • Public R~lationa 
NFS TITLE 
2 Oir~ctor - Mkg ' Public Re:lati 
9 Administrative: Se:cre:tary 
• Publications Editor 
• [Ne:wa Writer) 
• [Total) 
13 Stude:nt Wages 
16 Te:mp.None:x/Te:mp Hlp 







- 2 9 J -
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 












FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
50.907 2.00t 
ll, 525 2.00t ..... 1. 
10, 470) I tl 











P'Y 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II HAJUtETING " PUBLIC RELS - Neva Bureau 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 P'ERCEN'T 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM M"E BUDGET INCR 
21606 3 News Bureau 
l Hedges Joe • New• Bureau Manager l2 1.00 27,981 2.oot 
' McClain Sherry • New• Writer l2 0.50 10,470 2.00\ 
I ' • (Publication• Editor) 0.50) ( 10,899)[ 2.00\) ' • (Total) 1.00) ( 21. 369) t 2.00\) 
3 vacant • Nevs/Sporu Writer l2 
• Daniel• Martha 9 Adminiltra.tive Secretary I G 7 7.20 979 0.50 7,051 2.00\ 
5 Watkins Ava 9 Writer G • 8.36 979 0.50 8,183 1.519\ 
5 • (Compoaer/Operator] 0 .SO) ( 8.113) ( 1.99\) 
5 • (Total} l.OO) ( 16,367).( :z.ootl 
500 Undeaignated lJ Student Waqee 3,345 
700 Undellignated " Temporary Nonexempt/Temporary ),7]4 
1000 Sa1ariea ' wage• 2.50 60,764 
1200 Employee Benefits 18,473 
2000 Service• 6,000 
I 3000 Coaaaoditiea 
7,200 
3600 Travel 1,000 
3700 Miac:ellaneoua 250 
216063 - News Bureau TOTAL 2.50 93,687 
- 294 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BtroGET I I MARKETING " PUBLIC RELS - Photoqraphy 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCE!<r 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGE'! INCR 
216064 Photography 
3000 Commodities 4,300 
3600 Travel 
216064 - Photography TOTAL 0.00 4,300 I 
I 















216065 - Radio-TV/Marketing 
NFS TITLE. 
8 Radio-TV Specialist 
13 Student wages 





- 2 96 -
MAR~ING • PUBLIC RELS - Radio-TV/Marketing 
















FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
I.IHE NAME 
214000 Wraeher WKY Museum 
1 Vacane 
2 Alexander Sally 









214000 · wraiher WKY Museum 
NFS TITLE 
2 Ineerim Director/Exhibits 
• Manager 
' Secretary 
13 Student Wages 
Salaries " Wagea 









MARKETING ~ PUBLIC RELS · Wraeher WKY Museu. 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 
12 





FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
l8. 515 









FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II BREATHITT VE'I' CTR eve Admin Svca 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITI..E GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET lNCR 
213800 BVC Admin Svcs 
1 Schroeder <Nen 2 A3siatant Director 12 1. 00 45,931 2.00t 
2 Campbell Richard 11 Utility Maintenance Supervisor 12 1.00 21,752 2.00t 
I 
3 Joiner Lisa 9 Administrative Secretary Ill G 9 10.58 1958 1.00 20,710 2.00t 
• Simpson Mildred 12 Media/Supply Supervisor G • 10.71 1958 1. 00 20,970 :z.oot 
5 Crunk Judy 9 Administrative Secretary 1 .G 7 8.13 1958 1.00 15,917 :z.oot 
' Jting Clarence • Medical Transcriber G ' 8.12 1958 1. 00 15,898 :z.oot 
7 Hampton Regina • Medical Transcriber G ' 5.8) 1958 1.00 11,415 
• Poor Martha • Receptionist/Typist G 5 6.58 1958 1.00 12, BB:Z :z.oot 
• Jenkins Joan • Medical Transcriber G ' 6.99 1958" 1. 00 13,680 :Z.OO\ 
10 Wright Sharon 12 Laboratory Aide . G • 6. JJ 1958 1. 00 12, 40:Z :Z.OO\ 
11 Wilford James 12 Maintenance Worker I G • 7.25 1958 1.00 14,199 :Z.OOl 
12 Porter Shirley 12 Glaasroom Worker G ) 6.58 1958 1.00 12,882 2.00\ 
1) Frye Connie 12 Building Services Technician G • 5.62 19S8 1. 00 11.005 2.00\ 
u Vacant 12 Glassroom worker G • 1044 
15 Vacant 12 Suildin~ Services Technician G • 5.51 1958 1.00 10,789 
16 Bailey Ada 12 Laboratory Aide G • 5.46 1958 1. 00 10,685 2.00\ 
17 Vacant • Medical Traa.criber G 6 5.83 1958 1.00 11,415 
700 Undesignated 16 Temp Nonex/Ex Help 3,000 
1000 Salaries ' Wages 16.00 265.532 
1200 Employee Bene tits 108,629 
2000 Services 198,622 
3000 Commodities 27,400. 
3600 Travel 2,500 
3700 Miscellanl!!ous 2,500 
298 
I 





213800 - BVC Admin Svca 
NFS TITLE 
SUBTOTAL 
Revenue (Acct 1-13510-XXXXl 
STATE FUNDING 
- 299 -
BREATHITT VET crR 





BVC Admin Svc• 










rY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
t.INE NAME 
















• Microbiologiat IV/Asst Profess 
• Agricultural Lab Technician 
10 Senior Lab Aaaiatant 
10 Senior Lab Aasistant 








BREATHITT VET CTR - BVe Serology 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 
12 
G 9 9.20 1958 








FY 9 S PERCENT 
BO'DGET !NCR 
43.604 2.00\ 









FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I BREATHITT VET CTR - ave Virology 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET I NCR 
21)802 ave Virology 
l Whitaker Harry 8 Microbiologist IV/Aaaoc Protes l2 1.00 43,611 2.00\ 
2 Alderson Carolyn lO Aa8i8tant Agricultural Lab Tee l2 1.00 24,233 2.00\ 
l Clark Laura 8 Agricultural L&b Technician l2 1.00 24,233 1: • Byers Faye lO Senior Lab Aa•i•tant G 9 9.24 usa 1.00 lB. 094 
5 Vacant 10 senior Lab U818t&nt G 9 usa 
1000 Salariea • Wage• 4.00 110,171 
uoo Employee Bene tit• 38,672 
2000 Service• 14,320 
3000 COCIIIDOdi ties 33,000 
3600 Travel 650 
3700 Miacellaneaua 350 
213802 - ave Virology TOTAL 4.00 197. 163 
I 
- 3 01 -
I 
FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET I I BREATHITT VE1' CTR eve Microbiology 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY .. PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADB RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
213803 eve Microbiology 
1 Singh Shri 8 Head Vet Microbioloqiet/Aaaoc l2 1.00 56,417 2.00\: 
2 Maddux Roxanna 8 Senior Medical Technician 12 1.00 37,891 2.00\: 
I 
J Greer Sharon • Microbioloqiat. 12 l.OO 29,386 2.00\: 
4 Vacant 8 Research Asailtant 12 l.OO 8,400 
5 Alexander Susan 10 Senior Lab Assistant G • 8 .ll 1958 l. co 15,917 2.00\: 
6 Vacant 8 Microbiolocjiat I 12 
1000 Salaries " Wages 5.00 148.011 
1200 Employee Bene !ita 47,929 
.2000 Services 3,000 
3000 Commodities 54,800 
3600 Travel ) • 350 
3700 Miacellaneoua 350 
213803 - ave Microbiology TOTAL 5.00 257.440 
- 3 02 -
I 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I BREATHITT VET CTR - ave Pathology 
ACCOUNT ,.., 95 ,.., 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET I NCR 
2l3804 BVC Pathology 
1 Kadel Wade 2 Director/Professor 12 1.00 71,191 :z.oot 
2 McLaughlin Bruce • Head Pathologist/As soc Prot 12 1.00 63,9S1 2.00' 
Erbeck Douglas • vee Pathologiet/Asst Prot 12 1.00 53, ua I. • Vacant • Vet Pathologist/ABet Prot 12 l. 00 46,000 
5 Sanecki Robin • Vet Pathologist/ABet Prot 12 l.OO 50,124 
9 Vacant • Senior Medical Technician 12 
10 Wilson Shirley 9 Case. Initiator Gll 10.99 usa l.OO 2l.S10 :z.oot 
1< Snyder Carl 12 Necropsy Prosector I G 7 a.S3 usa 1.00 16.696 2.00t 
15 Newton Sherry 12 Necropsy Prosector II G • 6. 81 l9S8· l.OO ll, 461 2.00' 
16 Vacant 12 small Animal·Caretaker G ' usa 
700 Undesignated 16 Temp Nonexempt/Seasonal 1.000 
701 Undesignated 16 Temp Nonexempt/Extra Help 2,000 
1000 Salaries " wages a.oo Jl9,081 
1200 Employee Bene tits 98,015 
2000 Services 3,000 
I 3000 Commoditiea 15,201 3600 Travel 8,000 
3700 Miscellaneous 500 
6000 Capital Outlay 25,293 
213804 - ave Pathology TOTAL 8.00 489. 090 




213805 BVC Ther ' Fld Svcs 
1 vacant 
I :::: )000 
3600 
3700 
213805 - ave Ther ' Fld Svca 
I 
NFS TITLE 
8 Svc Veterinarian/Aeat Prot 
Salaries ' wages 
Employee Benefits 





BREATHITT VET CTR · BVC Ther ' Fld Svea 
















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUN'I' 
LINE NAME 
213807 BVC DNA Diagnostics 








213807 - BVC DNA Diagno•tics 
NFS TITLE 
• Microbiologist I 
10 Senior Lab Assistant 
Salaries " Wages 







BREATHITT VE'I' CTR - BVC DNA Diagnostic• 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 






FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET !NCR 
18,870 2.oot 







FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET 1 I BREATHITT VET CTR ave AliT Courae• 
ACCOUNT FY 95 I'Y 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET lNCi. 
213809 BVC AHT Courses 
2000 Services 200 
]000 Commodities 10,000 
1 .... Travel 100 




FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II' 
ACCOtnn' 
LINE NAME 
213810 BVC Toxicology 
1 Gupta Ramesh 
2 Lancaster Fred 







213810 - BVC Toxicology 
NFS TITLE 
• Vet Toxicoloqiat/Assoc Prof 
• Chemist 
10 Senior Lab A8a1atant 








G 9 7. 39 
































FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
213812 ave Clinical Pathology 
Goad John 







213812 - BVC Clinical Pathology 
NFS TITLE 
' Senior Chemist 
10 Senior Lab Asaiatant 
10 Senior Lab Asaiatant 








BREATHITT VET CTR - BVC Clinical Pathology 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 
G 9 10.05 1958 


















FY 1994 • 95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 














• Senior Medical Technician 
10 senior Lab Aeaiatant 
10 Senior Lab Aeaiatant 
Salarie• ' Wages 
Employee 8enetiu 
Service• 




- 309 . 
BREATHITT VET CTR - BVC Histology 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 
G 9 7. 94 1958 

























FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT. 
LINE NAME 
213811 BVC Seaboard Farms 







213811 - ave seaboard Farms 
NFS TITLE 
10 Senior Laboratory Assistant 







- 3 10 -
• 
BREATHITT VET CTR - ave Seaboard Paru 
GRADE RATE TERM 
















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 







9001 Revenue {Acct 1-18030-XXXXl 
318030 - Clark Hall STATE FUNDING 
. ) 11 -
GRADE RATE TERM 

















FY 1994-95 REGEN'I"S BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 














Revenue (Acct 1-18031-XXXXl 
STATE f"UNN)ING 
• 312 . 
STODENT AFFAIRS 




El habeth Hall 


















9001 Rev~nue (Acet 1·18032·XXXX) 
318012 · Franklin Hall STATE F"'JNDING 
- J 13 -
STUDENT AFFAIRS · Franklin Hall 


















FY 1994-95 REGEN'rS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 














Revenue (Acct 1·18033-XXXXl 
STATE f'UIIDING 
. ll4 . 
GRADE RATE TERM 













FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUN'I' 
LINE NAME 







9001 Revenue (Acct 1·18034-XXXXI 
Jl80l4 • Hester Hall STATB FONDING 
• 315 . 


















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
A.CCOUNT 
LINE NAME 














Revenue (Acct 1-18035-XXXX) 
STATB PONDING 
- 316 -
STUDENT AFFAIRS - Reqenta Hall 













FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 







9001 Revenue (Acct l-18036-XXXX) 
318036 - Richmond Hall STATE P'UHDING 
\ 
- 317 -
STUDENT AFFAIRS - Richmond Hall 















FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 



















STUDENT AFFAIRS - Springer Ball 













FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 







9001 Revenue (Acct 1-18038-XXXX) 
318038 - White Hall STATE FUNOINC 
- 319 -



















FY 1994·95 REGEm'S BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 














Revenue (Acct 1-18039-XXXXI 
STATE FUNDING 
- 320 -
GRADE RATE TERM 
STUDENT AP'l'AIRS - WOOds Rall 
FY 95 ,.,,. 
0.00 
P'Y 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET !NCR. 
0 
FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCODNT 
LINE NAME 







9001 Revenue (Acct.1-18040-XXXX) 
318040 - Residence Hall Aa•oc STATE FUNDING 
. ] 21 . 
STUDENT AFFAIRS - Residence Hall Aa•oc 














FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 













Revenue (ACct 1-18041-XXXX) 
STATE FUNDING 
• 322 • 
STUDENT AFFAIRS - Bike Locker/Fum Appl 











PY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
315010 CUrris Ctr Opns 
1 Duncan Charles 
2 Lancaster Charles 
3 Vacant 
• Dunn Bobby 
5 Houston Leslie 
6 Roberts Nathan 
7 Pierce Jeffery 














315010 · Curris Ctr Opns 
NFS TITLE 
11 Operations Supervisor 
12 Operations Foreman 
12 Bldg Svcs Technician 
12 Bldg Svcs Group Leader 
12 Bldg Svcs Technician 
12 Bldg Svcs Technician 
12 Bldg Svcs Technician 
9 Asst Dir Scheduling & Mkting 
13 Student Wages 
14 Graduate Assistants 
16 Temp Nonex/Extra Hlp 






Scholarships & Financial Aid 
Capital OUtlay 
SUBTOTAL 
Revenue (Acct 1·15010·0194) 
• 32 j . 
GRADE RATE TERM 
12 
G 9 8.21 2088 
G • 6.35 2088 
G 6 7.61 2088 
G • 5. 99 2088 
G • 6. 99 2088 
G 4 7.18 2088 
12 

















































]15011 • CUrri• Ctr Recreation 
NFS TITLE 
13 Student Wages 







AUXILIARIES - CUrria Ctr Recreation 













FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 









315012 - Student Orga Admin 
NFS TITLE 
13 Student Wages 
14 Graduate Assistants 







• 3 2 5 -
ACXILIARI~S - Student Orga Admin 

















FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOmrr 
LINE NAME 











ll Student wages 
.14 Graduate Asaiatanta 










Student Act Admin 









FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II AUXILIARIES - Food Service 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
319100 Food Service 
1 Benriter William 2 Director 12 1. 00 41,874 2.00\ 
2 Miller Dorothy 8 Unit Manager 12 1.00 23,548 :I 3 Benton Terri 8 Mgr CUrris Cent Food Serv/Cate 12 1.00 29,252 
4 Vacant 12 Unit Manager 12 1.00 18.000 
5 Maglinger Cynthia 9 Sec/Coord Spec Evnts G 10 9. 77 1958 1.00 19,138 2.00\ 
6 Lamb Rhonda 9 Bookkeeper G 7 7.65 1958 1.00 14.979 2.00\ 
7 Henderson Rebecca 9 Acct Payable/Order Clerk G 7 8.00 1958 1.00 15,669 2.00\ 
8 Vacant 9 Special Events Coordinator 
9 McDaniel Jackie 12 Supervisor G 10 8.73 1640 1. 00 14,319 2.00\ 
10 Goodwin Thomas 12 Supervisor G 10 7.73 1640 l. 00 12,681 2.00\ 
11 Crittendon Betty 12 Supervisor G 10 8.55 1640 1. 00 14,017 2.00\ 
12 Morgan Delia 12 Supervisor G 10 8.46 1640 l. 00 13.872 2.00\ 
13 McManamy Melanie 12 Supervisor G 10 9.15 1640 1.00 15,005 2.00\ 
14 Vacant 12 Supervisor G 10 1640 l. 00 15,170 
15 Sanders Barbara 12 Supervisor G 10 8.55 1640 1. 00 14,017 
'I 16 Skinner Keith 12 Supervisor G 10 10.26 1640 1.00 16,826 4. 17 Tanner Sandra 12 Production Coordinator G 10 8.39 1640 1. 00 13,767 2. 
18 Edwards Glen 12 Butcher G 7 7.69 1640 1.00 12,613 2.00\ 
19 Rogers Patricia 9 Cashier G 6 5.89 1640 1.00 9,652 2.00\ 
20 vacant 9 Cashier G 6 1640 1. 00 12,776 
21 Skinner Cheryl 9 Cashier G 6 7.10 1640 l. 00 11,646 2.00\ 
22 Cobb Donna 9 Cashier G 6 7.67 1640 1. 00 12,573 2.00\ 
23 Henry Wanda 9 Cashier G 6 7.69 1640 1. 00 12,619 2.00\ 
24 _Morgan Bel vie 9 Cashier G 6 6.13 1640 1. 00 10' 054 2.00\ 
25 Rogers Mary 9 Cashier G 6 6. 92 1640 1. 00 ll,Hl 2.00\ 
. 327 
I 



































































12 Stockroom Worker 
12 stOckroom Worker 
12 Stockroom Worker 

















GRADE RATE TERM 
G 6 7.53 1640 
G 6 7.62 1640 
G 6 5.89 1640 
G 6 6.45 1640 
G 6 7.80 1640 
G 6 5.89 1640 
G 6 6.60 1640 
G 6 6.70 1640 
G 6 6.73 1640 
G 6 7.01 1640 
G 6 7.28 1640 
G 10 8.93 1640 
G 5 6.50 1640 
G 5 6.43 1640 
G 5 6.98 1640 
G 5 5.70 1640 
G 5 6.85 1640 
G 5 6.75 1640 
G 5 6.47 1640 
G 6 6.85 1640 
G 5 7.16 1640 
G 5 6.22 1640 
G 5 5.70 1640 
G 5 6.11 1640 
G 5 6.76 1640 
G 5 6.68 1640 














































































































12 Salad Worker 
12 Salad Worker 
12 Salad Worker 
12 Salad Worker 
12 Salad Worker 
12 Serving Line Worker 
12 Serving Line Worker 
12 Serving Line Worker 
12 Serving_Line Worker 
12 Serving Line Worker 
12 Snack Bar Worker 
12 Snack Bar Worker 
12 Snack Bar Worker 
12 Snack Bar Worker 
12 Cashier 
12 Snack Bar Worker 
12 cook 
12 Snack Bar Worker 
12 Beverage Line Worker 
12 Beverage Line Worker 
12 Part-time Caterer 
12 Dishroom Worker 
12 Part-time Caterer 
12 Cook 
12 Part-time Caterer 
- 3 2 9 -
GRADE RATE TERM 
G 5 6.28 1640 
G 4 5.89 1640 
G 4 5.45 1640 
G 4 6.87 1640 
G 4 6.35 1640 
G 4 5.56 1640 
G 4 6.62 1640 
G 4 6.26 1640 
G 4 6.41 1640 
G 4 6.95 1640 
G 4 7.12 1640 
G 4 5.46 1640 
G 4 6.88 1640 
G 4 6.38 1640 
G 4 6.37 1640 
G 4 6.78 1640 
G 4 6.40 1640 
G 5 5. 72 1640 
G 4 6.13 1640 
G 3 6.16 1640 
G 3 5.87 1640 
G 3 5.57 1640 
G 2 4.65 1640 
G 5 5.65 1640 
G 5 6.38 1640 
G 5 5.65 1640 
' 




























































FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II AUXILIARIES - Food Service 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET INCR 
79 Vacant 12 Dishroom Worker G 2 1640 1.00 2,952 
80 Me Kinney Angela 12 Dishroom Worker G 2 5.04 1640 l. 00 8,264 2.00\ 
B1 Barborka Frank 12 Dishroom Worker G 2 5.04 1640 1.00 8,264 2.00\ 
I" 
Orr Eva 12 Snack Bar Worker G 4 6.71 1640 1.00 11,007 2.00\ 
B3 Higgerson Dorothy 12 Dishroom Worker G 2 5.04 1640 l. 00 8,264 2.00\ 
84 vacant 12 Dishroom Worker G 2 5.51 1640 1.00 9,030 
86 Dick Lisa 12 Dishroom worker G 2 5.04 1640 1.00 8,264 2.00\ 
87 Starks Catherine 12 serving Line Worker G 4 6.13 1640 1. 00 10,058 2.00\ 
89 Howes Linda 12 Cook G 5 6.79 1640 1. 00 11,140 2.00\ 
90 Willoughby Henry 12 Dishroom Worker G 2 6.79 1640 1.00 ll,l40 2.00\ 
91 Morgan John 12 Bldg Svcs Technician G 4 6.27 1640 l. 00 10,288 2.00\ 
92 Litchford Jean 12 Pots And Pans G 2 6.50 1640 1.00 10,656 2.00\ 
93 Vacant 12 Pots And Pans G 2 5.75 1640 1. 00 9,430 
95 Johnston Pat 12 Supervisor G 10 9.15 1640 1. 00 15,005 2.00\ 
96 Roberts John 12 Bldg Svcs Technician G 4 6.74 1640 1. 00 11,057 2.00\ 
97 Crass Jonathan 12 Bldg Svcs Technician G 4 6.74 1640 1. 00 ll' 057 2.00\ 
I 
98 White Gary 12 Bldg Svcs Technician G 4 6.00 1640 1. 00 9,836 2.00\ 
99 Sm1th Hafford 12 Bldg Svcs Technician G 4 6.74 1640 1. 00 11,057 2.00\ 
Kelsie Bldg Svcs Technician G 6.11 1640 1.00 10,020 2.00\ 100 Hooks 12 4 
101 Canup Wanda 12 Cashier/Finish Baker G 6 7.05 1640 1. 00 11,560 2.00\ 
500 Student Wages 13 Student Wages 106,812 
700 Temp Nonex/Subst 16 Temp Nonex/Substit 27,826 
701 Temp Nonex/overt 16 Temp Nonex/Overtime 15,000 
' 750 Temp Ex/Extra He 15 Temp Ex/Extra Help 40 
1000 Salaries & Wages 96.00 1,283.4.16 
. 330 
I 









319100 - Food Service 









AUXILIARIES - Food Service 
FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 









FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
314010 Racer Card Admin 










a Debit Card Coordinator 
ll Student Wages 






• ) 3 2 -
AUXILIARIES 





Racer Card ~in 










FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
318010 Residence Life/Housing 
1 Hulick Paula 
2 Pedersen Daniel 
J Blackburn David 
4 Okoye Veeta 
S Timko ll:imberly 
6 Peterson Nancy 
7 Wright Pamela 
8 Fugate ll:imberly 
24 Tenclinger Brian 
25 Higgins Jo 
26 Steele Linda 
27 Greer Lalita 
28 Smith Nelda 
29 Jackson Robert. 
30 Williams Sandra 
31 Strode Ruth 
32 Jonee Brian 
33 Vacant 
H Elliott. ICelly 
35 Derington William 
36 Harpole Dorothy 
37 Bushway Shirley 
38 Haworth James 




8 Assistant. Director for Adminis 
8 Associate Director 
8 Coord/Rea Hall Judicial Affair 
8 Area Coordinator 
• Admin Secretary II 
• Admin Secretary I 
8 Area Coordinator 
8 Area Coordinator 
i2 Bldg Svca TeChnician 
12 Bldg Svcs Technician 
12 Bldg Svcs Technician 
12 Bldg Svca Technician 
12 Bldg Sves Group Leader 
12 Bldg Sves Technician 
12 Bldg Sves Technician 
12 Bldg Sves Technician 
12 Bldg Svcs Technician 
12 Bldg Svca Technician 
12 Bldg Svcs Group Leader 
12 Bldg Svca Technician 
12 Bldg Svcs Tlchnician 
12 Bldg Svca Technician 
12 Bldg Sves Technician 
12 Bldg Svcs Technician 
- ))) . 
AUXILIARIES - Residence Life/Rouatng 






G 8 6.69 1958 
G 1 6.24 usa 
" 
G 4 6.17 2088 
G 4 6.54 2088 
G 4 6.48 2088 
G 4 5.98 2088 
G 6 6.58 2088 
G 4 5.98 2081 
G ~ 6.58 2088 
G 4 5.46 2088 
G 4 2088 
G 4 6.29 2088 
G 6 6.60 2088 
G 4 5.46 2088 
G 4 6.38 2088 
G 4 6.46 2088 
G 4 6.28 2088 













































































FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I AUXILIARIES - Residence Life/Housing 
ACCOUNT FY 9S FY 9S PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET I NCR 
41 Pascha.ll Helen 12 Bldg Svcs Technician G • 7.29 2088 1. 00 15,221 2.00\ 
., Underhill Alberta l2 Bldg Svcs Group Leader G 6 7.04 20B8 1.00 14.708 2.00\ 
., Bonds Billy 12 Bldg Svcs Technician G • 6.30 2088 1.00 13,146 2.00\ .. Noel Peggy 9 Area Clerk G s 6.36 1635 1.00 10,406 2.00\ 
I .. Tucker Jan 9 Area Clerk G s 5.70 1635 1.00 9. 323 2.00\ <6 Gupton <ay 9 Oat a Entry Operator G 6 5.89 l958 1. 00 11.524 2.00\ ., Ragsdale Mayda 9 Area· Clerk G 5 5.70 1635 1.00 9,323 2.00\ 
.. Wyatt Rose • Assignment Clerk G 7 6.24 l958 1.00 12.223 2.00\ 
., Reed Thomas 9 Bldg Svce Supervisor G 10 8.92 2088 1. 00 18.615 2.00\ 
.. Harris Donald 12 Bldg Svca Group t.e:ader G· 6 6.02 2088 1. 00 12,565 2.00\ 
500 Ondeaignated 13 Student Wage• 361,000 
SOl ondeaiqnated ll Student Security Staff 145,000 
S02 Undeaiqnated 13 Studenta·Vacation Cleaning 15,000 
SOl Undeaignated ll Studenta·Hall Director Staff 56,335 
600 Undedgnated 14 Graduate Aaaiatanta 4,000 
700 Undeeignated 16 Temp Nonex/OVertime 7,270 
I 1000 Salariea " wage• 35.00 1", 101,956 1200 Eatployee Benefits 202,141 
2000 services 
l. 525.408 






3700 Miscellaneous 4,050 
4000 Scholarships "- Financial Aid 17,340 
6000 Capital Outlay 175,000 
- JH -
I 
FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
318010 · Residence Life/Housing 
NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERH 
TOTAL 

























318020 - College Court• 
NFS TITLE 
13 Student Wages 
Salariea " Waqea 

























FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
318015 Sr Asst Om Sch/H Dir 
4000 
318015 - Sr A88t Om Sch/H Dir 
NFS TITLE GRADE RATE 
Scholarship& ' Financial Aid 
TOTAL 
















FY 199,·95 REGENTS BUDGET,II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
318296 Housing Debt service 
NFS TITLE 
sooo Debt Service-No Pool 
5010 Debt Service-Principal 
1
5015 






AUXILIARIES - Housing Debt Service 









FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
319296 Dining Debt Service 
NFS TITLE 
5000 Debt Service-No Pool 
5010 Debt Service-Principal 
SOlS Debt Service-Intere•t 
319296 - Dining Debt Service TOTAL 
• 339 • 
~UXILIARIES - Dining Debt Service 













FY 1994~95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
319800 H & 0 Major Maint 
2000 




• 34 0 • 
AUXILIARIES · H & 0 Major Haint 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET I I AUXILIARIES University Store 
ACCOUNT FY 95 FY 95 PERCENT 
LINE NAME NFS TITLE GRADE RATE TERM FTE BUDGET I NCR 
317100 University Store 
1 McDowell Bobby 2 Director 12 1.00 41,310 2.00\ 
2 Vaughn Jack. 8 Aesi•tant Director 12 0.75 30,104 2.00\ 
2 8 [Gift Shop Svar - NSM) 0.25) [ ... , 'I" 
2 8 [Total] 1.00) ( 39, 321) l \I 
l Graham Jimmy 10 Receiving ' Inv Agent G 8 10.19 1958 1.00 19,953 . Ot 
• Bell Marilyn 9 Booklceeper G ' 7.76 1958 1. 00 15,197 2.00t 
5 Travis Elizabet..h 9 Bock Merchandiser G 8 8.57 1958 1. 00 16,773 2.00\ 
6 Thveatt Xatherine ' Bock Merchandi•er G 8 8.09 1958 1.00 15,831 2.00\ 
7 Tyler Joyce 9 Jewelry Merehandi•er G 7 7.97 1958 1.00 15,610 2.00t 
8 Rudolph Mary ' e&•hier G 6 7.34 1958 1. 00 14,378 2.00\ 
' Edvarda Linda ' Cashier G 6 6.38 1958 1.00 12.497 2.00\ 
10 Hopkins Gracie • Ca•hier G 6 7.31 1958 1.00 14,320 2.00\ 
11 Owens Mary 9 Emblematic: Merc:handher G 7 7.94 1958 1. 00 15.542 2.00\ 
12 Sliger Joyce 8 Art Merchandi•er G 7 6.24 1958 1.00 12,223 2.00\ 
700 undesignated 16 Temp Nonex/Bxtra Help 13,741 
1000 Salarie• ~ Wage• 11.75 238,179 
1200 Employee Benefit• 14,826 
1400 Other Personnel 7,000 
2000 Inst Support 96,749 
2000 Services 52.276 
3000 Commodities 1,601,827 
3600 Travel 2,599 
3700 Miscellaneous 700 

























FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
317110 NMnd Trsfr/Bkst to Oper 
5020 





- 34 3 -
AUXILIARIES - NMnd Trafr/Bkat to Oper 













FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
A.CCOUN'I' 
LINE NAME 
316130 Vending · H ' 0 
3700 










Vending • R 5. D 


























' Records Clerk 
12 Parking Enforcement Officer 
12 Patrol Officer 
ll Student Wages 
16 T~p Nonex/Extra Help 






Revenue (Acct. 1-13101-0451) 
STATE f'tJNDING 
- HS · 
GRADE RATE TERM 
G 5 5.70 use 
G 5 6.18 2088 


























FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
A.CCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
316100 Vending - President 
3000 
3100 






• 34.6 • 
AUXILIARIES - Vending - President 









FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUln' 
LINE NAME 
316110 Vending · Acad Aftrs 
3700 




· H7 · 
AUXILIARIES • Vending - Acad Affre 











FY 1994·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
316140 Vending - Univ Rels 
3100 





AUXILIARIES · Vending - Univ Rela 








FY 1994-95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
ACCOUNT 
LillE NAME 
316150 Vending - Admin Svcs 
NFS TITLE 
)700 Miscellaneous 
316150 - Vending - Admin Svcs TOTAL 
• 349 . 
AUXILIARIES · Vending · Admin Svcs 




FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
I 
FY 199~·95 REGENTS BUDGET II 
A.CCOUNT 
LINE NAME 
316131 Vending - Admin Bldga 
3700 




• 3 50 . 
AUXILIARIES - Vending - Admin Bldga 




FY 95 PERCENT 
BUDGET INCR 
23,000 
23,000 
